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Australian National University under the joint auspices of the Departments of Computer Science of the
Australian National University and the University College of the Australian Defence Force Academy.
As with past conferences, the aim is to stimulate the interchange of ideas and information among computer
scientists working in academic and other institutions around Australia. New members of the computing
profession and graduate students are particularly encouraged to submit papers and to attend the conference.
To this end every effort is made to minimize the cost of attending.
Papers reporting the results of current research in any field of Computer Science, papers on Computing
Practice and Craft, papers on Computer Science Education, and Tutorial Papers are now being solicited.
Submitted papers should be in the format required by the Australian Computer Journal, and should be
approximately 5000 words in length. The names of the authors, their affiliation and contact address should be
submitted on a separate page, and should not appear on the manuscript. All papers will be refereed. Attention
is drawn to the following deadlines:
Deadline for receipt of papers23 September, 1985
Mailing of acceptance to authors 22 November, 1 985
Receipt of committee of camera-ready copy16 December, 1985
All submissions and enquiries should be addressed to:
Papers Chairman, ACSC-9
Department of Computer Science
Australian Defence Force Academy
Northcott Drive, Canberra, A.C.T. 2600
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Guest Editorial
It has been a great pleasure and honour for me to edit this special issue of the Australian Computer Journal on
Office Automation. The fact that an entire issue of the Journal can be dedicated to this subject is a convincing
indication that practitioners and academics are coming to accept the necessity and implications of end-user
computing. Given that this is the first ACJ issue on Office Automation, or OA, the range of topics that has been
addressed is impressive:
- Mr Smyrk's paper on Delivery Systems provides a very useful framework to show how OA relates to
Information Technology in general.
- Professor Garner and MrTsui in theirpaperon Knowledge Representation demonstrate how experimental
work in the application of artificial intelligence to unstructured office activities may result in expert systems
that will extend the utility of traditional OA functions in future implementations.
- Dr Baker's paper on Communication demonstrates, notwithstanding our ability to postulate exciting
developments in OA, that communication in the office, i.e. the problem that gave rise to the interest in and
development of OA, still offers opportunities which have not been addressed in Australian organisations.
- Mr Grant describes an example of joint participation by the tertiary education system and by commerce
and industry in promoting a greater awareness of the concepts of OA through accredited and nonaccredited courses, consultancy and research.
- Dr Caelli discusses the often-overlooked aspects of privacy and security as they relate to OA. As business
implements more and more OA systems providing access to increasing numbers of users, the security of
corporate data needs to be rigorously managed.
- Associate Professor Lions describes the development of a package of tools under the UNIX system to
generate and control the correspondence of the editor of the ACJ, providing an excellent example of the
ways in which end-users can create and modify tools to suit specific objectives and needs.
- Mr McCrae writes of the need for an integrated national approach toOA. The opportunities for research and
dissemination of the concepts of OA should be well co-ordinated by the relevant government agencies and
professional societies to avoid duplication of efforts and the waste of opportunities with respect to the
limited research funds in Australia.
- Finally, Dr Sawyer and myself have contributed a short communication on the application of OA in the form
of computer-assisted interviewing of patients in a hospital setting.
This issue will alert you to some of the initiatives and issues in OA. However, we should not be complacent.
Greater efforts are needed for original research into OA. The dependence of Australian users on overseas
hardware and software for the foreseeable future is well assured. Research efforts here should be directed to
the methodolgy of implementation to ensure optimum results, as it is in this area that Australian academics can
excel.
It is also incumbent on academia to ensure that effective means are created to transfer their applied
research into the offices of commerce, industry and government. To achieve these ends specific initiatives are
needed to encourage research and to foster the implementation of its results effectively.
I hope thatthere will befurtherissuesofthisjournal devoted to Office Automation inthefuture. However, if
the tenor and substance of these future issues are the same as this, then we will have failed. If, on the other
hand, future issues are a litany of case studies, advanced research and innovative applications, our
international standing should be assured. We cannot afford to remain static in such a dynamic area of
computing as this. To achieve all this we should:
- clearly identify areas in need of research and prioritise them,
- co-ordinate the execution of research to ensure that projects are not duplicated and are awarded to the
most suitable institution.
- develop mechanisms to ensure free communication between researchers and users, and to ensure
continuing relevance of research.
In conclusion, 1 congratulate the authors of the papers fortheir commendable efforts; I commend this issue
to you, the reader, as an example of excellence of Australian endeavour in Office Automation; and I look
forward to seeing future issues of this journal on this theme.
AH. Baird
South Australian Health Commission
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A Model for Office Automation
Delivery Systems
J.R. Smyrk*
This paper places Office Automation into a framework of four information technology delivery
vehicles linked as a “global architecture”. Since the other three components (Data Processing,
Management Information and Decision Support) are often treated as variants of office automation
by various authors, they too are defined and discussed. The model assembled in this way has some
implications for the management of information technology in organisations. These implications
are discussed and elaborated.
Keywords: Information Technology, Data Processing, Management Information, Decision
Support, Office Automation, Models and Principles.
CR categories: H.1, H.4.1, H.4.2.

INTRODUCTION As the everyday terminology of the computing pro
fession is heavily “supplier-driven”, it tends more to
reflect a set of marketing aspirations than a set of tools for
the description and analysis of information systems.
This paper attempts to advance a coherent model of
Information Technology (IT) for the office in which a
distinction is drawn between four interdependent infor
mation delivery vehicles- which are often loosely bundled
up as Office Automation (OA). The discussion then offers
definitions of the delivery vehicles and seeks to demon
strate that OA is but one of the four delivery vehicles.
These definitions are linked by a framework entitled a
"Global Architecture for Information Technology" (GAIT).
Such an approach is to be contrasted with another (e.g.
Thierauf, 1984) which sees Data Processing, Management
Information and Decision Support as sequential stages of
an evolutionary process.
ORGANISATIONS AND DECISION HIERARCHIES
There is a degree of correlation between the horizon of
a decision and the position of the decision-maker in the
organisational hierarchy. A greater proportion of the Chief
Executive's time, for example, is concerned with decisions
of a long term strategic nature than with operational
issues. The reverse would apply to most "front line"
managers. Mid level management is primarily concerned
with tactical matters where the horizon involves the
current, or next, budget period.
As we move from operational decisions up through
tactical to strategic, we find a corresponding transition
from highly structured to largely unstructured decision
environments. A structured decision environment is one
where the entire decision process can be described as an
algorithm while the unstructured extreme has no such
predefined rules. Decidingon thetimingand quantityof a
Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this
material is granted, provided that ACJ's copyright notice is given and
that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to
the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the
Australian Computer Society.

stock order is an example of the former, while proceeding
with a takeover is an example of the latter. The relative
importance of decision horizons to the organizational
hierarchy is described in Figure 1. (Another application of
the same model is in Northcote, 1984).
The IT tools most appropriate to structured environ
ments are, in general, not the same as those appropriate to
unstructured environments. Furthermore the relative im
portance of different data categories changes from one
level of decision to another. Internal data is relatively
more important at the operational level than at the
strategic level. The reverse is true of data about other
entities such as rivals or suppliers.
For example the tools relevant to an Inventory Depart
ment for developing a stock control system would be
largely irrelevant to an Executive Committee for the
development of a capital project evaluation model.
Accordingly, just as decision environments vary with
decision-making level, so too do IT tools vary with
decision environments.
The reader is asked to bear in mind a distinction
between the meaning of the word "structured” when
applied to decision-making (as above) on one hand, and
when describing data types (below) on the other. It was
felt better to use the established terminology of the two
disciplines involved (decision theory and information
systems) rather than introduce new definitions.

EXECUTIVE

STRATEGIC

TACTICAL
MANAGERIAL

OPERATIONAL

REACTIVE

OF DECISIONS

Figure 1. Organizational hierarchies and classes of decision.

*Sigma Management Science Pty. Limited, P.O. Box 647, Dee Why, N.S. W. 2099. Manuscript received April, 1985; revised june, 7985.
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DECISION CLASSES AND INFORMATION
The three classes of decision require access to different
sorts of data if an appropriate information base is to be
assembled when decisions are made. To develop the
discussion it is necessary at this point to pursue the
categories of data used in business. The conventional
distinction between data and information is accepted
here- basically that data is the inputto an IT facility, while
information is the output.
Data for decision-making can be unambiguously classi
fied into eight distinct categories obtained by use of four
classes and two types as shown in Table 1.

HYPOTHETICAL
INFORMATION (UH)

NORMATIVE
INFORMATION (UN)

EXTERNAL
INFORMATION (UE)

OAF'S

INTERNAL
INFORMATION (Ul)

TABLE 1: Types and Classes of Data
TYPE

STRUCTURED UNSTRUCTURED

CLASS
INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
NORMATIVE
HYPOTHETICAL

The entries in Table 1 are codes that allow each category
to be simply labelled for the subsequent discussion.

The "type" is defined by the way in which the data is
organised. Structured data (with which we have had very
long collective experience) is traditionally arranged into
files, records and fields. This includes not only flat files but
formal data bases as well. Examples include a personnel
file in which each record describes an employee and
includes a field for birthdate. Unstructured data is usually
textual and offers no guarantee of being described
adequately by a finite number of fields.
The emergingterminology (Zdonik, 1984) avoids words
associated with structured data and uses sets and objects
rather than files and records. An example is the set of
letters to a prospective customer in which each item of
correspondence is an object.
"Class" is defined by both source and the purpose of
the data. Internal data arises from transactions with the
rest of the world - for example a customer invoice.
Internal data will be stored in either corporate data bases
(containing raw data from transactions) or extract files
(each with a view defined for a particular user need).
Internal data can be either historic (e.g. an invoice) or
selectable (e.g. unit prices).
External data describes other aspects of the business
system and will be either environmental (of which the
bond rate is an example) or entity-based. The latter
embraces data on other organisations such as suppliers,
customers, rivals and trade unions.
Normative data takes its name from the word "norm"
which has as one of its meanings "... a performance
standard". Normative data in business takes the form of
goals, targets, plans and budgets whose achievement is
sought but cannot be guaranteed. Clearly, although there
are strong links between normative and internal data, the
two are quite distinct. The former describes desirable but
non-selectable states of affairs, the second - actual or
selectable states of affairs.
Hypothetical data is usually associated with "what-if?"
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 1985

Figure 2. The unstructured information delivery vehicle.

type questions or business forecasts. The statement "sales
revenue will probably be $1.2 million if our unit price is set
at $15" involves two pieces of hypothetical information.
DELIVERY VEHICLES
There are four IT delivery vehicles which fill the
processing needs of today's office.
(a) Office Automation Facilities (OAFs)
(b) Data Processing Facilities (DPFs)
(c) Management Information Facilities (MIFs)
(d) Decision Support Facilities (DSFs).
They are distinguished in their purpose, their features and
in the sorts of resources they demand for their successful
operation. Linkages between these vehicles and the data
categories described above are displayed in Figures 2 & 3.
Amongst the features described below is one called
"user-driven". A user-driven facility does not require a
technical intermediary to translate the user's desire for
information into system instructions for the retrieval of
that information. By this definition some form of educa
tion is assumed to make any facility "user-driven".
Office Automation Facilities
OAFs have as their objective the handling of Unstruc
tured Data (regardless of Class) for all levels of manage
ment. The features of an OAF are those which are usually
associated with current OA products. These include: word
processing, electronic mail, calendaring, videotex, docu
ment retrieval, audio, image, OCR and so on.

NORMATIVE
INFORMATION (SN)

HYPOTHETICAL
INFORMATION (SH)

EXTERNAL
INFORMATION (SE)

EXTRACT INTERNAL
INFORMATION (SI)

CORPORATE
DATABASES

DPFs

TRANSACTIONS

Figure 3. Three structured-information delivery vehicles linked.
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To be successful, OAFs have to be user-driven and have
to offer a high level of integration between the functions
listed above. If an OAF is not user-driven then we infer that
a user requires the services of a technical specialist to
make the OAF tools accessible. Such an arrangement
could not be accepted on cost or operational grounds.
Integration of OAF tools is necessary to allow the
efficient assembly of new objects from old ones.
We devote an enormous amount of effort to creating
objects of one form from components of other forms.
Integration is an essential characteristicifweare to readily
build a new document, for example, from a selection of
existing voice, image and other documents.
By way of contrast the following three IT delivery
vehicles are all concerned with Structured Data.

Data Processing Facilities
DPFs have two purposes, the processing of trans
actions (which give rise to Structured Internal Data) for
the maintenance of corporate databases and supporting
operational enquiries on those databases. An inventory
system is an example of a DPF in which not only is the
processing of a customer order an illustrative transaction,
but so also is the change of a selling price.
Because DPFs fill what is the traditional role of com
puting in the office, they have the traditionally established
features defined by that role such as speed, efficiency,
accuracy, auditability and so on.
DPFs are usually associated with continuously high
transaction rates, and consequently demand resources
from which economies of scale can be exploited. Thus we
expect to find in DPFs large machines, low level software,
computing specialists and a high degree of centralisation.
The DPF is therefore capable of direct support in
general only for structured decisions (determining the
reorder quantity for a stock item being a case in point).

Management Information Facilities
The purpose of an MIF is to support tactical and
strategic decision makers with three Classes of Structured
Data- Normative, External and Internal, the latter taking
the form of Structural extract files from corporate data
bases. The key feature of an MIF is that it is fully userdriven. If the routine of an MIF requires analysts, pro
grammers or operators then it has failed.
Setting up an MIF may well require specialist guidance
- but clearly this does not violate the "user-driven”
concept. Nor does the common need for "pre-canned"
reports - which may well be produced from routines
written by specialists - break this convention, provided
their production can be initiated regularly by users.
The interface between the user and the system is
crucial to the success of an MIF and approaches like the
"User Derived Interface" (Good et a/., 1984) hold great
promise in this area.
The resources of an MIF are determined in part by the
user-driven feature and in part by the fact that such
applications are intrinsically low volume. An MIF there
fore will be serviced by small machines (or small shares in
large existing DPF machines), high level software, useroperators and a high degree of decentralisation and
autonomy.
104

Decision Support Facilities
The purpose of a DSF is to support tactical and strategic
decision-makers in their use of Structured Hypothetical
Data. Since Hypothetical Data (as defined above) implies
the use of models, then this becomes the distinguishing
feature of a DSF.
Models tend to have very specific roles in decisions
(McCosh, 1984) and often very short lives (when the
decision is taken, use of the model is often terminated).
They also tend not to require high levels of integration
with other established data and systems in the organisa
tion. These characteristics imply(a) High levels of specialist involvement especially dur
ing development of the model.
(b) High levels of isolation for DSF models.
(c) Relatively more important roles for Personal Com
puters as DSF hosts than is the case for either MIFs or
DPSs.
The future roles of the DSF specialist (who might well
be an Operations Researcher or Management Scientist) is
by no means clear. If the early promise of Artificial
Intelligence is realised, then the emergence of "meta”
models over the next few years could lead to fully userdriven DSFs in which the technical specialist is completely
absent (Katzan, 1983).
The role of a specialist in Decision Support models is
often necessary for the success of that model. Thus
development of a DSF will frequently involve a technical
intermediary - but to be operationally successful in must
be user-driven.
ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL
The most basic implication of the model is that organ
isationally there should be a "hard" boundary between
DP on one hand and MI/DS/OA on the other.
DP will continue as a single, highly integrated area of
technology. However, MIFs, DSFs and OAFs will spread
rapidly as rather autonomous facilities. This view lies in
stark contrast to the Information Centre concept in which
the very word "centre” houses a philosophic problem.
A proper role for the Information Centre in this model
is that of "Extract File Servicing". Information Centre staff
are part of DP and with their detailed knowledge of
Corporate Databases, can develop the extract routines to
meet the needs of users for Internal Data.
There remains, however, the need in all organisations
to avoid duplication of data entry. Data which is of interest
to more than one user area merits some form of central
management. This in turn implies a central monitoring
function on data needs and database creation.
The necessary liasion activity will be carried out by an
Information Mapping Croup, closely identified with the
MI/DS areas, butoperationally divorced from the DParea.
The Information Mapping Group would be responsible
for:
(a) Developing and maintaining a computer-based
Corporate Information Map which will link decisions,
decision-makers and data.
(a) Offering technical guidance and support to Ml, DS
and OA users.
(c) Briefing DP on extract database requirements.
(d) Maintaining central (multi-user) files of External,
Normative and Hypothetical data.
(e) User education in the tools and techniques of Ml, DS
and OA.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 7985
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(f) Providingthe modelling skills necessary forthe more
sophisticated DS facilities (forecasting, simulation,
risk analysis and so on).
According to this model, the DP "department" be
comes little more than a transaction processing factory.
The Information Mapping Group, on the other hand, fill
the role of "data cartographers" producing descriptions of
the organisation's information terrain and data structures.
Such descriptions are the maps by which decision makers
can navigate and explore. Like their terrestrial colleagues,
the Mapping Group identify spaces of importance to
specific uses- but unlike them, are also able to build and
modify the structures they describe.
CONCLUSION
The conventional models of Data Processing, Manage
ment Information and Decision Support used by most
organisations are inadequate. This inadequacy arises both
from a lack of definition and from an assumption that the
DP model is appropriate to all levels of IT. At the same
time the "passive" model of OA promoted by most
vendors is also inadequate because it fails to describe a
clear and meaningful roleforOAasan IT delivery vehicle.
The new technologies; PCs, database, data modelling,
ultra high level languages and so on allow planned
distributed autonomous growth of MIFs, DSFs and OAFsfulfilling and meeting the varying needs of the organisa
tions at the three levels of tactical, strategic and opera
tional. At the same time the needs for central liaison and
corporate data mapping can now be met.
The GAIT model highlights the inevitable penetration
of organisations by IT and provides a structure by which
this process can be understood and managed.

The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 7985
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Knowledge Representation
for An Audit Office
B.J. Garner** and E. Tsui*
This paper explores the advanced functions and associated knowledge representation issues
appropriate to the Office of the Future through research into automation of the Audit Office. Four
broad conclusions have emerged from his research with important implications for the design of
Office Knowledge Bases, and the development of a Conceptual Schema for the Audit Office using
canonical graphs has been demonstrated.
Keywords and Phrases: Knowledge representation, conceptual structures, audit office, knowledge
base.
C.R. categories: H.4.1, 1.2.4, 1.2.6, K.6.4.

The majority or research projects in the field of Office
Information Systems, particularly European projects,
appearto be concentrated around public communication
services and transmission networks (Naffah, 1.982). It is
also no coincidence that some of the best paradigms for
specifying office systems specifically emphasise the office
communication requirements (Konsynski, Bracker and
Bracker, 1982). It is recognised, however, that a new
framework for office support is essential to provide the
total functions implicit in office automation (Panko and
Sprague, 1982), although very little research has focussed
on practical models for the Office of the Future.
AN ORGANISATIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON OFFICE
FUNCTIONS
Despite the rapid growth of corporate interest in OA,
considerable confusion is evident in OA goals and objecfives. The reasons for such confusion have been reported
elsewhere (Garner, 1985a). Four distinct areas of need
have been identified in the diverse offices that exist
within organisations, namely:
— Administrative Tasks
— Communication Requirements
— Problem Solving Activities
— Encapsulation of Expertise
Administrative tasks refer principally to a production
model of office activity,.encompassing such activities.as
word processing,Tiling, correspondence and, very import
antly -today, cataloguing, cross referencing .and the
establishment-of an index register for easy retrieval of
related documents. Communication needs, on the other
hand, refer to communications between internal depart
ments, between the Organisation and customers,suppliers
and Gove rrvm ent Departments, Th is means that essential
facilities include electronic mail, .the transfer.of files and
documents, fern example.with facsimile, equipment, .and
■efficient servicing of-,all external requests, (.whether by
telephone, electroriic'«ait>5tebex-or some other comrauni■Copyright'.© T9.85, Australian Computer Society,Inc: ’
.General permission to'republish, 'buthot'tofiiprbfit,' alFor.part-ofthis
-material is gcarvted.-provided-that-ACj'Scopyfight'natfeeisgivehand
that reference is made tothe;publitation> Touts date of issue,iand to
the fact that reprinting priviteges were granted:by-.permission of the
.AustralianComputer.Soeiety.■
- . •
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cation mechanism. The third area of office activity that
warrants discussion is problem solving. In this context,
problem solving would include creating a new document
or putting together a report from different sources or
possibly processing progress reports .between various
departments in a project management context. Problem
solving activities of this nature are often considered the
province of professional officers and, as such, as requiring
specialised facilities. In extending the decision support
concept to provide a new framework for office support, a
range of new functions (roles) will be possible. A manage
ment audit of appropriate communication processes
ensures that office information systems can be applied to
increase personal job enrichment and to develop new
organisational strengths (Garner and Ashton, 1983). In
this case study (loc. cit.) it is pointed out that secretaries,
for example, may find their jobs expanded to include
information analysis functions, such as managing a local
database for a manager and producing graphic displays.
The fourth area of need is to guarantee continuity of skills,
knowhow and expertise to the organisation.
THE AUDIT OFFICE AS A MODEL FOR RESEARCH
The auditor seeks to establish compliance withcorporate policies and procedures, to determine the quality of
internal control, and through substantive tests, estab
lishes the existence and effeetiveness-of specific control
techniques. Audit practices rely heavily on. posing
. questions and. propositions, to elicit the information,
required for audit purposes. The internal control
■ questionnaire (ICQ), for example, is frequently used to
obtain direct-responsesTrom employees,-andTnfocmation
retrieval from the Auditees' Tiles commonly* involves
encoding questions using high level query languages..

'; Tbe,prqs.pect.qf!aut'omating'theproducfioh’Of,intefnal
control q uestipnoairesandsu bs’equently, theprovisiondf
an Interface for querymgauditee fries was, seen Tb offer
.immediate hehefits.to'auditors but the-broader.scope of
Al -in the audit- office was .a major factor in- selecting the
part icular "knowledge representation technique-rcanonjicabgrafi.hs—idescrtbedTaler.- • - .
Contemporary audit ■office requirements have been
established basedon-recent discussions-witha number of
auditors, Tr.om-the anaFysis ofauditproductivity^goalsand

*X)eakiniUmversity, Victoria 12SI7.Manuscript received■April,-T985; rrevis-edrjuly, T-9&5. ,, ,
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through participation in methodology development for
comprehensive audits. The three broad conclusions justi
fying selection of the Audit Office as the model for
research may be summarised as:
(i) The objectives of the Audit Office may be carefully
defined, and more importantly, there is uncommonly
close agreement between the audit staff on these
objectives, despite the wide disparity of individual
background and skill level.
(ii) The four areas of need identified earlier are readily
apparent in the Audit Office (Garner, 1985b).
(iii) Large volumes of data in the form of statistical reports,
survey instruments, graphical displays and inter
mediate documents are both received and generated
within the Audit Office before the Audit Reports are
finalised.
For completeness, the potential applications of Al in
the audit office were seen to encompass:
1. Personal tool generator
In order to achieve a higher degree of automation than
the system-defined tasks, an office worker should be
allowed to create his own tool by use of a tool generator.
An office automation system capableof acceptingspecific
'knowledge' from its users is called a'Personal Automation'
system (Rieger, 1981). It is also noted that personalized
systems would facilitate behavioural science research
into the evaluation of paradigms used in audit decision
making (Joyce and Libby, 1982).
One application of a tool generator is an editor for the
knowledge base which makes use of the primitives
defined in the system. Personal tools should be natural,
transparent, extensible and conceptually adequate. An
audit program generator is another tool which, if imple
mented, yields high productivity gains. The challenge lies
in the integrated application of domain knowledge and
specific 'user knowledge'.
2. Audit model generator
The specification and representation of office models
have been exemplified by several authors, e.g. Newman
(1980), Andre, Bogoand Hameon (1980), Konsynskietal.
(1982), Barber and Hewitt (1982). However, there is very
little research on the automatic generation of audit/office
models by means of interactive technology. Bailey, Duke
and Johnson (1983) demonstrated that audit models can
be generated from a set of user prepared Internal Control
Definition Language (ICDL) statements. The generated
model is then analysed and reports generated in the
context of various audit objectives.
3. Decision Support systems in auditing
Rule based expert systems play a crucial role in
capturing domain specific knowledge for knowledge
engineering. Expert advisory/explanatory systems are
increasingly favoured by auditors since traditional statis
tical techniques do not always cover all important qualita
tive components in the analysis (Hansen and Messier,
1982). Research into decision support systems is regarded
as a stepping stone to future automation in internal
control evaluations. ^ " '
'
4. Automation in audit planning
Time allocation for audit planning varies from 20% in
low technical audit to 40% in highly complex and technical
audit (Garner, 1984). Considerable advantages have been
identified byCVasarHelyi .(1984) in audit planning auto
mation; namely Audit'risk evaluation, Analytical review,
Timing of audit and Personnel scheduling.
The Australian Computer journal, Vol.'17, No. 3, August 1985

Advances in Knowledge Based systems contribute to
successful time planning systems (Klar, 1983).
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION ISSUES
Three common classes of knowledge representation
by a computer may be viewed as logical, procedural and
network (Mylopoulos and Leversque, 1984). Bobrow
(1984) has identified the need to combine programming
paradigms for progress in the development of new know
ledge structures. For example dynamic memory struc
tures play a crucial role in discourse understanding (c.f.
Schank, 1982), yet there is little formalism to support this
basic research in artificial intelligence.
Logical representation is typified by the storage of true
assertions about facts. Logical representation offers the
availability of inference rules which are useful for theorem
proving. Because of the exactness of logic specifications,
logical representation has clean, well understood and well
accepted formal semantics. The disadvantages lie in the
lack of organisational principles for the facts that con
stitute a knowledge base and the difficulty in logical
representation of procedural and heuristic knowledge.
For example, the following issues pose serious problems
in mapping from English to logic:
(i) Ambiguity-Many English sentences are ambiguous
and semantic analysis of the sentences is always
required to (try to) resolve ambiguity. Because of the
lack of organisational principles in logic it is difficuIt to
perform semantic analysis of keywords (e.g. bus,
feeling) in sentences. Without semantic analysis, a
program would have few guidelines for choosing the
best of numerous possible parses.
(ii) Good Notations - Mapping informal specifications to
a formal language requires human judgement, but a
good notation can aid judgement in a numberof ways
(Sowa, 1984a).
(iii) Prior Knowledge - Background knowledge is often
required to parse an English sentence and decom
pose word meanings into recognised tokens. Logical
statements do not provide the schema for represen
ting such background knowledge.
An example of logical representation is the first order
predicate calculus.
Procedural representation schemes view a knowledge
• base as a collection of active agents or processes. Produc
tion rules are used to specify the relationships between
these agents. For example, if the conditions on the left
• hand side of the rule are satisfied, then the agents on the
right hand side of the rule are invoked to run. There are
■ two fundamental approaches to the control structures of
the production rules. Antecedent reasoning (or forward
• chaining or data driven) refers,to searching of the know
ledge base for patterns which match the input to the
* knowledge base,- executing the right hand side of the
•
matched rule(s) and then-repeating the previous step by
1 treating the right hand side of the previously matched rule
■ as the input to .the next search. This process is repeated
• --- until the search terminates for lack -of a rule which
matches the input. In contrast, backward chaining (or goal
- driven) treats the input to the knowledge base as'the
eventual goal to be reached and backtracks to generate
. r possible paths, which can lead to such a goal. Procedural
representation allows the specification of direct,inter
actions between facts, thus eliminating the need for
wasteful searching. -On the other hand, a procedural
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knowledge base, like a program, is difficult to understand
and modify.
Using the network representation, a knowledge base is
a set of objects with relations defined over them. Due to
their nature, network schemes directly address the issues
of information retrieval, since the associations between
objects define access paths for traversing a network
knowledge base. Objects with multipleattributes (as their
properties) can be collected together to form a single
description of a complex object. Entire objects can be
addressed logically without having to consider all other
facts. The readability of pictorial displays of the know
ledge atoms and their inter-relationships in the knowledge
base should also be noted. Examples of network repre
sentation are:
(i)

Semantic nets. Originally developed as a way to
represent the meanings of English words, information
in a semantic net is represented as a set of nodes
connected to each other by a set of labeled arcs,
which represent the relationships among the nodes.
Semantic nets were originally used to find relation
ships among declared objects by (repeatedly)
examing arcs adjacent to objects.
(ii) Conceptual dependency. Conceptual dependency
provides not just a structure but also a specific set of
primitives out of which representations of particular
information can be constructed, (Schank & Abelson,
1977). Since knowledge is already broken down into
low level primitives, fewer inference rules are required
than had the knowledge been represented by high
level concepts.
(iii) Theory of conceptual graphs. Developed by Sowa
(1984b), the theory of conceptual graphs offer a
knowledge representation scheme which consists of
concepts and conceptual relations linked together by
directed arcs. A graph may be defined as a single
concept, hence a hierarchy of knowledge organisation
can be assured. The advantages of using conceptual
graph formalism over other knowledge representation
schemes can be summarized as:
(i) Extensive theoretical background. Sowa (loc. cit.)
demonstrated, in theory, that knowledge repre
sented by conceptual graphs is applicable to
mostAI areas, e.g. logic theories, expert systems,
natural language processing and database
semantics. On the contrary, semantic nets were
primarily used to find relationships between
objects and more recently, using directed search
techniques to answer specific questions (Rich,
1982).
(ii) Avoidance of fallacious inference. Fallacies are
often attributed to the imprecision of natural
language (Sowa, 1984a). Symbolic logic is highly
general and flexible, but it cannot avoid a
fallacious inference such as the following;
Clyde is an elephant
Elephant is a species
Hence, Clyde is a species.
Even a direct mapping of the above syllogism into
the PROLOG language leads to the same fallacy.
However, the theory of conceptual graphs pre
vents such fallacious inferences from being drawn
since there is a distinct difference between an
instance of a type label (of a concept) and the
type label itself.
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(iii) Powerful logic notation. Conceptual graph nota
tion can be easily applied to Charles Sanders
Pierce's existential graphs (Roberts, 1973), which
Pierce called 'the logic of the future' (Sowa,
1984b). Existential graphs
- have full power of first order logic
- can represent modal and higher order logic
- have simple and elegant rules of inference
This feature of conceptual graphs enables a
network representation scheme to inherit all the
advantages of a logical representation scheme.
(iv) Domain independency. The theory of concep
tual graphs is domain independent. Conceptual
dependency, on the contrary, is a theory of the
representation of events and as a representation
formalism, it requires all knowledge be decom
posed into fairly low level primitives. It is difficult,
though not impossible, to store information other
than events which nevertheless may be required
by conceptual dependencies. For logical repre
sentations, there are some kinds of information
that are not easily represented in predicate logic.
For example, a belief system (Rich, 1982) is both
incomplete and inconsistent and has to be dealt
with using one or more of nonmonotonic reason
ing, probabilistic reasoning, fuzzy logic, and
concept of belief spaces.
(v) Co-existence with other logical notations.
Conceptual graphs can easily co-exist with other
logical notations. Conceptual graph notations
can be used as an intermediate language because
they provide direct translations both to natural
language and to symbolic logic.
We have adopted canonical graphs (Sowa, 1984b), a
subset of conceptual graphs, as the knowledge represen
tation technique for carrying out audit research at Deakin
University.
KINDS OF KNOWLEDGE
The kinds of knowledge implicit in the audit office
requirements identified above, have some common
elements:
- a lexicon relates word forms to grammatical categories
and to concept types.
- representation paradigms provide the basic constructs
of an Information Systems model, and permit user
definitions of Object Classes, Attributes (properties) of
objects, Relationships/rules to specify how objects
may interact, and Integrity constraints.
- the communication type hierarchy classifies communi
cation modes and actions between processes in some
real world environment.
- reasoning processes borrowed from conventional plan
and goal understanding systems can be applied to the
task of generating explanations and using them as
indices to episodes in memory (Owens, 1984).
- digital signatures can be derived from encryption keys
to ensure the security and privacy of Indentification,
Authorisation mechanisms, and Confirmation pro
cedures.
Clearly, programming paradigms which permit an
interactive, iconic environment (cf Bobrow, 1984) will
become extremely popular in office environments as the
trend to advanced concepts progresses. Nyssen's work
(1983) on the importance of the Conceptual Schema in
the design of interactive knowledge-based systems high
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lights a further point of great significance in OA, namely
the need for a dynamic knowledge base.

approval
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DATE
CHECK

UNDERSTANDING THE DYNAMIC KNOWLEDGE
BASE REQUIREMENTS
Nyssen's conclusion floe, sit.) that'an effective design
methodology for Conceptual Schemas is at least of equal
importance as structured programming was in the area of
procedural programming' supports the basic research
direction chosen at Deakin in knowledge-based audit and
in understanding the knowledge representation issues.
More specifically, recent research on the use of modelling
techniques as an audit tool (Garner and Pinnis, 1984) and
the development of a knowledge-based questionnaire
generator have provided insights into the more important
knowledge representation issues.
Fourbroad conclusions relevant to dynamic knowledge
base requirements have emerged from this research:
- Existing paradigms for specifying and representing
office models have been found to be satisfactory for
modelling operational (i.e. procedural) activities. The
requisite conceptual schema can be represented as a
knowledge base.
- Knowledge acquisition instruments can be designed to
complement changes, at user discretion, to the
organisation of a knowledge base.
- On the one hand, conceptual graph notation is a
network representation, organising concepts in a
collective manner. Alternately by adopting Pierce's
notation (Roberts, 1973) for conceptual graph nota
tion, powerful logic representations can be defined.
- Existing artificial intelligence techniques are adequate
to automate the knowledge acquisition system and
provide explanatory mechanisms.
KNOWLEDGE-BASED AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE
GENERATOR
Key components of the questionnaire generator that is
part of this project include a (simple) knowledge base, a
dialog maintained a (partial) canonical graph processor,
a blackboard model and a questionnaire generator
(Figure 1).
The goal of the system is to ask the auditor to type in a
proposition (e.g. a statement about (the lack of) certain
internal control) and the generator will assemble together
a set of questions for the user to review. The output
questions may appear to be very 'simple-minded' to an
experienced user but nevertheless, the questions are not
pre-stored but the 'knowledge atoms' required to
assemble the questions are kept in the knowledge base.
In addition, an access mechanism to extract the 'know
ledge atoms' from the knowledge base is devised and the
knowledge base is dynamic.
Knowledge representation in the questionnaire gener-
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,

POLICY
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REIMBURSEMENT
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CLAIM
,

LOCATION CHECK
SUPPORT DOCUMENTS

REASONABLENESS
CHECK

Figure 2. An inference net for expense claim verification

ator is by use of a dynamic knowledge base which consists
of an inference net and canonical graphs. One of the most
common ways of representing expert's knowledge is in
the form of production rules. Such rules can typically
represent an expert's line of reasoning, which dominates
the decision making process. Numerical values can be
attached to each production rule so that the 'degree of
certainty' (i.e. the degree of belief to which the evidence
supports the conclusion) of each rule can be specified.
Rules have to be inter-related. If there is little relation
ship among the rules in a knowledge base, knowledge is
both 'scattered' and 'limited'. Networks in which a large
numberof rules can be connected to each other represent
a substantial body of knowledge about a particular
problem domain. Such networks are called 'inference
nets' in Hansen and Messier (1984). An example of an
inference net for the verification of expense claims is
depicted in Figure 2. The concept of using a rule-based
knowledge base is not new. TICOM III, AUDITOR, TAX
ADVISOR and the expert system developed by Hansen
and Messier (1984) all relied on rule-based knowledge
bases.

Figure 1. Components of the questionnaire generator system

Canonical graphs (Sowa, 1984b) are used to represent
information in each node of the inference net. Figure 3
shows an example of a canonical graph for an expense
claim. The graph represents the following information:
Concepts:
- value, expense type, verified, expense claim, docu
ment.
Conceptual-Relations:
- amount, status (or validity), nature, evidence.
Assertions:
- 'The amount of an expense claim is a value'.
'The nature of an expense claim is an expense type'.
'A document can be the evidence for an expense
claim'.
'The status (or validity) of expense claim is verified'.
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Figure 3: Canonical graph for an expense claim

Core components of a canonical graph are (i) concept - Enclosed in a box, each concept (e.g.
Document) represents an entity, either physical or
abstract, in the real world.
(ii) conceptual relation - Enclosed by round brackets, a
conceptual relation (e.g. Nature) represents the rela
tion between (among) two (three or more) declared
concepts.
(iii) directed arc - These arcs clarify how the declared
concepts and conceptual relations are to be linked
together. For example, 'The amount of an expense
claim is a value' is meaningful whereas'Expense claim
is the amount of a value' is meaningless.
The theory of conceptual graphs assures the following
capabilities:
- Each concept can be either generic or individual. This
allows knowledge structures to be referred as a general
class of information or as a specific information regard
ing a particular occurrence of an entity. For example,
concept VALUE can be (say) $100 (i.e. [VALUE: $100])
or unassigned (i.e. [VALUE:*]).
- A graph, consists of concepts(s) and relation(s), can be
'contracted' to a single concept in representation.
Contraction allows the representation of a group of
concepts by a 'high level concept'. The effect is to
simplify, both conceptually and internally, the repre
sentation of large graphs to small graphs with fewer
concepts (and relations). The higher the level of a
concept is defined, the more the semantic content of
the concept (in terms of lower level concepts) are
embedded.
- High level concepts can be broken down into low level
concepts by'expansion'. Expansion allows all graphsto
be decomposed into a representation which only
involves basic concepts and conceptual relations.
- Canonical formation rules (copy, join, restrict and
simplify) enables new canonical graphs to be derived
from a basic set of canonical graphs.
Knowledge processing by the questionnaire generator
involves two key tasks, namely(a) Identify'key areas of interest' in the input proposition
(b) Develop methodologies for extracting 'information
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requirements' from the knowledge base to assemble
output questions.
The concept of a'discrimination net' is used to identify
a 'key area of interest' from an input proposition. A
discrimination net is a tree designed to differentiate and
discriminate between various branches of the tree.
Naturally, each node in the net (except for terminating
node) has a test to be performed and the truth of the test
will determine the selection of a branch. For example, a
discrimination net for differentiating various expense
areas is shown in Figure 4.
A natural language parser was not favoured for the
project since (i) the nature of the project is to generate questions
rather than question answering. Irrelevant questions
can simply be neglected by the user but irrelevant
answers to questions are unacceptable.
(ii) it is extremely labour intensive to have a natural
language parser custom designed and implemented.
Once a 'key area of interest' is identified by the
discrimination net, this area is taken as the goal of the
reasoning process. A backward chaining mechanism is
then applied to traverse all nodes in the goal node and
while traversing a node, information is extracted from the
canonical graph(s) in the node. Information extracted is
eventually passed on to the question generator which
composes questions from input knowledge atoms.
A special (backtracking) strategy, which is neither
purely depth-first nor breadth-first, has to be devised for
the inference net in view of the following issues:
- Related questions have to be collated together in
output.
- There is to be no duplicate of any two questions in the
same run through some of the nodes in the inference
net are re-usable.
- While traversing a node, attempts are made'to extract
from the input proposition so that unfilled 'slots' in the
knowledge base are filled. To some extent, processing
Is it an expense
proposition?

Is it about
expense, claim?

Is it a cash flow
proposition?

NO

YES

An expense
claim proposition

Is it about
expense
reasonableness?

/YES

An expense
reasonableness
propositi on

NO

Is it about
expense
authorization?

Figure 4: A partial discrimination net
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each subsequent node relies on the information ex
tracted (or deduced) from previous node(s).
- Traversal of nodes has to be efficient.
The question generator works by keeping a collection
of questions' templates classified into various groups. For
each 'kind' of question, a random number generator is
involved to allocate a template. 'Slots' in the questions'
templates are filled (intelligently) by the knowledge
atoms extracted from the knowledge base.
Knowledge acquisition deals with the acquisition of
information from input and incorporates the acquired
information into the knowledge base. During the de
velopment stages, one needs to modify the inference net;
for example, to delete a link between two particular nodes
or to insert (create) more attributes for a canonical graph
inside a node. Obviously, the user can invoke an editor
and hence perform all the necessary alterations. Unfor
tunately, the actual work involved will usually be more
complicated than expected, since all information in the
inference net is not stored in a graphical form. In fact,
information in an inference net is encoded as'facts' and
'rules' in PROLOG.
One solution to the above problem is to develop an
editor which performs all the necessary maniplations on
the inference net. Such a knowledge base editor relieves
the user of any knowledge about programming tech
niques. Since the editor performs a communication
channel between the knowledge base (inference net) and
the user input, the user is required only to have a
conceptual view of the rules in the knowledge base.
A user is free to manipulate the node(s) in the inference
net as well as the canonical graph(s) in each of the nodes.
As a typical application, a human expert sets up the
methodology for designing the rules and individual users
will 'tailor' these (general) rules to adapt their applications.
Since the knowledge base editor is embedded in the
whole system, it becomes possible forthe userto perform
questions generation and inference net alterations in the
same dialog session. (Figure 5).
Apart from reviewing a set of generated questions, the
user may be interested to know why the generator chose
to generate this set of questions. To provide an explana
tory function to the user, we adopted the blackboard
model suggested by Bailey et a/. (1983). The main goal of
the blackboard model is to gather all information which
was either extracted or generated duringthe execution so
that other component(s) can draw on the blackboard for
information to achieve their respective tasks. Typical
information maintained by the blackboard includes:
- run-time sequence of all traversed nodes
- parent node of the current node
- concept names

- concepts individual referents
- concepts identification numbers
- graph name of the current node
Currently, we are investigating methods for audit
model generators. The aim is to develop a system which
can generate, with the help of a knowledge base, audit
models according to user specifications. A knowledge
base for audit generators would require to keep the
following information,
- how to define a model
- rules to construct a model
- relationship between objects and attributes in a model
- relationship between models
- knowledge of typical audit models
A logically integrated, dynamic knowledge base able to
satisfy both the knowledge acquisition process and the
modelling phase is seen to offer important advantages in
the development of advanced functions. This point is
developed below.

Figure 5: Possible sequence of execution in a dialog session

A DYNAMIC KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR ADVANCED
FUNCTIONS
The advantages of maintaining a dynamic knowledge
base are:
(i) Integrated knowledge structures - Once a unique
organisation for the knowledge base is designated,
one can apply the knowledge structures in the know
ledge base to various applications. For example,
generating natural language output to user interface,
generating database query language statements to
access the database, generating questions to ask the
user in order to fill up the empty 'slots' in the
knowledge structures and perhaps generating infor
mation required for problem solving activities. Data
integrity rules must be strictly observed so that
different sentences with the same deep structure are
mapped to a unique representation in the knowledge
base.
(ii) A dynamic and well organised knowledge base can
also provide information about communication
needs. For example, network information such as
node names, node addresses, suggested paths be
tween recognised nodes and access privileges for
individual users. Organisational theories of know
ledge base systems should be domain independent.
(iii) Sharing of knowledge - Not every auditor is com
petent in all aspects of computer audit techniques.
Some auditors may have extensive experience while
others may be novices. By identifying the strength of
each employee and allocatingthat (group of) employ
ee^) to perform the knowledge acquisition for the
knowledge base, the machine knowledge thus
acquired would represent 'the brain' of the firm.
Continuity of skills is guaranteed since a knowledge
base is never'forgotten' (or'resigned' or'dead'). A
well maintained knowledge base, representing the
skills and expertise of the organisation, is a valuable
asset to the firm for an indefinite period. Authorisation
controls would ensure the integrity of the knowledge
base.
(iv) Structuring an unstructured environment - Auditing
has long been regarded as a highly unstructured
domain to work with. Audit tasks are sometimes illdefined and more than one approach may be feasible.
Expertise plays a major role (Hansen and Messier,
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1982). By having a unique organisation for the know
ledge base, audit goals and plans can be encapsulated
for novices. While it may be difficult, however, for
auditors to explicitly state the entire reasoning pro
cess used in a given audit, it should be possible to
express simple rules used in evaluating internal
controls or in analyzing substantive tests.
(v) Line of reasoning- Perhaps the biggest advantage of a
knowledge base over a statistical model is the ability
of the knowledge base to supply the user with
explanations and to complement the statistical
approach for summarizing a given sample of data and
providing statistical measures.
For a rule-based knowledge base, it is certainly not a
formidable task for the system to provide information
about its reasoning process. The challenge lies in the
design of appropriate control structures for the dynamic
knowledge base.
RELEVANCE TO FUTURE RESEARCH
The issues that still need to be addressed in developing
a formalism of sufficient generality to encompass all office
functions are broadly behavioural - identification of the
role of the future office worker, technical - knowledge
acquisition tools (e.g. knowledge base editor) for the
implementation of technical functions, managerial - the
role of dynamic knowledge base in providing decision
support, and educational issues such as the contribution
of office automation research, to the definition of future
skill requirements.
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Communication - The Other Half of
Office Automation
E. Baker*
Office automation has been dominated by computers but communication is now having an impact.
The paper provides evidence from a recent survey that facsimile and electronic mail are being
adopted rapidly in Australia. Also, the latest workstation designs indicate that voice
communication, so predominant in offices, is finally being integrated with computers. A model
representing integrated voice and computer systems of the near future is presented. The overlap
with teleconferencing is noted, and merging of teleconferencing with office automation is
predicted. As communication and computers are combined, some behavioural and organisational
issues arise. Among those discussed in the paper are (1) electronic reproduction of face-to-face
meetings compared to alternative meeting options (2) how user behaviour is affected differently by
computer and voice communication systems and (3) opportunities offered by shared-space modes
of working.
Keywords and phrases: communication, office automation, Australia, human factors, organisa
tional factors, meetings, workstations, teleconferencing, shared space.
CR categories: H.1.2, H.4.1, H.4.3, K.4.3, K.6.1.

There is general acceptance of the thesis that the tech
nologies of computers and communication are converging
and that the two separate industries of computing and
telecommunications are also converging (Williams, 1982).
Although office automation (OA) should eventually
encompass both, it has thus far concentrated mainly on
computers and computer-based systems, such as word
processors. This paper examines the emerging role of
communication - the other half of this equation - and
explores behavioural and organisational issues which
arise when communication and computers are combined
within an OA framework.
AN OA FRAMEWORK FOR COMPUTERCOMMUNICATION CONVERGENCE
For this purpose, an appropriate definition of OA is "the
progressive integration of separate office systems". 'Office
systems' includes both the non-human and the human
ones. The latter have job titles, such as secretary, sales
representative, engineer, marketing manager, or general
manager. For maximum effectiveness, these human
systems will need to be integrated with computer systems,
telecommunications systems, and communication ac
tivities such as face-to-face conversations and meetings.
The offices that are being automated are generally
located in ordinary office buildings. But at least part of the
time these offices are actually in one of the other locations
in which these employees carry out some of their work
(e.g. on a factory floor, at the office of a client or supplier
organisation, in a motel room, enroute to a meeting, or in
their own homes). So according to this definition, OA
covers a wide range of personnel as well as the diverse
locations in which they carry out their duties.
Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this
material is granted, provided that ACJ's copyright notice is given and
that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to
the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the
Australian Computer Society.

The word'progressive' is included in the definition fora
number of reasons. First, this OA framework is a broad
one, and vendors are not yet offering such comprehensive,
integrated systems. Second, within any given organisation
integration of these separate systems will probably evolve
gradually because of the incremental nature of the
changes in both the technologies and the humantechnology interfaces.
THE CURRENT SITUATION
If this is accepted as the ideal towards which OA is
moving, then the question arises: How close are we to it?
There has been obvious progress in two areas: com
munication between computers and communication
between people and computers. As an example of the
ease of communication with computers, even people who
are unfamiliar with computer use are now able to access
and interact with computers by using videotex systems
such as the national Australian one, Viatel.
Progress in the area of people-to-people communica
tion is less obvious to casual observers but is also
occurring. A number of the communication services
which have been developed are candidates for becoming
part of integrated OA systems, either now or in the near
future. One example is electronic mail, closely allied to
word-processing facilities in most implementations.
Another is facsimile, which was originally available only as
a stand-alone facility but since the beginning of the year is
also being marketed as an add-on for a microcomputer. A
third is telex, also traditionally a stand-alone facility, which
is already being integrated with all types of computer
systems within the office environment and with other
communication services within the communicationcarrier environment.
Data recently collected by the author provides
evidence of the extent to which these services are being
utilised within Australian organisations. A survey on the
adoption of modern communication technologies was
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carried out during November 1984, underthe auspices of
the Australian Telecommunications Users Croup (ATUC).
All organisations which are members of ATUG were asked
to participate and responses were received from 63
private sector organisations. They were from a broad
spectrum of industry sectors including banking, com
merce, services, transportation, industrials and natural
resources, and computer and telecommunications equip
ment suppliers. Half were large organisations, but both
medium and small companies were well represented.
Only the results related to office communication facilities
will be covered here. (The overall results are reported in
Baker, 1985).
Before giving the results, it should be emphasised that
this survey should not be considered to be representative
of Australian private-sector organisations as a whole.
Considering the characteristics of companies that join
ATUC, the sample is probably representative of leadingedge organisations, those most likely to be early adopters
of new communications media. Thus, the figures to be
presented are likely to be higher than they would be for
Australian companies as a whole, but the same trends are
likely to be displayed by later adopters.
Table 1 shows the proportion of respondent com
panies which currently use each of the office communica
tion services included in the study. Telex is still the most
widely used of these services, with all but the smallest
companies using it on a daily basis. Facsimile usage is also
quite high, however. It was used by two-thirds of the
companies, mostly on a daily basis. Their usage of facsimile
generally included overseas sites, following a pattern
quite similar to that of telex usage. Electronic mail was
used bynearly half ofthe respondent companies, someof
this usage with overseas locations and some only locally.
Use of other services (videotex, computer conferencing,
voicemail) was quite low. A breakdown of the data in
Table 1 according to size of company showed that
medium and small companies, as well as large ones,
reported use of facsimile and electronic mail. In summary,
it is clear that people-to-people communication services
which are expected to become integrated within OA are
already widely used bythe kinds of companies likelyto be
in the forefront of OA adoption within Australia.
ADDING VOICE-BASED COMMUNICATION
This brings us to voice-based communication, the most
common form of people-to-people communication.
Studies of the day-to-day work of managers and pro
fessionals indicate the pre-eminence of voice communica
tion among their activities. Estimates vary, but somewhere
between 30% and 70% of the average manager's workday
is spent in meetings (Panko, 1982). Therefore, if OA is to
be effective for managerial and professional personnel,
the computer-based activities involving text and data that
have so far formed the backbone of OA systems will need
to be integrated with voice-based systems.
The first terminal unit that combined voice-based and
computer technologies was only released in 1982. That
was the Displayphone, from the Canadian company,
Northern Telecom. "A key feature is the ability to make
simultaneous voice and data calls, allowing the user to
carry out a telephone conversation, and, at the same time
interact with data services” (Uhlig eta/., 1984, p. 243). The
Displayphone is available in Australia, as are other similar
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Table 1
Current Use of Office Communication Services

SFRVICF%
TELEX
DAILY USE
WITH OVERSEAS

94
87
92

FACSIMILE
DAILY USE
WITH OVERSEAS

67
56
60

ELECTRONIC MAIL
DAILY USE
WITH OVERSEAS

46
35
30

VIDEOTEX
19
COMPUTER CONFERENCING 13
VOICE MAIL
2
The above numbers are the percentage of respondent companies
which currently use each of the listed services, the percentage
using it on a daily basis, and the percentage using it to
communicate with people from other countries.
SOURCE: Survey.

products which combine a telephone and a computer
screen, such as the ComputerPhone which is being sold
by Telecom Australia. So far all of these desk-top units are
being marketed separately from OA systems.
Advanced executive workstations which provide
facilities for both voice-based and computer-based activi
ties in a more integrated manner are about to be released
by a number of vendors. They are the first examples of a
new class of systems, advanced multimedia workstations,
which will probably become common in the next decade
(Johansen and Plummer, 1984).
These more advanced workstations will be oriented
towards people-to-people communication. In thetop-ofthe-line version, the users will be able to communicate via
text, voice, sketching, computer graphics, still or motion
video, and facsimile. They will be able to use more than
one medium at a time; for example, including a short
videotape as part of a text message. They will also be able
to make easy transitions from one medium to another.
Other computer-based activities such as modelling or
statistical analysis could also be carried out while the
users remain in real-time communication with one
another.
Johansen and Plummer (1984) argue that the tech
nology for this kind of integrated workstation is already
available from the current generation of components, but
that the cost is very high and many design compromises
are still required. However, integrated systems incorpor
ating a few of the simpler combinations of media could
soon become mass-market products.
A more limited type of integration of computers and
communication media is already readily available. That is
achieved by use of a local area network which carries
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 1985
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voice and data. Even video images can be included if a
broadband network is selected. A local example is the one
installed at the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital in Sydney,
which was described in Limb, Cole and Butlin (1983).
INTEGRATION OF VOICE AND COMPUTER
COMMUNICATION
A model for the integration of voice and computer
communication is shown in Figure 1. This model focusses
on communication rather than on computer systems, in
particular on people-to-people communication. It was
originally developed to relate voice-based and computerbased systems within the context of international com
munication (Baker, 1984).
The model represents the range of choices a hypo
thetical user of the near future might have. It assumes that
voice-based, text-based, and computer-based media will
be able to be used in combination with one another, and
thus allows for integrated multi-media communication. It
also assumes that computer-based resources will be able
to be used simultaneously with the other capabilities.
This model could represent several forms of com
munication between people. For example, the model
could be used to represent two people holding a tele
phone conversation in real time while continuously
exchanging documents with each other through the same
system. Or it might represent a user sending a voiceannotated document to five other people in a store-andforward mode. (This would be a combination of the
features of electronic mail and voice mail).
As a more complex example, imagine three people
working jointly on a press release using a link-up similar to
a conference telephone call, who periodically interrupt
their writing activity to try out various computer-generated
graphs, to see which one is more effective in supporting
their arguments. This last example includes the use of a
shared computer work space, a concept which is discussed
more fully later in this paper.
In Figure 1, the main headings represent the major
decisions to be made by the user prior to establishing
communication with another person or group. Various
alternatives are listed under the heading in each box.
The model assumes that the user begins with some
conception of the type of activity that will characterise the
meeting or communication episode that is being arranged.
For example, whether the interaction will be formal or
informal, and whether a few people will dominate or
participation will be spread fairly evenly among the
people involved.
The specific items listed underneath each of the main
headings are only suggestive of the alternatives which
might be considered for each category. These items will
be different for each user, and will change rapidly with
technological changes.
RELATION BETWEEN OA AND TELECONFERENCING
Some of the possibilities included within the model
presented in the previous section would more commonly
be referred to as teleconferences. The term 'teleconfer
encing' does not have a single accepted definition, but a
common definition is "the use of telecommunication
systems by groups of three or more people, at two or more
locations, for the purpose of conferring with one another"
(Elton, 1982). Audio, audiographic and video teleconfer
encing are the major types currently in use and these
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 1985

KIND OF-ACTIVITY
FORMAL PRESENTATION
INTERACTIVE GROUP MEETING
WORKING TOGETHER ON A PROBLEM OR DOCUMENT
REAL-TIME OR STORFD
REAL TIME
5T0RE-AND-F0RWARD

NUMBER QE DIRECTIONS
ONE-WAY
TWO-WAY
MULTI-WAY

NUMBER QEJ-QCATI0N5

INPUT CAPABILITIES
VOICE
DATA
TEXT
STILL IMAGE
MOTION VIDEO

COMPUTER-BASED RESOURCES
GRAPHICS PRODUCTION
DECISION-SUPPORT SYSTEMS
DATA BASES
NUMERICAL PROCESSING

OUTPUT CAPABILITIES
VOICE
DATA
TEXT
STILL IMAGE
MOTION VIDEO
Figure 1. Model of Meeting Choices
SOURCE: Baker (1984), p. 114.

correspond to real-time voice, voice with data/text/still
image, and voice with motion video on the model in
Figure 1.
However, in a recent publication one of the leaders in
the field of teleconferencing argues for a much broader
definition (Johansen, 1984). According to this view, tele
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conferencing should be used as a generic term for the
whole range of electronic meeting aids. The term 'meeting'
is also used very broadly: it includes not only situations in
which participants are present simultaneously, but also
those in which store-and-forward media are used. It
covers interactions involving only 2 or 3 people as well as
very large meetings, involving hundreds of people. The
meeting aids referred to include all possible media, used
either singly or in combination. So, according to this
approach, teleconferencing is a spectrum of options
whose boundaries will continue to expand as the under
lying technologies develop.
Not only the structure but also the functions of tele
conferencing are beginning to be viewed more broadly.
Johansen and Bullen (1984) argue that teleconferencing
is an office information system. They point out that within
organisations, as elsewhere, people often seek information
from colleagues before searching for the answer in written
sources.
In summary, as voice communication becomes inte
grated within OA systems there will inevitably be some
overlap with present-day audio and video teleconferenc
ing. However, newer conceptions of teleconferencing see
it as including both computer-based systems and voicebased systems, and store-and-forward as well as simul
taneous media. If teleconferencing does develop in this
way, teleconferencing will overlap quite markedly with
OA. In fact, OA and teleconferencing will merge in the
offices of the future.

REPRODUCING ELECTRONICALLY vs PURSUING
ALTERNATIVE GOALS
This brings us to the first of the issues raised by the
converging of computers and communication. It first
arose within the context of teleconferencing. Within
teleconferencing, there has been a tendency for users to
try to simulate face-to-face interaction as closely as
possible by electronic means. Instead of just using audio,
organisations try to use two-way, full-motion, colour video
for their teleconferencing - or at least come as close to
that as they can afford. But reproduction of face-to-face
interaction is only one of the possible goals to aim for with
electronic media.
Instead of trying to duplicate face-to-face interaction,
users could try to hold meetings which accomplish the
same task functions but are quite unlike ordinary meet
ings (Johansen, Vallee and Spangler, 1979). By pursuing
this second goal, it should be possible to eliminate some
of the disadvantages of ordinary meetings. For example, in
face-to-face meetings, input from the members is gener
ally elicited in an unsystematic manner, "accordingto who
speaks first and most" (Hiltz and Turoff, 1978, p. 289).
This second goal, of accomplishing the same task but
without holding an ordinary meeting, can be pursued by
using some of the alternatives already available in many
OA systems. For example, the business of many meetings
can actually be dealt with satisfactorily by a sequence of
electronic mail messages. This alternative is presently
used in some organisations when one of the people
needed at the meeting is located in a different time zone
or is travelling overseas.. It could be utilised far more
frequently in situations in which all the participants are
available, as a more efficient way of handling the same
agenda items than a face-to-face meeting.
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As voice mail (voice store-and-forward messaging)
becomes more common it will provide an alternative to
electronic mail that is applicable to those same situations.
Some users may prefer speaking to keyboarding, and it
has the advantage of permitting the originator of the
message to place the intended emphases and inflections
on the message, thus eliminatingsome possiblesources of
misunderstandings.
Electronic and voice mail are only two of the alter
natives which could be chosen instead of reproducing
face-to-face interaction electronically. Using the model
presented earlier (Figure 1), many other types of inter
actions could be selected, each of which would have
different social and behavioural characteristics. A user
could first decide which characteristics are needed for a
particular meetingand then select the media, eithersingly
or in combination, that would provide those desired
characteristics. This is not a foreign notion to users. They
already make decisions like whether to send a formal
memo or an informal note, and whether to arrange for an
office appointment or see the person over lunch instead.
The considerations in these choices are based not only on
cost and time required but on the nonverbal messages
conveyed by choice of certain media, by the atmosphere
and the rapport desired for the encounter, and so on.
In future, users will have more options to choose from.
By careful consideration of the specific task and aims fora
given meeting, their new types of'meetings' can be more
efficient and less frustrating than the traditional ones.
VOICE vs COMPUTER COMMUNICATION:
BEHAVIOURAL DIFFERENCES
We turn now to results of behavioural studies of voice
and computer communication. This material is of import
ance as organisations embark upon the integration of
voice and computer communication, because research
indicates that these two communication modes differ in
their.effects on behaviour.
,
. .
The evidence comes from studies which compared
face-to-face interaction with either computer conferenc
ing or electronic mail. One common finding is that there is
more equal participation among people communicating
via computer than there is in face-to-face groups (Hiltz,
1982). Instead of a few people dominating the interaction,
as is the case in face-to-face meetings, participants are
likely to contribute on a more equal basis. This has the
advantage that people who would normally be reticent
are likely to contribute to the discussion. Their contribu
tions provide additional expertise to the group which it
can use during its deliberations, so the group is likely to
achieve higher quality solutions and decisions (Hiltz,
1982).
Reticent participants may be more likely to contribute
when meeting via computer because the sense of personal
presence from the other participants is not conveyed as
strongly as in face-to-face sessions. The usual social
pressures present in groups are generally reduced in these
meetings.
Communicating by computer also tends to break down
status.and other social barriers. Coleman (1983) reports
that students are less hesitant to ask their instructors
questions through computer networks than in person. In
fact, characteristics like age, race, and status are often
unknown when communicating by computer, and anec
dotes abound in the computer industry about people who
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. .17, No. 3, August 1985
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find themselves clinching deals with someone they would
never have listened to if they had initially met the person
in a face-to-face session.
Within organisational settings, one is likely to know
who one is communicating with, even when using the
computer mode. However, personal attributes such as
age, sex, accent, fluency, physical appearance, and
charisma are less salient than when people are interacting
face-to-face because these are transmitted by visual and
verbal cues (Kiesler, Siegel and McGuire, 1984). So some
employees will find themselves at a relative disadvantage,
others at a relative advantage, when usingthis medium for
communication.
The reduction in social pressure from the members of
the group when communicating via computer also leads
to other differences. People are more likely to be candid
in their reactions, and they are more willing to give
negative evaluations and opinions to others than they
would to the person's face (Johansen, Vallee and Spangler,
1979). Sometimes the shift in behaviour can be quite
dramatic - swearing, calling each other names, and
abusive comments have been reported (Goleman, 1983).
This characteristic of computer communication may
be turned to good advantage if used judiciously. Anecdotal
evidence indicates that some people are using electronic
mail systems in innovative ways. A supervisor will, for
example, get something off his chest by sending an
emotional electronic message to his subordinate (even if
that subordinate is seated in the office next door). Those
using this technique claim that criticism is accepted more
readily by the recipient, and less damage is caused to the
relationship between the two co-workers than if the
criticism had been given face-to-face.
Another difference between voice and computer
communication is that people are more likely to'forget' to
attend computer conferences or to answer electronic mail
messages - another manifestation of the weaker social
pressures (Johansen, Vallee and Spangler, 1979). This
characteristic can have disastrous effects on the task of
the group and measures to counteract it must be built into
any activity which relies on computer communication.
These comparisons between voice and computer
communication have been based on research involving
face-to-face meetings. However, the same results are
likely to hold for all voice-based interactions. The effects
will probably be somewhat weaker with audio than with
video or face-to-face interactions, as social pressures are
not conveyed as strongly with audio (Avery and Baker,
1984).
What happens when computerand voice-based media
are combined, as in the model presented earlier? It is
likely that the characteristics of the voice medium would
override those of the computer system, but it is possible
that the effects would combine in an additive manner
instead. There appears to be no evidence available on
such combinations.
A word of caution - some of these differences between
voice and computer media may not in fact be due to the
medium, but to the current design of electronic mail and
computer conferencing systems. Hiltz (1982) points out
that the computer conferences in which these reductions
in social pressures were observed were all unstructured
ones. She demonstrated that these effects can be lessened
by designing structured computer conferences. Murrell
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(1984) provides further evidence that the design of a
computer communication system can mediate its effect
on group performance. Therefore, it appears that com
puter systems could be redesigned to make them more
like voice-based systems in some respects, if the character
istics described above are not desired by the user
organisation.
A COMMUNICATION CHALLENGE: SHARED SPACE
'Shared space' is both a familiar and an unfamiliar
concept. It is familiar in that all of us experience it every
day when we converse either face-to-face or on the
telephone. It is unfamiliar, in that none of us think of our
conversations that way. Thompson (1984) refers to it as a
new model of interpersonal communication.
The telephone provides a common acoustic space that
we share with another person. Both people can talk
simultaneously and they can listen to each other even
while both are talking. (In contrast, CB radios with pushto-talk switches do not provide a shared acoustic space.
The other person cannot interrupt).
In some telephone conversations, the usual shared
acoustic space is lost. This occurs on very long distance
circuits, some loudspeaking telephone sets, and on calls
over satellite links. Thompson points out that the trans
mission delay even on one-hop satellite links skews the
telephone's shared space so that the interruptions come
at the wrong times. This changes the perception that the
callers have of each other's emotional state and has
sometimes caused serious difficulties to develop in
relationships between people whose only contact with
each other is by telephone using a satellite link.
It is also possible to share a computer work space. The
computers must be linked in such a way that everything
that happens on one screen also happens on the other
one. In the example mentioned in an earlier section three
people were described as jointly editing a press release.
They would be using a shared workspace to do this, in this
case a common editing space with word-processing
capabilities. Note that this is very different from 'com
municating word processors', which merely transfer files
back and forth.
Acoustic space can be shared at the same time as the
computer work space. Thompson reports that librarians
frequently use such dual-media interaction when con
ducting database searches, and that the chief executive of
a Canadian company currently uses a Displayphone to
search databases with a distant librarian. They talk over
the unit's telephone while simultaneously viewing the
search on the data terminal.
Thompson (1984) suggests that this shared-space
mode of working may permit "an intellectual synergy" to
take place. In other words, it may be a very powerful
technique for combining the complementary talents of
several people.
A recent article on the psychological advantages of
writing with a word processor provides some support for
his view. Sekular (1985) reports how he and a colleague
collaborated on a textbook using a shared-space mode of
working. They each prepared rough first drafts of their
chapters and then sat down at one word processor that
had two display screens. They took turns revising and
reorganising the text, with both of them present during
these sessions. This technique encouraged joint work at
an early stage, before the text became too resistant to
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change. The result was a textbook that reads well and
appears to be seamless - reviewers say they can't tell
who wrote what.
It may be possible, with appropriate designs, to pro
duce shared electronic work spaces which are actually
more effective in developing'intellectual synergy1 than
the shared spaces that we currently use. As an example,
sheets of paper are oriented in one direction only, so if a
number of people are standing around a large drawing
some of them will have poor views (Thompson, 1984).
Integrated communication-computer systems like
those implied by the modelthatwas presented in Figured
could provide for very rich interpersonal communication.
For example, combining real-time motion video with a
shared computer space would provide the electronic
equivalent of sitting down face-to-face to work on some
thing together. Such a system has in fact been built and is
reported as providing an unparalled sense of presence
and a convincing illusion of a proximate meeting (Kelly,
1982). The system uses numerous video monitors, one to
represent each of the other participants at the meeting,
plus one multi-shared computer work space.
This system is very different in design from the execu
tive multi-media workstations described byjohansen and
Plummer (1984), although both are examples of mediated
communication based on the integration of voice and
computer systems. Kelly's system provides an excellent
electronic reproduction of a face-to-face meeting whereas
the workstations provide for numerous innovative formats
for shared-space meetings. As noted earlier in this paper,
both of these are reasonable goals to pursue.
It is necessary to keep in mind a lesson which has
emerged from recent experiences with both computer
and communication systems: the availability of a new
technology doesn't ensure that it will be used. Thompson
(1984) indicates an 'underwhelming response to the
idea of shared space' from many organisations and
suggests that individuals, too, are likely to be resistant to
the shared space mode of working. He believes that few
companies reward mutual trust, information sharing, and
working toward shared goals, and that within most organ
isations the rule is "knowledge is power". Therefore,
learning to work with others in a tightly knit fashion may
present quite a challenge to people, and acceptance of
shared-space working may be quite slow. However, the
preliminary reports about the effectiveness of these
systems indicate that the effort may be worthwhile.
ORGANISATIONAL FACTORS OF INCREASING
IMPORTANCE
A number of organisational factors which were of slight
importance with computer systems will become signif
icant as OA expands into communication functions. The
first is the corporate culture. When communication is
involved, characteristics such as the following usually
need to betaken into account: level of formality preferred,
usual size of work or coordination groups, usual lines of
communication, the organisation's history and 'myths'.
Experience with teleconferencing systems indicates that
implementation failures are often due to a mismatch
between the type of technology selected and the style of
the organisation.
Second, communication systems are more dependent
on a critical mass of interconnected users than computer
systems are (Connell and Galbraith, 1982). Thus a system
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like electronic mail or voice mail will have only limited
applications until that critical mass is reached. Purchase
decisions will therefore have to be made centrally and
there will be accompanying pressures towards system
standardisation.
These pressures should probably be resisted, at leastto
the extent that system designs should allow for custom
ising to the needs of different departments. There are
significant differences between departments in any
organisation - daily activities, the needed skills, and the
types of people working in each department will vary.
Differences in design may also be required for people at
different levels in the management hierarchy.
Third, cross-cultural differences may have more impact
than they have had with computer systems. For example,
Americans use telephones more than Australians do, so
habits developed prior to the introduction of OA may
continue to influence media choices when OA communi
cation systems are implemented (Baker, 1984). A corollary
is that systems developed in the U.S. may not be entirely
suitable for Australian needs.
PERSONAL FACTORS OF INCREASING IMPORTANCE
Recent literature on management information systems
contains reports indicating that the lack of consideration
for individual differences has been a source of dissatisfac
tion among users. For example, Zmud (1979) concluded
that individual differences (in cognitive style, personality
and demographic/situational variables) are a major force
in determining the success of management information
systems.
Similar reports have already begun to appear about OA
systems, and many of the observations include mention of
factors related to cognitive style and communication
preferences. For example, Helmreich and Wimmer (1982)
reported that the working style and the way an individual
used a new system varied more from person to person
than they had anticipated. Similarly, Rice and Case (1983)
found that administrators differed in their acceptance of a
new system according to their communication style
preferences. This points to the importance of flexibility in
system design, so that individual differences in com
munication styles can be accommodated readily.
Overall, as OA moves from computers into com
munication, it will be even more important to carry out
user needs assessments (BjjzSrn-Anderson and Skousen,
1984; Johansen and Baker, 1984) and to involve those
who will be using the system in the planning and selection
process (Hirschheim, 1984).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
As communication and, in particular, voice communi
cation is integrated within OA systems, these systems
become extremely powerful tools. They will give managers
and professionals the opportunity to replace many of the
traditional, inefficient and frustrating ways of carrying out
their duties with more satisfying and productive ones. But
changingsomethingas basicascommunicatingwill not be
easy. Using these complex integrated systems effectively
will be a challenging and creative activity.
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Office Automation An Educational Perspective
R.W. Grant*
This paper addresses the educational issues inherent in office automation. An overview of the
current status of office automation is presented with particular discussion on approaches to user
education. The need for education is discussed and the development of the educational initiatives
at Chisholm Institute of Technology, to meet this need, is detailed. The role of the Business
Technology Centre established at the Institute is described. The Centre model is an important
development in meeting educational needs for this technological era.
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1. A Brief Review of Office Automation
As there is no universally accepted definition of Office
Automation (OA) this paper uses the broad concept
developed by the author (Grant, 1983). The concept
identifies people, computers and communications as the
key elements of OA and recognises the future converg
ence of related methodologies, disciplines and tech
nologies such as text, data, image and audio processing;
decision support systems; human factors; office systems
analysis; personal and professional management aids and
computer-based information services.
The principal aim of OA is to improve the productivity
of office staff and, in particular, executive, managerial and
professional staff by establishing a fully functional informa
tion management and processing environment which
supports the strategic business policies of an organisation.
OA attempts to achieve this by:
- providing an integrated processing and communica
tions environment for text, data, voice and image
information forms.
- providing a range of integrated support tools to en
hance business communications, decision making,
desk management and other professional and office
tasks using a multi-function workstation located on the
desk of the user.
The OA approach facilitates the integration and pro
cessing of various forms of information within a com
munication
environment
based
on
information
management and sharing between users, the company's
computing facilities and external computer based infor
mation services. OA is a multi-disciplinary activity
involving computing, communications, and the human
and organisational behavioural disciplines.
Early on, word-processing was thought to be the most
cost-effective office technology. HoweverTapscott(1979)
and others have shown that word-processing may enhance
activities representing only as little as 1.2% of office costs.
It was observed that the executives, managers and proCopyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this
material is granted, provided that ACj's copyright notice is given and
that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to
the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the
Australian Computer Society.

fessionals formed the major proportion of the office
labour cost and the OA focus shifted to improvi ig the
effectiveness of these staff - the "knowledge workers".
Another problem in the early stages of OA was to
convince management that the promised productivity
gains were actually achievable. The major driving force
behind OA was, and still is, the equipment suppliers. They
include the major computer manufacturers, traditional
office suppliers, personal and business computer suppliers
and, more recently, telecommunication suppliers. During
the development of the OA scenario the Personal Com
puter (PC) market exploded and microcomputers invaded
almost every company. Management was forced to focus
their attention on the PC in order to understand the
reason behind the unparalleled demand for personal
computing, evaluate the effectiveness of the PC and
develop polices to control the acquisition of these devices
into their organisation. The PC caused an unprecedented
development in "user friendly" software suited to the
needs of novice users and created a widespread awareness
of technology. Other developments including information
centres, end-user computing and decision support
systems added to the confusing scenario. Users could not
differentiate between a PC offering some office-related
software and an OA system. The interest in OA was over
shadowed by these other developments. In reality, these
apparently separate developments are but part of an
evolving OA system. Understanding their role within the
total OA context is the real problem.
There has been renewed interest in OA as the
limitations of single user PCs within the office environment
became evident. The economic situation has also Emu
lated interest in OA as a potential cost cutting oppo. inity.
Many companies are seeking to maintain current: rvice
levels with fewer staff supported by OA tech; Eogy.
Another powerful, but more subtle, driving force, .s the
fear of loss of competitive edge.
There have been many different approaches in trying
to understand, evaluate, and determine the potential
impact of OA, on the organisation. The most common
approaches to date, have been to:
(a) install a pilot system into the organisation and study
its effectiveness before committing to any further
development.
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(b) perform a needs analysis of the entire organisation,
and develop a total OA strategy before commitment
to any system.
(c) make a policy decision to adopt the company's
mainframe OA offering (often without attempting to
understand the functional requirements of an OA
system).
(d) establish separate projects to investigate and evaluate
OA and other developments, such as end-user
computing.
(e) use a specific OA tool, such as electronic mail, using
value-added bureau services to evaluate the tool
before committing to an in-house system.
(f) purchase stand-alone word processors which, hope
fully, can be integrated into a future OA system.
Education in OA has been provided by the OA equip
ment suppliers and a few commercial education organisa
tions conducting occasional seminars. The suppliers have
found themselves in a situation where they have had to
adopt different marketing strategies for OA, such as the
provision of general awareness seminars, often employing
independent consultants to deliverthe keynote speeches.
2. The U.S.A. Trend
At a recent seminar in Melbourne, Amy Wohl, of Amy
D. Wohl and Associates, summarised the current view of
OA in the U.S.A.:
(1) It supports all office workers, for all office tasks by
computer-based systems, in an Interconnected En
vironment supporting Communication and Informa
tion Sharing.
(2) The most popular OA tools in the U.S.A. are electronic
mail, personal computing and data base access (all
ahead of word processing) with the likelihood that
personal computing will oust electronic mail for first
place. 1985 was cited as the year for active integration
of voice processing within OA.
(3) The general impact on organisations has been to alter
the traditional pyramid shaped structure to a diamond
shape as some functions performed by administra
tive, secretarial and clerical staff are taken up, or
eliminated, by the OA system enabling the work to be
performed by fewer staff.
(4) Cost justification is achievable and productivity gains
can be as high as 25% in some instances, significantly
higher than the Booz, Allen & Hamilton (1980) study
which reported an average of 14% and 16% produc
tivity improvement for management and professional
staff.
At the same seminar it was also disclosed that many
American organisations believe they have achieved cost
savings but very few have actually measured these savings.
3. The Current Australian Scenario
In Australia, many potential users are confused about
the nature of OA, its value, or likely impact on their
company.
As a result of extensive interaction with industry, the
author has identified a number of factors which have been
consistently reported as contributing to the confusion
about OA in the Australian context. These factors are:
- the lack of exposure of business personnel to OA
concepts at a formal tertiary education level. A number
of senior executives have expressed their concern at
the failure of business schools, at both undergraduate
The Australian Computer journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 1985
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and masters levels, to respond to the new technological
era and provide graduates with appropriate education
in technology and its relevance to business;
the lack of in-depth OA expertise within the informa
tion industry. In Australia weare still heavily dependent
on expertise from overseas.
the failure to understand the differences between the
implementation and support of OA and EDP systems;
that they are mutually co-operative components of an
information system, not competing entities. Grant
(1983) identifies some important differences;
failure of many business personnel to make the con
ceptual leap from "what is being done now" to"what is
achievable usingthe developing technologies". Unfor
tunately this situation has been reinforced by many
supplier products emulating existing office mechan
isms. The implication is that users tend to "automate
existing chaos".
the oversell of PCs and end-user computing. The
advent of the PC has been a very useful, but often
painful, learning experience for many users who now
have a better "first hand" appreciation of the pitfalls of
computing. End-user computing is beingoffered on the
basis that all the computing needs of an organisation
can be implemented by users without the need for
professional staff. Duggan (1983) concludes that there
will be an increased need for technical specialists;
the failure to understand the enormous lead time
required for potential users to come to terms with new
technology. Wohl stated that it took "from 12 to 18
months for an organisation to understand OA and a
further 12 to 18 months before placing an order for an
OA system which affected the major portion of the
organisation;
failure to understand the importance of people factors
in OA. Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) is receiving the
publicity but is only one small part of the total people
issue;
the rate of change. At one stage it was possible to adapt
to change. It is now necessary to adapt with change;
the deluge of new products. Focus is still on the
technology and many suppliers are releasing new
technology and relying on potential users to think of its
business applications, which equates to the concept
that OA is an answer in search of a question (Tapscott,
1982);
failure to realise that some aspects of OA are moving
users into areas where they have little knowledge or
awareness. As an example, electronic filing initially
looks like any standard office filing procedure but in
fact it is developing into an information retrieval facility
bringingwith it the need to understand classification of
information, the reality of searching strategies and the
imprecise recall of information.

The net result is that most current OA implementations
are based on general purpose computers using standard
24/25 line text terminals with partial integration of text
and data, minimal functionality for business graphics, and
a poor user interface. The high technology workstations
that more closely match the needs of office users with
features like rapid context switching, multi-tasking and
"what you see is what you get" screen integration of text,
data and image, are still too expensive for most users.
Most users are at the 'tool-awareness stage', i.e. they
identify OA tools and then use them to automate existing
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tasks. Users cannot be blamed foradoptingthis approach.
However, it is only in the next stage of 'tool integration'
that the important benefits of OA are realised: the
integration of the tools into the business activity of a
company to support its business strategy effectively.
This requires a much greater awareness of the total
business function, an in-depth understanding of the
application of OA tools and an understanding of people,
how they work and how they react to change. The low
acceptance and effective application of OA is due to the
lack of education and expertise within the information
industry and business. There is an urgent need to over
come this shortcoming.
4. The need for an Educational Strategy
Education in OA is currently conducted by a diverse
range of companies and individuals including computer
equipment suppliers, local and overseas consultants,
educational colleges, commercial educational organisa
tions, communication equipment suppliers, professional
associations and conference organisers. There can be
little argument that,appropriate education is vital if the
new technology is to be successfully integrated and used
in an effective manner. However, a brief review of the
current offerings shows tht emphasis is still on the overall
awareness of the technology such as the hardware and
specific software tool training and/or selection.
Some OA suppliers are starting to realise that potential
OA users are very different from EDP users and that highly
technical courses are not appropriate to this new user.
Galitz (1980) summarised the attributes of the OA
knowledge worker:
- highly intelligent
- not amenable to training
- not code or mnemonic-oriented
- highly impatient
- requiring a high information bandwidth
- non-rugged
- possessing a low panic threshold
- demanding a worthwhile payoff.
Educational processes need to be revised for this new
class of user.
A handful of suppliers have recognised the need for
workshop activities where users are encouraged to focus
on their own business problems and explore a feasible
solution using OA tools. The problem with this approach is
that it reinforces the tendency to automate existing
procedures, be they good or bad.
The Seybold Report on Office Systems (1984) reviewed
the training needs for managers, professionals and execu
tives in the U.S.A. The report identified several important
trends in OA training. OA suppliers are:
- realising the need for a different approach and are
developing business oriented executive courses and
reorganising OA tool training into short modular units;
- attempting to off-load the training responsibility to
users using a "train the trainers" philosophy;
- developing extensive computer based education/
instruction (CBE/CBI) courses. Some developments
integrate video and audio devices;
- providing authoring systems to enable users to develop
their own CBE courses.
Large companies are:
- developing their own education expertise and con
ducting courses specifically tailored to their companys'
needs;
722

- tending to focus on PC training without regard to the
functional integration of the PC into the companys'
information processing strategy.
The report quotes the user education objectives
developed by the Gillette company. These objectives
reflect the awareness of the different educational needs
of users:
- Executives - support their ability to identify strategic
uses of information technologies.
- Management - support their ability to apply and
manage information technologies in resolving business
problems and achieving business goals.
- Professionals and clericals - enhance their ability to
integrate information technologies into more efficient
and effective job performance.
Third party companies are also providing educational
and training services and computer based courseware.
There was no mention of any formal education programs
by universities or colleges.
Computer based education is popular in the U.S.A. and
the availability of authoring languages appears to offer the
user the unique opportunity to precisely tailor education
to their company's needs. What the user is not usually
aware of is the specialist skills required to plan and
develop such courses and the extremely large number of
hours of effort required to generate just one effective hour
of a course. Perhaps developments in artificial intelligence
will eventually lead to a CBE system that will automatically
adapt to the requirements of individual users. There is
need for further research into the effectiveness of CBE for
business personnel. The current emphasis is still on
training in the use of tools rather than education in the
appropriate application of the technology to business
objectives. Whilst training is very relevant there is a more
important need for formal education to enable potential
users to:
(a) recognise the technologies as agents of change which
can benefit theircompany in both traditional and new
markets,
(b) manage the selection and implementation of those
technologies appropriate to the company's business
strategy, and
(c) assess the potential impacts, and manage change.

5. The Chisholm Institute Initiatives
In December, 1982, Dr. Trevor Pearcey, former Dean
of the School of Computing and Information Systems,
identified the need for a study into the potential use of the
developing technologies for administrative and educa
tional delivery functions within the Institute. Terms of
reference for the study were developed and a large
Working Party on Computing Development (a working
variant of a committee) was established. Four representa
tives of the working party were assigned to perform the
detailed investigation and report recommendations back
to the working party. The four representatives were from
the Educational Development Unit, the School of Com
puting and Information Systems and the David Syme
Business School.
The investigations of the sub-committee of the working
party highlighted two areas of concern:
1. the need for formal education in the developing
technologies;
2. the need for new approaches to informal education
and support for business organisations in the awareThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 1985
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ness, evaluation and implementation of the develop
ing technologies.
Unlike some other academic approaches to solving
real business problems, it was argued that it was essential
to gain experience with the technology being addressed.
It was proposed that a pilot system be installed to provide
services to the management/secretarial users of the two
Schools, the Directorate and also to provide workstations
for student access. The system had to be used as an
operational tool in a normal working environment, not an
academic laboratory. The purpose of the pilot system was
to provide actual experience in the implementation of the
new technology and identify the important problems and
issues raised by its introduction into an office environ
ment. User surveys and monitoring studies were
identified. The body of knowledge gathered from the pilot
system would also support any formal educational pro
grammes that may evolve.
OA was identified as the "umbrella vehicle" for the
integration of the developing technologies. It was con
sidered that the term, OA, had a rather nasty connotation
for most people who did not understand its generic nature
and so the term Business Technology was chosen to imply
the application of the developing technologies to the
business process.
A major problem was to identify an appropriate vehicle
to facilitate the education and support functions required
by industry, commerce and government. It was finally
recommended that the Chisholm "centres" concept (the
development of expert centres within academic depart
ments) be used as a basis for a Business Technology
Centre (BTC). It became apparent that a multi-disciplinary
approach was needed and it was proposed that the
School of Computng and Information Systems (now
known as the Division of Information Technology, DIT)
and the David Syme Business School (DSBS) co-operate
in developing this new initiative. A recommendation was
also made for the implementation of a pilot OA system to
support the BTC activities.
The working group continued their development of the
various aspects of the proposal whilst awaiting formal
acceptance of the recommendations. In June, a further
report "Proposal for Implementation of a Business Tech
nology Education Centre" was tabled. This report provided
details of the BTC organisational structure; a five year
projection for staffing, equipment and space require
ments; a draft proposal for a post graduate course in
Business Technology and a progress report on the pre
liminary evaluation of the proposed pilot system.
It was surprising how long it took for traditional
disciplines, not strongly technology based, to come to
grips with the concept being developed. It took approxi
mately nine months (perhaps an appropriate period)
before the Business Technology concept was sufficiently
understood for the Institute to make its commitment.
Developing this co-operative initiative, independent
of internal politics, was a major challenge.

5.1 The Business Technology Centre
The organisation structure has been slightly refined
since the original proposal and is shown in figure 1.
The advisory board consists of industry representatives,
the Chairman of DIT, the Dean of DSBS and members of
the working party. There is to be a majority of industry
representatives and the Chairperson is to be from this
The Australian Computer journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 1985
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Figure 1. Business Technology Centre - Organisation and
Relationships

group to ensure the BTC retains its relevance to the needs
of industry.
The original proposal specified that the BTC have the
academic responsibility for the post graduate course,
however, this is now the joint responsibility of DIT and
DSBS.
The objectives of the BTC are to:
(a) develop and implement educational strategies for
business technology in industry, commerce and
government and within the Institute;
(b) provide consulting and applied research support to
industry, commerce and government;
(c) provide a clearly visible focal point for industry liaison
and participation;
(d) manage the pilot system and develop strategies for
extending the facility, and monitor the impacts on the
structures, processes and functions of the Institute.
The BTC has been developed to its present level by
part-time staff seconded from DIT and DSBS. Full-time
staff are now being appointed to enable the BTC to
operate more effectively. Services will be provided by the
full-time staff, seconded expert staff from academic
departments and experts from industry.
The BTC educational philosophy is to provide a range
of programs relevant to the specific needs of individual
companies. The pilot system development highlighted
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the need for different levels of education based on the
individuals' needs and an awareness of their operational
working environment, i.e. the "culture" of their respective
department. Effective education must address both these
needs. The BTC approach is to combine education and
consultation intoatotal package appropriate tothe needs
of individual companies.
General OA awareness seminars and workshops will be
conducted for industry, commerce and government.
Specific OA tool training will be supported. However, the
teaching of other third party software skills (e.g. LOTUS,
dBASE, etc.) will be provided by other Chisholm Centres,
such as the Pearcey Centre for Computing, that have been
effectively conducting such courses for many years. Con
sultancy services will cover all aspects of Business Tech
nology from initial needs analysis through to complete
implementation. These services are structured to support
both small and large companies. Applied research projects
will be developed on a sponsored basis.
The Institute has invested over $500,000 in the total
project. A capital fund raising appeal has been initiated to
accelerate the development of the BTC and provide a
much higher level of service to industry, commerce and
governmentthan would otherwise be possible. As a result
of the appeal the BTC is now known as the Centre for
Business Technology.

5.2 The Pilot System
The pilot system was approved by the Institute in
December 1983 and, following evaluation studies, a VAX
11/750 running ALL-IN-ONE office automation software
was installed and became operational in July 1984. The
system includes intelligent, graphic and dumb terminals
distributed throughout DIT, DSBS, the Directorate and
the student area. The student terminals are PCs capable of
running CP/M and MS-DOS software in addition to the
ALL-IN-ONE software. The experience gained in imple
menting and using the system has been invaluable in
understanding the problems and issues associated with
this type of technology.
Already a number of interesting issues have been high
lighted:
- the extremely diverse educational and training needs
of the users (they were thought to have been a
homogeneous group!);
- need for continual training and revision;
- need for expert personal assistance in understanding
and resolving user perceived problems;
- need for full-time professional computing support
staff;
- need for professional systems support staff to develop
Institute wide applications; users cannot see the global
picture;
- OA function usage varies greatly between users with
similar jobs;
- system uptime is essential to user acceptance and tool
usage;
- some secretarial staff appear to limit their usage to
word processing functions whereas administrative
assistants tend to look for better ways of using the
system in all areas of their work;
- peer group pressure does not appear to have been a
major motivating factor;
- one secretary will not use the system and another
124

senior secretary has reverted to a former word process
ing system;
- difficulties have been encountered in using remote
shared access printers; some users reject local draft
printers in favour of letter quality printers for printing
drafts!
- electronic mail improves management effectiveness as
well as providing more efficient communication.
These issues show the importance of people factors in
the development of effective OA systems.
5.3 Graduate Diploma in Business Technology
The course development followed the usual lengthy
committee process. This development occurred simul
taneously with the detailed BTC proposal. Once it became
obvious that the initiative was not a "quick and easy
option" post graduate course for existing graduates the
course structure began to develop its unique emphasis.
Unfortunately an early casualty in the course develop
ment process was a unit of study aimed at developing
creative thinking skills. The Graduate Diploma in Business
Technology was finally approved in 1984. The first intake
of students was July, 1984.
The course is a two year part-time post graduate
diploma and is structured into foundation, core and
elective units. All students must pass 16 units of study.
Each unit consists of 4 hours of study for a period of 7
weeks. The course unit structure is shown in Appendix A.
The foundation units provide a streaming mechanism.
Students with former business qualifications are required
to do the technology oriented foundation units and
students having former computing qualifications are re
quired to do business oriented foundation units. The last
foundation unit"Applications of convergingtechnologies"
is studied by all students and is a study of the different
information forms and their integration.
The core units are mandatory and provide equally
strong business and technology orientation. The tech
nology oriented units cover system and data analysis and
design, communications, information storage and re
trieval, and decision support systems. The business
oriented units address the management, legal, social and
behavioural aspects of using office technology.
The elective units have been designed to enable
students to specialise in specific business or technical
areas according to their interest or expertise. The course
structure is sufficiently flexible to enable former graduates
without either business or computing qualifications to
perform both foundation streams by reducingthe elective
options to one unit.
The course will provide graduates with:
- business and technical skills appropriate to today's
business environment;
- an understanding of the impact of technological de
velopments on the business organisation;
- the ability to advise management in reorganisation
strategies required for the successful implementation
of business technology;
- the ability to select and integrate the technology
appropriate to particular business organisations, and
- the knowledge necessary to improve the overall pro
ductivity and working environment of managerial,
professional and clerical staff.
The backgrounds of the enrolled students include
computing, accounting, business consulting, librarianship, engineering, and organisation and methods.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 1985
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6. Summary
The Business Technology development at Chisholm
Institute is a unique initiative which provides accredited
and non-accredited educational programs, consultancy
and applied research services directed specifically to OA
and the emerging technologies.
The services are geared to the needs of both small and
large business enterprises in industry, commerce and
government.
Business Technology graduates will bring new skills to
the information industry and promote the effective use of
the emerging technologies in industry, commerce and
government.
The challenge of change is being met by Chisholm
Institute through the Business Technology Centre. How
ever, there is an urgent need for many such initiatives
throughout Australia. The BTC could be a useful model for
other organisations that are prepared to accept the
challenge.
Appendix A. Graduate Diploma in Business Technology
Course Unit Structure
Foundation Units:
Business Foundation Units
Business Management and Financial Control systems
units 1, 2 and 3
Technology Foundation Units
Computer Technology units 1,2 and 3
Common Unit
Applications of Converging Technologies to Business
Technology
Core Units: (All units are mandatory)
Business Systems 1
Information Storage and Retrieval
Data Analysis and Decision Support Systems
Communications Technology 1
Legal Implications of Business Technology
Management of Business Technology
Behavioural Aspects of Business Technology
Social Implications of Business Technology
Elective Units: (One or four units to be studied depending
on entry stream)
Business Systems 2
Technological Trends
Decision Support Systems 2
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Communications Technology 2
Strategic Systems Planning for Business Technology
Business Technology in Retailing
Negotiation Theory and Practice
Industrial Relations Implications of Business Technology
Business Technology in Banking and Finance
Consulting Management
Corporate Strategy for Business Technology
Business Technology Venture Initiation Implementation
Office Procedures and Ergonomics
Organisational Theory for Business Technology
Financial Management
Financial Accounting Systems
Relevant Costing for Decision Making
Technological Future and the Impact on Software
Structures
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Privacy and Security in Office
Automation Systems
W.J. Caelli*
This review paper examines current research into systems for the provision of enhanced privacy and
security features in office automation systems. Few research papers have been identified on these
topics and the overall impression is one of little to no provisions being available for security
enforcement in currently available systems. Document ownership, integrity and authenticity are
considered as aspects of overall security provisions while access and authorisation control
mechanisms are discussed. The parameters affecting security that uniquely identify an office
automation system are explained while the legal and ethical considerations in system usage are
mentioned. Encryption and computer architecture are seen as key elements in the design of future,
secure office automation systems.
Keywords and Phrases: Office Automation Security, Computer Security, Document Authentication,
Computer Privacy, Cryptography, Access Control and Authentication.
CR Categories: D.4.6, E.3, H.4.1, K.5.1, K.6.m.
OIS should therefore comprise authorization mechanisms
providing at least the same degree of control on worker's
authority and data protection as manual office systems do.
(Fugini and Martella, 1984)

RISK ASSESSMENT
The widespread installation of office automation
systems (OAS) brings with it new perspectives in system
security. Computer systems, data bases, work stations and
input/output peripherals, software products and docu
mentation that form part of the OAS are all distributed
throughout an enterprise. This distribution may also occur
without the knowledge of any central information systems
manager or director of the enterprise. The equipment
cannot be physically protected in specially secure rooms
and full access is regarded as normal. The risk pattern
associated with OAS is thus different from that associated,
say, with a centralised, large scale, enterprise data base
and mainframe computer.
Access to office information technology is spread
throughout an enterprise. With this comes the need to
totally re-evaluate the security requirements of such
systems. Key aspects of security and privacy relate to the
authenticity and privacy of documents created on, stored
in and transmitted to and from such systems. Moreover,
this must occur when the "state” of such documents may
be unsure, i.e. the document may be unfinished, in a state
of correction or amendment and so on. In whatever state
the document may be it still must be protected from
unwanted or illicit disclosure, modification or erasure or
even exposure by the illicit knowledge of its very exist
ence in the system.
Five distinct threats to security may be identified in
relation to office automation systems. These are:
Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this
material is granted, provided that ACJ's copyright notice is given and
that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to
the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the
Australian Computer Society.

1. The components of the system, such as word process
ing systems, printers, work stations and visual display
terminals and local area networks, may be purchased
outside of the main purchasingscheme for information
systems by an enterprise and outside any procurement
policy.
2. Office automation products may not be perceived as
information systems even though they may be linked
to corporate data bases and mainframe systems.
3. The systems may be low cost with low capability and
reliability (in relation to the enterprise information
system itself) and may be based on vulnerable system
software components.
4. The systems and their components are widely available
(including microprocessor components, floppy disk
drives, daisy-wheel printers and the like) in the general
marketplace and within the organisation itself.
5. The "information worker” using the system may have a
degree of technical knowledge and competence com
mensurate with the level of technology in the OAS and
may have ready access to the full documentation
related to the system.
This leads to the overall assessment as to whether or not
an OAS is less secure than an equivalent manual office. To
date, reaearch reported indicates no real judgement
either way. A general concensus appears to be that office
automation systems may have the capacity to provide
higher levels of security but that at present, steps have not
been taken to realise this goal.
A simple example indicates the problem. In a manual
office an attempt to steal a correspondence file may
necessitate the removal of the file from a cabinet (depriv
ing others of its use but also signalling its own removal),
copying of the pertinent documents (a person can be
observed standing and operating a photocopier away
from a normal work position) and the physical removal of
the paper copies from the premises (which may need to
be done in parts over a period of time if the file to be
stolen is large). In an automated system the whole of the
above may be achieved by making a simple "back-up”

*Eracom Pty. Ltd., 26 Greg Chappell Drive, Burleigh Heads, Queensland 4220. Manuscript received May, 1985.
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copy of the pertinent magnetic media at the user's usual
workstation. The magnetic medium, such as a 13cm
diskette, may be removed from the premises in a pocket
or purse.
Office automation and administrative systems may be
assumed to consist not only of word/text processing
programs but also of information storage and retrieval
systems, data base systems, "spreadsheet" and simula
tion programs, dedicated "enterprise-dependent" programs, electronic mail services and appropriate hardware
and telecommunications facilities. The widespread use of
such systems has commenced and has been summarised
in the following way:
... by 1990 between 40 and 50 per cent of all Americans
will be making daily use of electronic-terminal equipment.
Some 38 million terminal-based work stations of various
kinds are by then likely to be installed in offices, factories
and schools. There may be 34 million home terminals
(although most of them may not function as full work
stations).
(Ciuliano, 1982)

Thus in addition to the five security threats previously
enumerated, there are numerous characteristics of an
OAS that must be considered in the security analysis of a
particular installation. These characteristics are summar
ised below.
1. Differing Functions
An OAS may be used for conventional data processing,
information storage and retrieval, graphics and text/typefont design and processing and data communications. In
particular, such data communications requirements are
usually effected by messages that display simple encoding
schemes (e.g. ASCII or EBCDIC for character representa
tion) and by access to open telecommunications circuits
provided by a common carrier as well as exposed local
area, high speed network links.

|
|

^

2. Integration
Many OAS functions are linked. Examples include the
integration of:
-text/word processing
- spreadsheet programs, and
- electronic mail services
into a single menu or "window" and "icon" driven
scheme. Access to these linked applications may, more
over, be deliberately simplified for use by non-expert
personnel possiblyinvolvingaspectsof computerassisted
or guided instruction into the use of the OAS itself. The
result is that criminal activity involving the OAS may be
given a "helping hand” by the system.
3. Large Objects
Data are processed, stored and transmitted in large
groups. Simple manipulative instructions may cause large
"objects", such as a full document, to be accessed as a
single entity.
4. Access Rights and Confidentiality
OAS users may have varying levels of access rights, or
even global rights, while the confidentiality requirements
of objects in the system may vary markedly.
5. Dynamism and Exceptions
The nature of work in an office may change radically
over short time spans. Similarly, the procedures used to
perform such work may also change regularly and radically
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7 7, No. 3, August 1985

as may the people involved. While this is occurring, the
systems themselves must be responsive to the hand ling of
exceptions in the work flow. Such exceptions are not
predictable at system design time.
The vulnerability of the OAS also depends upon its
construction. Bound (1984) designates four configurations
for risk assessment. These are:
1. Stand-alone Word ProcessingStations-usuallythe first
step in the creation of an OAS, particularly for small to
medium scale organisations.
2. Multi-station systems linked to a minicomputer.
3. Distributed systems linked via a network, and
4. IntelligentTerminals linked to a mainframe system and
large Databases.
READY AVAILABILITY OF TECHNOLOGY
A major theme in consideration of security in an OAS is
that many OAS components consist of information
technology products, both hardware and software, that
are readily available to the system's users and to the
public at affordable prices. In many cases, such as the use
of microcomputers or personal computers as workstations
linked together by a local area network, the OAS may
indeed be based upon complete computer systems that
are widely available. The media in use is interchangeable
with a large range of small computer systems. These
include, for example, diskettes, 20cm (8 inch), 13cm (5V4
inch) and 9cm (3.5 inch) varieties, and magnetic tape
cartridges. Coding systems in use on such media (usually
ASCII or EBCDIC as for communications links) are also
used in personal and small computer systems so that
complex translation of data files from one system to
another is seldom needed.
SECURITY DESIGN IN OAS
Parameters may be enumerated that relate to the
overall design of security in information systems. These
are as follows:
(a) Security should be matched to the assumed level of
technology possessed by a likely system attacker,
(b) A safety margin should be established for higher levels
of technological attack,
(c) Automated security systems are less flexible but more
enforceable and reliable than human techniques, and
(d) Security systems should be aimed at the prevention of
automated attack and fraud, particularly after success
ful system penetration by an attacker.
The "technology" possessed by a system attacker must
be assessed not only by the attacker's access to appropri
ate hardware and software tools but also by the perceived
level of expertise of the attacker.
Overall security requirements must be formulated
given scenarios of system attack from both within the
enterprise (usually by employees) and externally (usually
by wire-tapping techniques, radio-frequency emission
monitoring or theft of magnetic media). In the case of
office automation systems it is safe to assume that:
the information stored on floppy disks is often many times
more valuable than the equipment.
(Highland, 1983)

Moreover, if the OAS equipment is connected to and
accesses the main data base of an enterprise such data on
diskettes, with accompanying textual information, may be
more valuable to an attacker than the "raw" data in the
mainframe's data base itself.
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
In considering the overall security design of an OAS,
software development tools, for example, have no place
in a dedicated office automation system. Experience has
shown that even the supposedly innocuous presence of a
high level language compiler or interpreter (such as
BASIC, COBOL or PASCAL) may be used by a dedicated
"hacker" to compromise the system. In this sense the
office automation system must be considered as an
"object oriented" system where "objects" may vary from
a single bit to a large scale document and from a simple
spreadsheet program to a context-based information
search and retrieval sub-system. From a security viewpoint,
it may be better to consider the office automation system
as an "embedded system", one clearly dedicated to a
particular task. A comparison could be made with em
bedded computer systems used for monitoring instru
ments and displays in a military aircraft.
DOCUMENT OWNERSHIP INTEGRITY AND
AUTHENTICITY
Within an OAS, a-basic concept is one of a"document"
which may be composed of textual, voice and image data
or even a special computer program. In many of today's
systems the ability to "log" such a document as an
"original" is not present nor is the ability of its author to
"release" it for dissemination. In addition, the system,
may not be able to record who has done what and when to
the document or to copies of it which themselves may go
undetected. The need exists for a user to be able to create
an electronic document "original" that may be clearly
identified as such and "signed" for transmission, printing
and the like. Morever, on receipt of the document by
another user authorised to receive the document, the
second user, the addressee, must be able to check the
authenticity and integrity of the "document" received.
This involves the addressee being able to verify the source
of the document (its "signature") as well as being able to
verify that it has not been modified while being trans
mitted or stored.
The technology exists today to enable the OAS user to
attach a "digital signature" to a document. In addition the
system could create appropriate check systems to ensure
the integrity of a document. These are separate activities
but they are linked with a third requirement, that of
privacy. The contents of the document as well as its very
existence may need to be kept secret from other author
ised users of the system let alone illicit users. In the
ultimate, but unlikely case, the document's contents and
its existence may need to be only known by its generator.
The need for a system of "releasing" a document is then of
importance. (The case of incomplete medical reports may
be cited).
DOCUMENT INTEGRITY
Document integrity may be readily achieved by the
addition of appropriate error checking or authenticity
(commonly called "authentication") codes to the docu
ment. Normallyahashingalgorithm may be used to create
error check codes to be appended to a document. In the
OAS case this has the advantage of not only detecting
errors in the document due to system malfunction or
transmission errors but also of being used to detect
deliberate modification. The hash sum check code may
be encrypted using a key only known to the document
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originator. Authorised receivers of the document may
apply the same hashing algorithm to obtain a check code
and then by applying a known cipher algorithm to the
check code, using the originator's key obtained via a
"different channel", the receiver can verify that the
document is "intact". This is illustrated in Figure 1.

DOCUMENT

HASHING
ALGORITHM

HASH
COM

CIPHER
ALGORITHM

APPEND TO
DOCUMENT

SECURE
HASH CODE

Figure 1. Appending Authenticity Codes to Documents

This technique should be viewed as authentication of
the document alone. Authentication of the originator
depends upon the affixing of a "digital signature". In the
above case alteration of the original document or the
authenticity code may be done by an attacker but in either
case, even if the hashing algorithm is known to the
attacker, the secret key used to create the authentication
code is not. The hashing algorithm indicated in Figure 1
may itself involve encryption techniques such as the
block chain cipher mode of the Data Encryption Standard
(DES) algorithm.
The key used in creatingthe"documentauthentication
code (DAC)" may be transmitted to a document receiver
using the OAS as long as a secure method or"channel" is
available. Such a channel could be effected by the use of a
public key cipher system to distribute single keys used to
encipher and authenticate larger documents. Normally
the DAC would be added to the document on its
accepted "creation" (e.g. at the end of a final editing
session) although other schemes are possible. The DAC
technique does not provide privacy of the document
during or even after the creation and authentication
process. A separate privacy system must be invoked for
this, usually involving encryption of the whole document
under an author supplied key.
ACCESS AND AUTHORISATION CONTROL
The view of an office as a community of workers leads to
the problem of supporting and regulating information
sharing. It is necessary to provide tools that allow a suitable
balance between autonomy on one side and control/
ownership on the other. Finally, it is required that informa
tion sharing matches the organizational structure.
(Montini and Sirovich, 1984)
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These authors have examined two major models for
access control, as follows:
1. access matrix: an example of this includes one where
objects in the system are given an access control list
consisting of pairs of indentifiers, viz. subject specifica
tion and access permission,
2. capability based protection schemes: the specification
of an object carries with it a set of access rights defining
the ways in which that object may be accessed.
Users (subjects) of an OAS must"acquire" access"rights"
to objects in the system. These rights must be granted by
specific request to the access manager that forms a basic
part of the OAS itself. An access right, for example, could
consist not only of passwords and capability definitions
but also of encryption/decryption algorithms and keys.
Such rights would normally only be granted for the
duration of the OAS work session and would be fully
logged for audit purposes.
The main problem confronting the definition of access
and authorisation control in an OAS is one of dynamism.
Fujini and Martella (1984) classify this dynamism into
three major sets of rules or models, as follows:
- static rules,
- dynamic rules, and
- evolutionary rules.
These rules came about as a natural aspect of office
management where rules may be allocated to people in a
dynamic way and may themselves change rapidly over
time. At present OAS design does not appear to incorpor
ate software systems aimed at providing such access
control systems let alone the document security features
discussed previously. Moreover, future system design will
need to pay attention to hardware features needed to
augment or even make possible such a software discipline.
The Intel iAPX-432 microprocessor chip set, with its
capability based addressing scheme, may be an element
in creating a more secure environment although its use
cannot be pointed to as yet in any commercial OAS.
AUDITABILITY
Formal logging procedures are usually non-existent in
the OAS. Who has done what to which objects and when
can seldom be determined at a later date. Copying and
printing of documents and other objects can usually be
performed at will with no recording of these activities.
This includes:
- printing a document a number of times on the same or
different printer.
- making copies on diskette of one or more documents.
- transmitting the documents to another party.
In a similar vein erasure or modification of documents
or programs may occur without any form of record of
those activities being retained. The actual operating
system for the OAS may itself not be subject to any form of
audit controls allowing programs to be added or modified
by expert users. If an audit trail file is provided it may itself
be readily accessible.
COUNTERMEASURES
At present there appears to be little reported research
and development related to OAS security and the general
concensus is that commercial product offerings display
inadequate control, auditability, privacy or like features.
On the other side it could be argued that demand for such
features from the user community has been low to totally
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 7985

non-existent. Current security measures, then, are based
around managerial/organisational factors and add-in
hardware/software modules. Key themes appear to be as
follows.
1. Training
Security must be promoted via a set of standards and
procedures, with full managerial support, that are con
stantly promoted and clearly understood. An OAS super
visor should be familiar with any security tools that may be
offered and be encouraged to create the necessary
managerial procedures needed to make such security
tools worthwhile.
2. Data Administration
The role of the data administrator in relation to data
base systems has been widely discussed and researched.
This role must be extended to the data and program
objects contained in an OAS. The maintenance of the
integrity of such objects is a major role of the data
administrator.
3. Encryption Facilities - Coding Schemes
Communications links between, say, an OAS and an
enterprise's mainframe-based data bases may be secured
using data encryption units. Similarly authentication and
integrity controls may be placed on office data transmitted
via standard telecommunications lines or over local area,
high speed networks. In this way data and document
integrity may be maintained over such systems as elec
tronic mail services.
Magnetic storage media, such as diskettes, fixed disks
and cartridge tapes, may be encrypted thereby pre
venting disclosure of data from stolen copies. Crypto
graphic key management schemes may be readily
developed to "lock" data to individual workstations or
systems or groups of these and to individual users or group
of users. At the simplest level, coding schemes, such as
data compression algorithms for English language docu
ments, may provide basic security as an adjunct to
minimisation of storage usage.
4. User Authentication
At a basic level the use of passwords or, even better
still, simple pass-phrases should be encouraged via
administrative procedures. Different passwords should
apply for "log-in" procedures and access to individual
objects. At a higher level user validation could be incor
porated by the simple provision of key locks on terminals
or magnetic stripe card readers linked to terminals. This
latter technique, when combined with a password system
(as is the case in the use of Automatic Teller Machines
(ATM's) in the banking industry) could provide new levels
of security in an OAS.
5. Physical Parameters
Storage of back-up copies of documents, for example,
should be defined by administrative procedures and
provisions made for such storage in secure cabinets. At a
simple level, for larger groups, diskettes and/or tape
cartridges could be distinctively coloured, at least on the
protective jacket surrounding the diskette or tape. Foreign
media brought in by employees would be readily identi
fiable using this procedure.
In sensitive cases the need may exist to procure
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equipment with a low level of radio frequency radiation.
Such units are designed to prevent an attacker obtaining
access to information through data obtained from the
radio frequency and like electro-magnetic emissions from
such units as visual display terminals, printers, central
processing units and the like (NYE 1981). The use of such
"RF-suppressed" equipment does not, of course, help the
problem of stolen magnetic media. Cryptographic pro
cesses and hardware previously referred to still need to be
used.
LEGAL AND ETHICAL SITUATION
The perception of the need for privacy and security
varies between societies and over time. The tools pro
vided in an OAS, related to security provisions, must
acknowledge this social reality. Recent legislative moves,
such as the U.K. Data Protection Act of 1984 (U.K., 1984;
Elbra, 1984) clearly point to growing public and political
concern over the security, integrity and privacy of personal
data stored in computer systems in Western societies.
However, ethical behaviour in relation to these same
computer systems appears to be seldom discussed even
in school programs.
The major problem is that security provisions particu
larly in an OAS, are perceived as applying to a negative
goal. The system must not do something under certain,
sometimes ill-defined attacks. At the organisational level a
problem, similar to insurance purchase, may prevail. The
"it-will-not-happen-here" feeling is persuasive to
management keen to minimise office costs. In such an
environment security provisions in an OAS may be re
garded as a cost that may be avoided. Case studies are not
usually available to management and the analysis of the
business/economic consequences of such cases may
often be missing. Moreover, successful prosecution under
the law of those obtaining illicit access to private informa
tion from an OAS may be difficult and expensive. Prece
dents may be difficult or even impossible to cite while the
nature of the criminal activity in relation to the intangible
"information" may be difficult to define.
CONCLUSION
Research and development related to"security kernel"
and "trusted" systems may provide the necessary system
tools required to provide new levels of security in office
automation systems. The combination of new computer
architectures organised around a security kernel model
with the further development of both single and public
key cryptography would appear to provide the solution to
OAS security problems that are currently perceived. Such
a combined attack would appear to offer the capability of
protection of the system while still maintaining apparently
open levels of access as required throughout an organisa
tion. These security requirements will become more
pressing in the near future as risk assessment of OAS
indicates the increased probability of attack with more
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sophisticated hardware, software and communications
tools by even more expert attackers. Moreover, the attack
may increasingly involve both employees within an
organisation such as digruntled or politically motivated
employees, and persons outside the enterprise such as
business competitors, organised criminals and "hackers".
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The Development of a
Correspondence Package
J. Lions*
The development is described of a software package that manages and supports the correspon
dence of a journal editor. The package is based on the standard commands of the UNIX Time
sharing system with some simple extensions, and has evolved from a straight word-processing
system to one that keeps all relevant information on-line. Reasons are given for not pursuing an
'expert program' approach and for not hastening into the use of electronic mail.
Keywords: Office automation, word-processing, UNIX system commands, data management,
electronic mail.
CR Categories: D.2., H.3.2, H.4.1, H.4.3.

1. INTRODUCTION
This article reflects on the development history of a
software package dubbed 'Correspond', that has been
created to support and manage editorial correspondence
for the Australian Computer Journal. It seems that the
editor of any scientific journal must perforce maintain a
voluminous correspondence: for this journal, in. 1984,
outgoing editorial correspondence totalled approximately
one thousand items. There were letters to acknowledge
receipt of documents, letters to solicit the services of
referees for articles and reviewers for books, letters to
encourage reluctant referees and reviewers, and letters
to announce the fate, glorious or otherwise, of an author's
endeavours. Whereas previous editors used varying
amounts of conventional clerical assistance, when the
present editor (the author of this article) confronted the
problem, for the first time in the history of the Journal it
was possible to substitute the assistance of a computerbased system to generate and manage outgoing
correspondence.
Since computer-based packages for correspondence
systems have been developed elsewhere, it is reasonable
to ask what is different about this one. First, the problem
to be solved is unconventional, though not unprece
dented. The correspondence involves many people (the
present editor has corresponded with more than 300
people during the last three years). Many interactions
take months, and even years, to complete. Utmost speed
is rarely a consideration, but keeping accurate and
comprehensive records is. Since the sensibilities of
people about their work and opinions are involved,
careful attention is needed to the drafting and wording of
letters. Second, the magnitude of the task borders on the
limit that a single individual may reasonably handle:
throughout the development, the management of com
plexity has been a constant concern. Many times, real
progress has meant reaching a seemingly trivial but
nevertheless firm decision to handle a certain category of
problems in a certain definite way, i.e. alternative solutions
Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
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would no longer be considered. Often the evidence for
taking such a decision has been gathered only slowly and
after exploring several alternative approaches.
The initial version (Lions, 1984) of the 'Correspond'
package was developed very quickly. Its later refinement
has taken much longer. The computer base was a
PDP11/70 computer running the UNIX* timesharing
system. Right from the beginning, the system had to be
productive, and, for lack of an alternative, had to be built
around the standard UNIX software tools. There was
neithertime initially to sit back to understand the problem
thoroughly and to dream up the perfect solution, nor
opportunity to investigate the relevant merits of available
software packages.
During the first half of 1982, a production system was
developed that remained more or less unchanged until
the middle of 1983. This so-called first phase system
(which is described below) was built to use the nroff text
formatter (part of the standard UNIX system) in a straight
forward, 'obvious' way for conventional word-processing.
This system was workable in so far as letter generation was
concerned, but it did not provide convenient on-line
records for long-term management and control. In
particular, it did not remove the need for the editor to
keep a paper copy of each letter produced, and to
maintain a conventional, manual filing system for out
going as well as for incoming mail, in just the same way as
previous editors have done. An important aim for later
developments has been to reorganise the on-line data
files to obviate the need for conventional filing of outgoing
mail.
In the discussion below, reference is made to the
operator of the system. Although conceptually the
operator is no more than a clerical assistant trained to use
the system, for most of the time, the operator, the
developer and the editor have all been the same person.
During 1982, the operator was a graduate student, Trevor
Vickers, whose involvement was much appreciated.
2. Phase One
Fortunately, more than 90% of the editor's outgoing
letters fall into one or other of about thirty standard
patterns. Early in 1982, considerable effort was expended
to develop scripts for these standard patterns, and to
‘UNIX is a trademark of A.T. & T. Bell Laboratories.
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adapt these to new situations that arose. These scripts
were stored initially on-line in a small set of files containing
a set of macro definitions for interpretation by the nroff
program. (Such files are called macro files in the sequal).
Most of the standard parameters relating to a particular
item (article or book) e.g. a title, or author's name and
address, are fixed, and these were also encoded as macro
definitions, and stored on-line in other files called item
files. To generate letters, the nroff program must absorb
the appropriate macro files and item files, and then
execute a set of letter-generating commands.
Throughout the life of the system, the actual generation
of letters and their subsequent printing have been per
formed as batch operations, typically three or four times
per week. On the other hand, the preparation of the item
files, and the files with sets of letter-generating com mands
has been performed intermittently and interactively.
Moreover, from the start, astrong requirement has existed
for rapid previewing of letters on-line via a CRT terminal,
before the final generation and printing operations take
place.
As with nearly all directives for the nroff program, letter
generating commands are very terse (e.g. '.a3' or'.r8 x 4').
Moreover, letters associated with a particular item are
usually required one at a time, occasionally in twos, and
never in groups of more than three. A policy of creating a
separate on-line file for the letter-generating commands
for the letters for each particular item needed at a
particular point in time, would rapidly lead to the pro
liferation of a large number of tiny files. Even though the
UNIX system encourages the use of small files, such a
policy would never have been a realistic one, if for no
other reason than the difficulty just in naming the
members of a large collection of files.
Letter-generating commands are executed officially
only once. After this, if they are not immediately dis
carded, they may be tagged with the date of execution,
and saved to create an audit trail. Logically, each letter
generating command should be stored in association with
the item file to which it relates. Then, inspection of the
item file will rapidly show which letters have already been
generated, etc. However, at first, it was not obvious howto
combine within a single file a set of already executed
commands with a set of commands still waiting to be
executed. Certainly the standard UNIX system offers no
guide as to how this should be done. The first phase
strategy was to keep the two categories of commands well
separated, i.e. in separate files. All the letter-generating
commands that were to be executed at one time were
formed into a single batch file. Within each batch file, each
group of commands that referred to a particular item had
to be preceded by a reference to that item.
Batches of letters could be previewed on-line before
undertaking the final production by executing the nroff
command with its output directed to the operator's
terminal. The convenience of previewing depends heavily
on the response time of the nroff program, i.e. the time
before it produces its first line of output. This in turn
depends very much on the size of the standard macro files
it must digest before executing the first letter-generating
command. Users of some of the standard macro packages
for nroff such as mm or ms will recognise that this
digestion time can be substantial-as much as a minute or
more -and can be far from satisfactory to an interactive
user. 'Correspond' has its own macro files and avoids the
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standard macro packages entirely. Initially, the macro
definitions for the set of standard letters was gathered into
just a few files. As these grew in number and sophistica
tion, the observed response time degraded predictably,
to an unacceptable extent. Various short-term strategems
were adopted to minimise the size of the macro files, e.g.
by recognising, isolating and reusing common paragraphs
and other text. Eventually, since only a few letter types
appear in any one batch, it became clear that the only
workable, long-term solution involved recording the
definition for each letter type in a separate macro file.
Such files are now presented selectively to the nroff
program only when they are required. The best way to
manage this presentation automatically seems obvious in
retrospect, but it was not finally selected and imple
mented until 1984.
The first phase system was characterised by separate
batch files for the letter-generating commands. These
batch files could in theory provide an audit trail for
determining whether letters had been sent, and when, but
they proved inconvenient in practice. As a result, a full
manual filing system was also maintained, and the useful
ness of the computer system was limited to providing
conventional word-processing for letter generation. The
phase one system had other deficiencies:
1. The operator needed to be familiar with the principles
of operation and many details of the nroff formatter.
2. The operator needed to remember, orto look up, many
macro names. Since such names are limited to one or
two characters, some are far from mnemonic.
3. The operator was provided with no direct guidance for
scheduling reminder letters (i.e. those whose genera
tion is triggered by the passage of time, not by the
arrival of an incoming letter).
3. Phase Two
By 1983, it seemed to be a good idea to develop a
program (in the general class known as expert systems)
that would alleviate the difficulties just mentioned. Such a
system would:
1. know the current state of processing of each item;
2. advise the operator when reminder letters were
appropriate;
3. store and display information to the operator using
natural language terms in place of cryptic nroff names;
and
4. generate the batch files as an automatic by-product.
It was decided to apply this approach first to the
management of book reviews, since, although there are
general similarities in the treatment of books and articles,
there are also important practical differences:
1. Most correspondence for a book is standard, and
directed to one individual (the book reviewer).
2. It is easier to characterise the state of processing for a
book than for an article.
3. Reviewers frequently need strong encouragement at
regular intervals before completing a review. Con
sequently the problem with reminder notices is more
extreme for books than for articles.
During the second half of 1983, a book review control
program was developed to maintain complete records
about the processing of book reviews. This program is
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written in C (about 1200 lines) and is used interactively. It
displays information about the current state of each book
to the operator, and provides menus of possible actions
for the selection by the operator (no overt action is taken,
except at the express request of the operator, who has the
overriding control to defer the production of any reminder
letter).
Writing this program was an interesting exercise in
itself. Considerable effort was expended towards writing
general, reusable code that could be applied in other
situations. All records for books are held in a sequential
data file. Each execution of the program produces a new,
updated generation of this file. The program is used
interactively, and depending on the order of processing
selected by the operator, multiple passes through the
data file may be needed (the processing penalty implied
by this strategy is usually bearable). Data for newly
received items is appended at the end of the file. To guard
against catastrophic loss of data, four generations of the
data file are normally kept. (Experience to date suggests
that this may be an excessively conservative policy, but on
occasions three new generations have been created
during a single day, i.e. between normal file backup
operations). This scheme does not make best use of the
available file storage, and the entry of just a single piece of
new data into the data file implies copyingthe whole file.
Although care was taken to streamline the operation of
this program, well-known problems with menu-selection
techniques were not avoided entirely. Even with a terminal
running at 2400 baud, the time to display menus is
frequently annoying. Attempts to compensate for this by
providing only short menus arranged in a hierarchy, can
also be counter-productive.
The book review control program has been used
successfully for eighteen months, but its use has recently
been discontinued in favour of a simpler, more flexible
system, similar to the one used for articles, that keeps data
about each file in a separate individual file. The program
code that provided the natural language interface and
activity-menu-selection features can be salvaged, but
doing this seems less attractive now than it would have
been two years ago.
4. Phase Three
The expert system approach for books keeps a single
state variable for each book to express the current stage of
processing (there are 15 different states). Processing of
articles is more complex (two or three referees may be
involved, with differing rates of progress) and a multi
dimensional state variable is required, with increased
attendant complexity in the logic for determining the
menu of possible actions at each point. No serious
attempt had been made to extend the expert system
approach to include the processing of articles before an
alternative solution to many of the difficulties presented
itself.
The desirability of combining letter-generating com
mands with the appropriate item files has already been
noted. The desired separation of commands already
executed from those yet to be executed can be achieved
(as was done at one time) by'mutilating' the commands
after execution (e.g. converting '.a3' to a form like '.se—
a3 jun 14, 1983'). this method is feasible and can be
performed using the standard UN IX stream editor, but it is
clumsy, inflexible, and awkward to reverse if something
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 7985

goes wrong during the final letter production (as
occasionally happens).
In time a better scheme was invented: this involves the
introduction of additional records into the item file to
function as brackets. Letter-generating commands
occurring between brackets are assumed to be disabled.
Letter-generating commands that are yet to executed are
appended to the fileafterthe last closing bracket. A single
opening bracket matches all closing brackets, so that once
commands have been executed, they can be disabled by
appending yet another closing bracket. An item file thus
consists of three parts:
1. a header, containing relevant fixed data for the item
(e.g. serial number, title, author name, date received,
etc.);
2. a section consisting of an opening bracket and 'layers'
of executed letter-generating commands terminated
by closing brackets; and
3. a section, commonly empty, consisting of letter
generating commands that are yet to be executed.
A program has been written in C that understands the
structure of item files to process such files before they are
presented to the nroff program. This preprocessor pro
gram makes two passes through each item file: on the first
pass, it determines the extent of the bracketed section,
and on the second pass, it copies the unbracketed
sections to its standard output. Since the preprocessor
program was first written, it has acquired additional
functions: one already mentioned is to request the load
ing of a letter macro file whenever a letter type is
encountered for the first time; others are described
below.
As the system now exists, when the operator wishes to
generate a letter relating to an article, he edits the item file
for that article, and appends the appropriate letter
generating command to the end of the file (thus creating
or extending the third section of the file). He then saves
the revised version of the file, and moves on to other
matters. When letter-production time arrives, the
operator runs a program that identifies all the item files
that have recently been modified, and passes these to the
preprocessor and then to nroff formatter to produce a
temporary file containing the finished letters. (These
letters are later printed using a letter-quality daisy-wheel
printer). Finally the program appends a date-stamped
closing bracket to each of the item files just processed.
Since the item files consist of nroff declarations and
commands, preparing these files using only the standard
text editor is an error-prone procedure. In the early days, a
special command was used to check the integrity of these
declarations in any newly created item file. These days, an
interactive command with a natural language interface is
used to create new item files. The operator therefore no
longer needs to create the nroff declarations directly, but
merely needs to recognise them on sight (a much less
exacting requirement).
5. Names and Addresses
Although correspondence is organised around items it
is directed towards people. In the beginning, the full name
and address of each correspondent was entered directly
into each item file. Soon, certain frequently occurring
addresses were encoded as nroff macros foraccuracy and
for the convenience of the operator.
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Since several people can be involved with one item,
each is assigned a separate role character (e.g. 'a' for
'author'). Entering even abbreviated addresses can
become irksome, and soon a further degree of com
pression was desired. A procedure was developed that
would allow the operator to record merely a brief coded
statement, e.g.
# aCJB.
in the item file when it was first set up, and then to expand
this automatically into a full statement of the name and
address.
In the above example, 'CJB' represents the initials of
the author of an article. Using a person's initials as a key
was extremely convenient when the correspondent list
has only about fifty entries and everyone was known
personally to the editor. However, by the time the list had
grown to one hundred entries, problems with duplicate
sets of initials had already emerged, and were resolved
pro tern by attaching a numeric suffix, e.g.
CJB
C.J. Barter
CJB2 C.J. Bellamy
CJB3 C.J. Bushell,
Further growth in the list of correspondents made the
subterfuge of attaching a numeric suffix to a set of initials
even less attractive. After an investigation of various
alternatives, it was decided to use a two-part key to
identify correspondents: the initials (as before); and the
surname. Either of these may be truncated, at the
operator's risk. Thus, for the present at least, each of the
following alternative forms identifies the same individual
as author, though the last form is excessively and un
reasonably brief:
# a CJB3
# a CJB Bushell
§ a CJ
Bush
#aC
Bu
The virtues of this scheme may be debatable, but it has
allowed a smooth transition from an inadequate scheme
(based on initials alone) that was comfortable, to one of
more general utility.
The conversion of sets of initials into names and ad
dresses implies the existence of a name and address file,
or its equivalent. Processing names and addresses in the
way just described can be viewed formally as a'join' of the
two files. At first this was performed just once when the
item file was first created. Later, a decision was made to
perform the 'join' each time a letter was previewed or
finally generated. This was done when the predictable
update anomalies were starting to appear frequently, and
at a time when the existence of the preprocessor program
for item files simplified the implementation.
The name and address file has an important role as a
repository of information about correspondents. Until
recently other relevant items of information (e.g. range of
research interests, relevant experience, temporary
changes of address) were not recorded on-line. By the
middle of 1984, the arguments for keeping more informa
tion on-line and hence for treating each correspondent as
an item in his or her own right became overwhelming. The
set of item files now includes one for each correspondent.
The name and address file is still needed, but it is no
longer a primary data file. It can be, and is, reconstructed
when required from data stored in the item files for
correspondents.
Establishment of a data file per correspondent was an
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option that was considered early on, but it was not carried
out (there were more pressing concerns). By delaying, a
clear but unconventional model for these files evolved,
namely the same structure as the item files for articles and
books. As a result there is now an obvious and convenient
way to generate letters for correspondents when the
letters are not related to any particular article or book.
6. Areas
The UNIX system offers the applications developer
with a data management problem the opportunity to use
lots of small files (as described here) as an alternative to a
more conventional data base system. The set of item files
has been organised formally into three main areas: articles,
books and correspondents. Each area is associated with a
level two directory in a three level directory tree. Each
area directory contains several level three directories
which are used to classify items that are at particular
stages of processing. (For example, the'nev/ directory in
the'books' area contains item files relating to each of the
newly-arrived books sitting on the editor's bookshelf).
Item files are given standardised names using the first
letter of the area name followed by three digit number
(e.g. 'b425'). Since such names have no mnemonic value
at all, each area has a summary file. Each record of the
summary file consists of a file name (relative to the area
directory) followed by a short character string character
ising the item, for example:
new/b425: computer-based message services h.t. smith
Commands have been formulated that search a
summary file looking for a user-supplied pattern, and
select the corresponding file name. For example, 'edit -b
425' or'edit-b "message services'" maybe used to start an
execution of the standard text editor for the file 'b425' in
the books area. (Here edit is a shell command file built
from standard UNIX commands that performs a pattern
matching search on the appropriate summary file, and if it
recovers only one record, starts an editor for the selected
item file).
With 587 item files (total size, 431,172 bytes) at the
time of writing, the lack of a conventional DBMS is not a
penalty. The size distribution for item files is highly
skewed, as shown by the following table:
Minimum size
87 bytes
20 percentile
150 bytes
40 percentile
247 bytes
60 percentile
448 bytes
80 percentile
675 bytes
90 percentile
1889 bytes
Maximum size 13907 bytes
Average size
735 bytes
The concept of areas has simplified file management
and has been very successful. It is worth exploiting in
other UNIX system applications.
7. Miscellaneous
The discussion above has mentioned only standard
letter types. The non-standard types are either standard
letters with additional paragraphs or postscripts (quite
common) or letters whose whole body is specially written.
The extra paragraphs, etc. are coded as nroff macros, there
is a letter-generating command for miscellaneous letters,
and everything needed for non-standard letters fits neatly
and compactly together in the standard item file structure.
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Texts on data base management systems dwell heavily
on the generation of reports, and this system has them
also. Undoubtedly the most significant report is the
annual volume index, which can now be produced rapidly,
ready for type-setting, once the makeup of the final issue
in the volume is known.
8. Retrospective
The'Correspond' package has been used productively
throughout its existence, even while various prototypes
have been built, tested, and often discarded. The need to
keep incompatible versions of files around during tran
sition stages has increased the complexity of operations,
but has never made them impossible. The exploration of
various alternative prototype solutions has been easy to
achieve under the UNIX timesharing system, and has
confirmed the soundness of the present design. The item
files have evolved into a convenient data structure for
both letter generation and for control purposes. The state
of processing a particular item can be quickly determined
by examining the item file using the standard text editor.
As a result, the use of manual files has been reduced to a
minimal level (it is impossible to abolish them entirely).
The package can be used productively: on more than
one occasion, the author working alone has been able to
schedule, generate, print and despatch more than 30
individual letters, with all associated filing completed, in
less than two hours.
9. Prospective
The existing level of development of the 'Correspond'
package is not final. From the viewpoint of this article, the
outstanding remaining development would be the use of
electronic mail. The editor has access to the Australian
Computer Science Network (ACSNet) which is an inform
ally organised network that connects machines (mostly
running the UNIX system) in Computer Science depart
ments around Australia, with gateways to North America
and Europe. Implementation details for an earlier version
of this network were described by Kummerfeld and
Lauder (1981). More than half the editor's correspond
ents have similar access. Basic mechanisms are already
coded within the 'Correspond' package for sending elec
tronic mail instead of conventional letters. However these
mechanisms have not yet been used, because:
1. There are difficulties with the present network in
ensuring the delivery of mail. (Due to the informal
administration of the network, it cannot always be
relied on to deliver mail promptly, or even at all).
2. There are theoretical difficulties with authenticating
the source and content of electronic mail. Whether
these will represent real practical difficulties in the long
term remains to be seen, but a cautious approach is
needed.
3. There will be real practical difficulties for the editor
when correspondents start using electronic mail in the
reverse direction, i.e. for the editor's incoming
correspondence. (This happens already, but only on a
modest scale). The anticipated problems relate to:
a. the sheer volume of data. Incoming mail is now kept
for archival purposes, and some of it is occasionally
referenced! Although the content of incoming elec
tronic messages will frequently correspond to
standard messages, the form of expression will not.
Recoding the messages into a more compact,
standard form would be exceedingly time-con
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suming and impractical. Keeping everything on-line
on an indefinite basis will increase disk storage
requirements dramatically (and is currently not
supportable). The remaining alternative, to print
everything out so that paper records can be filed as
before, seems worse than opening envelopes, and
not as much fun.
b. less formality in communication conventions. Many
users of electronic mail systems exhibit a high
degree of informality, i.e. they are not overly careful
about normal conventions for spelling, punctuation
and grammar. While this may be acceptable for
transitory messages of the ilk 'I will mete you at 5
pm', it is much less acceptable for messages that
have a more serious purpose. The editor is con
cerned lest he be involved in major rewriting, e.g. of
a referee's report received by electronic mail, so that
it can be sent by conventional mail to the author of
an article.
Of course, electronic mail can be used for the trans
mission of the whole of substantial documents such as
articles, and many authors find this attractive. (This is
already desirable from the point of view of computer
type-setting, which is also under consideration.) How
ever, until conventional printing of documents can be
avoided entirely, and while conventional printed docu
ments are still needed for sending to referees outside the
network, for reading in the train or at home, and for
recording marginal comments, all such printing should be
under the author's control, and not be the editor's
responsibility!
10. Conclusion
This article has described phases in the development
of a computer package for supporting, generating and
managing the correspondence of a journal editor. The
package has evolved from a straight-forward word
processing activity with off-line control, to one where all
control information is held on-line, and word-processing
is just an important by-product. The package is based on
the standard UNIX system command set, with an import
ant addition. Since the performance of the package is
more than adequate, this verifies that the UNIX system
can support quite substantial applications without
additional specialised software packages such as a DBMS.
Extensions to take in electronic mail are being contem
plated and will be implemented once adequate safe
guards are in place.
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Office Automation - Towards an
Integrated National Approach
M. McCrae**
This communication argues that the subject of office automation (OA) is a more complex and
integrated task than portrayed in the literature. The danger of focusing on individual elements in
isolation from each other and from other relevant areas is stressed. The paper identifies an urgent
need for professional bodies to contribute on two levels. First, by providing guidance on reviewing,
defining and agreeing on fundamental terms, key issues and methodologies. Second, by ensuring
coordination and liason between the varied sectional interests in the OA arena. The analysis
concludes by offering some suggestions as to basic requirements for coordinated approaches to
the subject, especially at the professional body level, where committees are asked to offer
recommendations and position papers in the' state of the art'; and to sponsor and encourage future
research efforts. Asoneofthe major professional bodies in the field, the ACS will no doubt be asked
to progressively increase its participation in these OA issues.
Keywords and Phrases: Office automation, behavioural factors, Role of Professional Societies in
Australia, semantics and concepts, need for coordination, identification of important issues,
taxonomy of issues and areas.
CR categories: H.4.1, J.1, K.7

INTRODUCTION
A great deal of practical, (and increasingly theoretical)
attention is being devoted to the many facets of office
automation (OA). Indeed, the explosion of communica
tion on this subject parallels the 'revolution' that is being
wrought by its practical application in the administrative
and management areas of commercial and government
economic activity.
The many facets of OA combine a vast range of EDP
technology, and encompass many different technical and
behavioural disciplines. The umbrella of technologies
encompassed by OA and the impact of behavioural
factors means that the relevant literature is spread across
the whole spectrum of conferences, seminars, journals
and publications associated with both information tech
nology, and the behavioural sciences. (The term be
havioural sciences is taken to include management
sciences, organisational theory and industrial psychology,
although others may wish to widen the scope of the
definition). As a consequence, communication within the
profession is becoming confused, repetitive, and
uncoordinated.
Even at this point of development it is possible to
discern evolutionary stages in the literature. Distinct signs
of increasing maturity and sophistication are evident.
With hindsight, one sign that often indicates real progress
is that the experts and devotees are questioning whether
there exists the requisite basic semantic agreement on
fundamental terms such as 'office automation', informa
tion technology','user friendliness' (Moreland 1982), and
'information system'. A second symptom is an increasing
plea for a taxonomy of the overall subject to assist
manageability and referencing of particular areas.
Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this
material is granted, provided that ACJ's copyright notice is given and
that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to
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Australian Computer Society.
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However, the sheer volume of research and publica
tion brings.its own problems of coordination and dis
semination of knowledge to the practitioners who
implement and use OA. Thus, despite the outpouring of
literature, we often see examples of the 'wheel being
reinvented'. In practical areas such as OAsystems planning
and implementation, organizations go about the task of
assessing office automation needs, decidingon hardware/
software combinations and implementation of systems
either in isolation from previous experiences, or purely on
the basis of established IS procedures. Although each
application may represent a unique business or organisa
tional environment, itseems unlikelythat common guiding
principles cannot be distilled from the accumulated
knowledge of previous experience in OA applications to
guide specific applications.
There is an imbalance in the literature. On the technical
side, a sophisticated'state of the art' literature reflects the
rapid advancements in such areas as LAN, PC and
communications technology; advancements which are
quickly incorporated into production. However, research
into the human and behavioural factors is still in its
infancy; even though these factors may be critical to the
successful implementation of effective OA systems (see
Zmud, 1979, fora literature review on MIS generally). The
generation of OA systems principles and guidelines which
may be generalised and then applied to specific applica
tions are, as yet, largely undeveloped.
Operational results from this type of research require a
longer gestation period before their benefits can be
translated into practice. The behavioural studies which
largely represent the foundations of hypothesis genera
tion and confirmation in this area must wait upon
examples of implementation (there are few Australian
studies). They are constrained by time lags before effects
appear; and even then must grapple with measurement
and methodological issues in a complex, unstructured,
organisational environment. And yet it is probably just
4, CPO Canberra, ACT. Manuscript received April, 1985; revised
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such research which will ultimately determine the net
benefits from practical applications of OA
DEFINING BASIC TERMS AND CONCEPTS
Emerging disciplines often lack the precise, consistent
definition of basic terms that characterise well developed
areas of enquiry. For instance, encouraging clear semantic
definition of terms such as office automation is more than
just a procedural requirement for clear communication.
Implicit in these definitions are real differences between
office automation systems and other computer applica
tions that can have vital implications for achieving positive
benefits in the office.
'Office automation' is a term commonly used to refer to
the application of computer and communication tech
nologies to support administrative procedures and the
management of information within the office environ
ment. Although various definitions of office automation
have been proposed (e.g. see Olson and Lucas 1982), a
semantic definition is essentially contextual. Different
circumstances may require a different emphasis - for
instance, the technological or systems aspects, functional
tasks, organisational context, or behavioural implications.
However, a study of attempts to provide universally
accepted definitions of OA identifies several important
components. OA is essentially concerned with com
munication between people through computer tech
nology and integrated networks. It represents a hierarchy
of technologies, which will converge into the future until it
becomes difficult to differentiate between the tech
nologies as, for example, with computer graphics, business
image-making, phototypesetting and text processing
(Grant 1983).
The domain of Office Automation needs to be clearly
identified and differentiated from other related computer
based technologies. Information Systems (IS) are essen
tially computerized record keeping systems which provide
powerful information retrieval facilities for a number of
distinct application systems usually operating against one
or more databases. On the other hand, Kaunitz (1984) has
stressed that OA systems provide machine support for
inter-personal communication. Ignoring such fundamen
tal differences between office automation and classical IS
applications of computer technology can lead to inappro
priate implementations (Simms, 1982).
The lack of such a distinction in the early days of OA led
to a concentration on mechanization of defined office
tasks around a technological centre that paralleled com
puter based information systems. But most office
functions are not susceptible to stored program manipula
tion. These functions require a person-to-person inter
action with a machine to carry the communication
function. The emphasis is on intelligent tasks and human
interaction. Today’s office requires not the centralisation
of standardised tasks on a technical centre such as a word
processing department, but the distribution of a variety of
technologies to users over an integrated network. Simms
emphasises that the required technological approach is
almost opposite to traditional office approach of turning
technologies over to specialists who then provide services
to non-technical users. "In the world of networks, how
ever/the role of the specialist is to design and manage the
network to provide an increasingly powerful array of
capabilities to non-specialists" (p. 475).
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Thus many recent operational definitions of office
automation emphasise the distribution of technological
power and tools among the office workforce; the blurring
of traditional machine and technological, boundaries
under the umbrella of communication networks; and the
use of computer technology to improve efficiency and
productivity in the execution of intelligent tasks.
The need to recognise the contextual and multi
dimensional nature of useful definitive terms is perhaps
nowhere better illustrated than by the fundamental
concept of "the office". It is unfortunate that an inanimate
term has been used to describe an environmentof human
activities, interactions and communication. "The office" is
a term which represents a complex environment com
posed of various levels of behavioural dimensions, tasks
and characteristics. Under the impact of OA, Baker (1984)
points out that the'office' concept is undergoing dramatic
change away from a geographical place orientation to a
task accomplishment focus. The concept now signifies the
accomplishment of tasks necessary to organisational
survival, no matter where those tasks are carried out.
The increasing complexity of this communication and
decision making environment is referred to by Galitz
(1980), who sees the office as a human activity, environ
ment composed of cognitive, social, procedural and
physical domains. Other definitions stress the functions
performed in the office, its information and communica
tion characteristics. Once again the research or application
context will largely determine semantic emphasis for such
terms as "the office".

THE NEED FOR INNOVATIVE APPROACHES
As mentioned above the concept of the 'office' is
undergoing change under the impetus of the OA revolu
tion, as are the roles of the participants. This change may
require innovative processes as to the analysis and
implementation of computer technologies within organ
isational contexts. Guiliano (1982) defines three histor
ical stages of office evolution: pre-industrial, industrial
and information age. Under the industrial office model,
specialized tasks are defined and centralised on a tech
nology centre which provided central computer facilities
with time-sharing terminals that covered a limited range
of file-based and stored program orientated function.
However, this approach is inappropriate forthe individual
knowledge worker where computer support implies a
person/machine interface with computer support of
cognitive processes in a diverse an unstructured
environment (MacGregor, 1983).
There is a great deal of evidence that the effective
design of OA systems is poorly understood from a
behavioural and organisational context. The present
challenge to the behavioural sciences is in investigating,
reporting and assessing present development with a view
to drawing workable hypotheses and general principles
from these particular investigations. For this to occur
innovative approaches to traditional IS analysis may be
necessary: an approach that provides for a greater integra
tion of organisational and behavioural sciences with IS
theory and which recognises the unique tasks and re
quirements of OA systems. Of course, in so doing, the
whole armoury of methodology and principles developed
in these sciences may be brought to bear on the issues.
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IDENTIFYING THE ISSUES
Within the expanding literature on office automation
many issues exist, but which are the most crucial? A clear
identification of key issues would help in decision making
at the organisational and managerial level. A recent survey
of leading information systems practitioners and academ
ics conducted by Foster and Flynn (1984) on the key
management information issues ranked 'integration of
data processing, OA and telecommunications' as the third
most important issue. Despite this and similar indications
of its importance, a widely accepted and current assess
ment of critical OA issues does not exist.
ROLE OF PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
This short review emphasises the unco-ordinated
approach and 'loose ends' that are almost inevitable in the
formal specification of an emerging discipline such as
"office automation". Continued development requires
office automation to be addressed in a more integrated
manner. As part of this, the fundamental terms, key issues
and methodologies need to be reviewed, agreed and
defined.
A major consideration in the achievement of this
cohesion will be the degree of involvement assumed by
professional societies and emerging OA bodies. Their
participation is vital to the process on at least two levels.
They can help initiate a more integrated approach to the
'discipline' of office automation; and they can ensure
representation and liasion between the various sectional
interests within the OA arena.
1. An Integrated Approach To An OA Discipline
In the technological areas there are obvious issues of
standardisation and generation of accepted protocols,
especially in relation to local area networks and the
necessary compatibilities with reference to the PC which
will tie the functions together. These include Communica
tions protocol, LAN interface, Microprocessor, Bus Struc
ture, Operating Systems and Language compatibilities. I
am not suggesting that professional societies should be
responsible either for developing standards or for acting
as guardians where general acceptance eventuates. (The
issue is often resolved by the development of a proxy form
of standardisation or compatibility protocols based on a
market leader's product or architecture). But the societies
may choose to issue position statements which reflect
current problems, present stage of developments, and
preferred lines of development on these issues.
Little has been said about the technical issues of OA in
the above analysis. I have concentrated on the informa
tion systems/human sciences interface because I believe
that it is here that some of the most important barriers to
the realisation of optimum benefits from the implementa
tion of OA will occur. It is contended thatthe professional
bodies, OA councils and associations have a real role to
play in guiding research, disseminating knowledge of
developments and providing an historical perspective of
developments and research efforts. But perhaps more
importantly, they can also provide a vital contribution to
research and implementation of benefits. Such bodies
provide the seminal points for definitive statements of
terms and issues as a basis for improved communication.
They can initiate proposals for accepted industry stand
ards of compatibility, both in a technological and research
sense.
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2. Bringing Sectional Interests And Government Together
The second level of involvement concerns the dis
semination of awareness about developments in office
automation technology among the varied but fairly
sectionalised interested parties; both within the com
puting science fraternity and the commercial or public
sector. A number of different bodies have been set up to
represent the varied sectionalised interests in office
automation. For example:
1. There are OA Associations in most states including
New South Wales, Victoria, Western Australia and South
Australia. Queensland is still forming their Association.
The Associations tend to represent the end-users of OAparticularly word processing operatives. These Associa
tions are represented nationally bythe Office Automation
Association of Australia.
2. The National Office Automation Committee of the
Australian Computer Society which mainly represents the
professional computing practitioner.
3. The Melbourne Chamber of Commerce Australian
Office Automation Council which represents the
managerial and business enterprise section of end users.
The costs attached to the lack of awareness by one
section of the office automation fraternity about what is
happening in another section can be great. But unfor
tunately, there is little communication or liason between
these organisations and interests. For example, there is
little exchange between groups that represent the re
search and development aspect of off ice automation, and
the user-level organisations. There are many instances of
particular commercial situations that would benefit im
mensely from the introduction of OA technology, but
where implementation never occurs because of this
communication gap between users, managers, and the
research and development sections of the industry.
Potential solutions are not easy to identify or imple
ment. Each sectional group or association is understand
ably concerned with the retention of its own identity and
ensuring that the interests of its members are not
swamped by other perhaps stronger groups. However, the
costs of isolation are considerably greater than those
attached to some degree of integration between groups.
A NATIONAL CO-ORDINATING BODY
One priority is the creation of a national co-ordinating
body either by an amalgam of representatives from
various group associations and Councils or as a Committee
established by one of the professional bodies such as the
Australian Computer Society; or both.
While the professional societies may not relish the task,
I believe the provision of such a composite body falls
squarely within the domain of their functions.
The following suggestions as to purpose and concerns
of such national OA body are offered as a discussion
starter.
The purpose of such a national, amalgamated body would
be to:
co-operate with constitutent bodies in improving com
munication between sections of the OA industry and
interest groups; to liase with and make representation to
State and Federal governement in respect of National OA
strategies; and to generally foster awareness of OA
developments within the industry.
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Such a body could profitably address itself to the following
needs within the OA arena:
1. Identify areas requiring research funding in the area of
OA.
2. Assist in co-ordinating Government sponsored re
search programs to improve the present situation of
overlapping programs in OA that occur; for instance,
between the National Technology Council and the ASTEC.
3. Co-ordination of efforts of the various bodies which
represent sectional interests within the OA arena to
ensure that one set of interests are not pursued to the
detriment of others.
4. Liase with Commonwealth and State governments to
conduct a government sponsored pilot study to act as a
catalyst for ensuring that the Association's co-ordinating
body keeps a wide focus of interest. The body may also
keep government aware of OA impacts on practice and
training needs; and push for the mapping of a long term
OA strategy at a national level.
CONCLUDING COMMENT
Co-ordinated action on these issues is urgently required
at a national level. Perhaps the most urgent requirements
are for the establishment of a national co-ordinating body,
and the commencement of a research study or'position
paper' that will provide a conceptual or analytical frame
work for further analysis and build up a 'state of the
industry picture. Such a document may provide invalu
able support by defining basic terms, indicating critical
issues, identifying needs and opportunities, summarising
research to date, outlining problems and suggesting
profitable lines of research that may induce future benefits
for the OA industry within Australia.
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Computer Technology in
Child Psychiatry Services
M. Sawyer* and A.H. Baird+
This paper reviews the potential benefits that computer technology offers child and adolescent
psychiatry services in Australia. As well it describes a research project being developed by the
authors, which is designed to evaluate self-administered computer aided interviews in a child
psychiatry clinic.
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1. THE PROBLEM
Child and adolescent psychiatry services in many
States of Australia lack sufficient trained personnel (Smith
1983). Training such staff can, as in the case of child
psychiatrists, take up to 12 years and it is thus inevitable
that Australia will continue to have limited child psychiatry
staff for several years. There are no accurate figures
describing the number of children and adolescents with
psychiatric illness in Australia. However, the Royal Aus
tralian and New Zealand College of Psychiatry paper
“Manpower Needs in Child and Adolescent Psychiatry in
Australia" (RANZCP1982) reviews a number of overseas
studies and suggests that the prevalence of psychiatric
disturbance in children and adolescents under the age of
twenty years is of the order of 10%. In Australia the
population aged less than twenty years was approximate
ly 5,033,000 in 1983. Thus it can be anticipated that there
are approximately 500,000 psychiatrically disturbed
young persons. Many of these children and adolescents
will have problems persisting into adulthood and thus
represent a considerable burden for the community.
In view of the very large problem posed by psychiatrically disturbed children and adolescents, and the lack
of resources available to serve this group, it is essential
that every effort be made to ensure that existing facilities
are optimised. An accurate and reliable data base has
become increasingly critical tool in achieving such a goal
(Crawford, 1 974).
Effective clinical and administrative decision making is
enhanced when timely, systematic, reliable and accurate
patient information is immediately made available on
request. However, Simborg et a/. (1982) have, reported
that 24% of all hospital costs are currently consumed by
the process of collecting, recording, communicating, re
trieving, and displaying information. Assuming that this is
the case in child psychiatry, the use of computer tech
nology may contribute to improving the utilisation of
existing human resources.
Copyright © 1985, Australian Computer Society Inc.
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part of this
material is granted, provided that ACJ's copyright notice is given and
that reference is made to the publication, to its date of issue, and to
the fact that reprinting privileges were granted by permission of the
Australian Computer Society.

2. A POSSIBLE SOLUTION
The use of computer technology to aid in basic in
formation management in medicine is not a new idea. For
example, Triggs (1975) reported that the use of computerbased history taking saved time in the mundane clerical
activity of recording a patient's history and the time saved
was used for further discussion of patient's problems or
for patient education. Johnson and Williams (1975) re
ported that prior to the introduction of a prototype
computer assisted admission system in a mental health
clinic, 13.5% of staff time was devoted to intake and
evaluation procedures. Following its introduction only 4%
of staff time was required. This study was based on 5,724
observations and the results represent a highly significant
change.
Until recently computer facilities were very expensive
and only available in teaching and research facilities.
However, over the last decade this position has changed
with the advent of new lost cost technology (Uhlig et al„
1981, pp. 4-7). The introduction of inexpensive computer
based management systems now represents an important
alternative to traditional information systems which rely
heavily on medical charts and often suffer problems of
legibility and lack of standardisation (Looney, 1984).
In the past a persistent problem with the use of
computertechnology which involved clinicians collecting
data and subsequently entering it into computer terminals
for storage or analysis has been the poor quality of input
data. For example, Criest et at. (1973) have pointed out
that while structured interviews provide the most com
plete and relevant data base they are time consuming and
the cost of clinicians performing the interviews is sub
stantial. As well, clinicians can find repetitive completion
of a standardised questionnaire to be boring and can
become careless. Similar problems arise in the use of
paperand pencil formats where missingdata isa recurring
problem.
One way to overcome problems with data collection is
to have patients themselves enter clinical information
directly onto a computer terminal. Such computer assisted
interviewing which involves the direct interaction of a
patient or family member with a computer terminal offers
an attractive alternative to clinical interview. Skinner,
Allen and McIntosh (In press) report that following a
computer-assisted interview involving a "Life Style Assess-

"Department of Psychiatry, Adelaide Children's Hospital, North Adeliade, S.A. 5006. tSoufh Australian Health Commission, 52 Pirie Street
Adelaide, S.A. 5000.
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merit", 43% of patients expressed preference for this
assessment method over clinical interview. Early concerns
about the presumed impersonal nature of computer
interviews have been refuted by the fact that most
patients find the interview process enjoyable and the
interview content relevant to their problems (Slack and
Van Cura, 1968; Coddington and King, 1972; Carr and
Ancill, 1983).
As well, computer assisted interview is potentially
more economical than clinical interview, proceeds at the
patient's pace, and can be made available at any time
(Griest, Klein and Erdman, 1976). However, although
considerable benefits have been identified in the field of
adult psychiatry, Looney et al. (1984) have recently
pointed out that child psychiatry has lagged well behind in
the utilisation of computer technology. For example, a
literature search revealed only one study using computer
assisted interviewing in order to obtain information about
child patients. In this study the mothers of children were
interviewed directly by a computer terminal in order to
obtain information about their child (Coddington and
King, 1972). The authors reported that acceptance by
mothers was encouraging and most had no difficulty in
coping with the interview process.
In summary, computer technology is now available
which could allow routine demographic and clinical data
to be collected directly from the parents of children
referred to child psychiatry facilities using a computer
assisted interview. This approach would provide informa
tion of better quality and quantity than that obtained by
traditional methods. Pre-assessment screening by com
puter assisted interview would enable identification of
those patients in greatest need of assessment and treat
ment by psychiatrists. As well, it would facilitate both
individual patient care, and the planning and evaluation of
mental health service delivery. Finally, this approach
could improve the cost effectiveness of limited child
psychiatry services in Australia.
3. RESEARCH PROPOSAL
The authors of this article propose to evaluate the
effectiveness of self-administered computer-assisted
interviewing in a child psychiatry clinic as an efficient
means of obtaining demographic and clinical information
from patients. The project will consist of four distinctive
phases:
i. Conversion of existing questionnaires
This phase will centre around the conversion of existing
questionnaires used to collect demographic data and
information about psychological adjustment, into a format
suitable for self-administered computer-assisted inter
viewing. Key issues identified in this conversion include
retaining the basic format of the questionnaires to ensure
thattheir validity and reliability are maintained. In addition
it will be important to provide a user-friendly means of
capturing responses. Therefore, it is proposed to use
Hewlett-Packard 150 touch terminals where patient
responses will be recorded on the system by the patient
touching the screen to register a response.
ii. Evaluation of patient satisfaction, accuracy and problems
identified using computer assisted interviewing
In this phase of the study computer-assisted interviewin the areas of accuracy and patient satisfaction. As well,
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 1985

patients with typing skills will have an opportunity to
provide additional information to that collected by the
questionnaires. A pilot study revealed that 55% of patients
and guardians attending the Department of Psychiatry,
Adelaide Children's Hospital have typing skills. This is
consistent with the findings of the Coddington and King
(1972) study where a number of parents with typing
skills requested greater opportunity to provide more
detailed information on their children's problems. The
number of problems listed, and the detail about these
problems, provided by patients who type in information
using computer-assisted interviewing will be compared
with a number of problems identified in the screening
pre-assessment interview conducted bythe clinical assist
ant and the number of problems identified bythe clinician
seeing the patient for formal assessment.
iii. Use of computer assisted interview to identify children
needing treatment
This phase of the study will investigate whether
information collected by computer assisted interview can
be used to reliably identify children needingtreatment by
psychiatrists and/or non-medical staff and screen out
those who need no treatment. If this can be done
successfully then computer-assisted interviewing could
greatly facilitate referral to appropriate mental health
professionals on a needs basis, thus saving staff time
currently employed in this screening activity.
iv. Evaluation of cost effectiveness of computer assisted
interviewing
During this phase of the study, the time taken by
clinicians to complete routine clinical interviews with and
without a preceding computer assisted interview will be
compared. Until this phase the clinicians working in the
department will not receive information obtained during
the computer-assisted interview preceding the clinicians
routine assessment. However, the use of computer
assisted interviewing in the earlier phases of this study
should ensure that problems with the procedure are
identified and resolved, ensuring that this fourth phase of
the study accurately reflects the cost benefits achieved
using the procedure under normal working conditions.
4. FUTURE PLANS FOR COMPUTER ASSISTED
INTERVIEW PROJECT
This project is the first stage of a larger study to
determine the potential usefulness of computer tech
nology in a hospital clinic setting. The first stage described
above will determine the degree to which information
collection normally performed by professional staff can
be delegated to computer-assisted interview.
The second stage of the project will examine ways in
which the information collected is handled in the course
of patient management and clinicial work, and the degree
to which this task can be better handled by the use of
computer technology.
Initial work in this area indicates that medical staff
spend 34-42% of their time on communication transfer
activities (Arthurson, 1976) and there is an expectation
that computer based technology can have a significant
impact decreasing the time required for this activity
(Jones, 1984; Baird, 1984) in much the same way as it has
in the business sector (Uhlig et al., 1981, page 368).
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Letters to the Editor
TWO COMMENTS ON PAPER BY DWYER
Thanks to you and Barry Dwyer for the interesting article
'Should Cobol Support Coroutines'. I have been actively seeking
methods of simulating coroutines in commercial programming
since 1973, and have a number of production applications which
rely upon separate compilation of modules to escape the stric
tures of the 'no overlap rule'. It was heartening therefore to be
reassured that'... a program is allowed to exit from the middle of
a subroutine only when it is separately compiled'. I had been
unable to satisfy myself that the standards committees had even
considered this possibility. I do however have the empirical
evidence of a successful conversion from Univac to Facom!
I feel that we who believe in the relevance of coroutines to
commercial programming are in a minority. Even many Com
puting Science graduates who are practising commercial
programmers are hard to convince. 1 believe that the support
already provided by Cobol (Sort and Report were mentioned by
Dwyer, and automatic blocking and deblocking are further
examples) is sufficient to reduce the number of Boundary
Structure clash (Jackson's term) problems most programmers
face to a minor worry. Nevertheless, there are certainly design
problems faced by those programmers who undertake the more
difficult programming tasks in any installation which are eased by
coroutine techniques. Here are examples of tasks where I have
applied them successfully:
- Construction of an in-core database from data about a student
in a student records system.
- Separating from an existing program, logic of a general purpose
nature for incorporating in other programs.
- Combining two or more existing programs which operate on
the one file in order to reduce input-output overheads.
I believe that coroutines will remain an important tool for a
minority and should be supported by Cobol. Increasingly how
ever, as problems needing these techniques move into the area
of concern of the ordinary programmer, higher level solutions to
these problems will be supported in programming languages.
julian Hyde
Administrative Data Processing
Macquarie University
In commenting on B. Dwyer's article 'Should Cobol support
Coroutines?', I do not wish to dampen healthy enthusiasm for
inquisitive research and innovation. However, it appears that
along with many academic exercises, Mr. Dwyer and his pupil are
discovering delightfully complex ways of solving simple
problems.
I have a long experience in maintaining 'clever' programs
written by people who delight in creating complex and obscure
coding to perform straightforward tasks. These kind of people
inevitably leave their programming mark, drift off to other fields
having produced a mess of programs requiring painful upkeep for
the rest of their active existence.
Commercial programs need to be both efficient and under
standable by maintenance programmers. Efficient programming
and simple coding are by no means mutually exclusive.
Toying with program language rules may be OK in the
academic research area, but to use such ideas in real programs is a
dangerous pastime which inevitably leads to problems when new
compiler versions are released.
C.A. Luke
ICI Australia Ltd.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Naturally, I endorse all Mr. Hyde's remarks and dispute all Mr.
Luke's. It is ironic that my post as a lecturer should brand my
paper as 'academic', because my colleagues consider that nothing
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 1985

associated with Cobol ever could be. Perhaps I needed to
mention that I have used Cobol for over 1 5 years, most of them as
an application programmer and consultant.
I find the neglect of coroutines astonishing, especially in data
processing applications. Most DP shops espouse some systematic
method of program design. I cited Jackson, but I could also have
mentioned that coroutines are the preferred way to implement
the modules of the Structured Design school's'transform-centre'
techniques (Weinberg, 1980). Incidentally, the ability to'pipe'
together a series of simple processes ('filters') is one key to
UNIX's success (Ritchie& Thompson 1974). It is this facility that
coroutines provide. I didn't feel that it was necessary for me to
present the case for coroutines in the paper, but relied on its
references to do this for me.
Naturally, I would not advocate anyone using Berglas's
coroutine linkage while it remains contrary to the standard - if I
were his programming manager, I wouldn't let Berglas do it either.
What I hoped to show was that the standard could easily be
modified to provide a facility that many people say is useful.
Better, the standard could provide a special verb for coroutine
linkage. Without it, the situation would be similar to that which
prevails for using CO TO . . . DEPENDING ON as a 'case'
construct; fine provided that everyone knows what is going on.
Of course, it is tricky trying to understand for the first time just
how the example program works, but no worse than understand
ing a series of nested subroutine calls. There is nothingespecially
'clever' about coroutines. If enough people understand an idea, it
ceases to be'clever'. One can't reject every new idea on the basis
that it makes a break with established practice.
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B. Dwyer
University of Adelaide
YET ANOTHER COMMENT ON DWYER'S PAPER
As an implementor of COBOL, I read Dwyer's paperwith great
interest. Certainly, coroutining constructs can be applied to more
high-level languages than can recursion, since the presence of
parameters or local variables in the language is not critical to
coroutining's usefulness. It is also true that both COBOL-74 and
COBOL-8X specify various impracticalities and impossibilities
with respect to whether "correct usage of PERFORM can be
policed efficiently". However, Dwyer's proposal to replace the
"no overlap" rule calls for detailed comment.
The Dwyer GO TO
I don't share Dwyer's enthusiasm for "a CO TO that led to a
calling procedure" as an exit from a COBOL procedure. Is this
really "familiar" and "recognized as perhaps the only good use for
a COBOL CO TO"? Few COBOL programmers in my experience
would consider or be permitted this construction. The usual
solution, a GO TO to an EXIT statement at the end of the section
or in the THROUGH paragraph, seems adequate. It has been
suggested that an active EXIT statement would provide a better
solution.
Dwyer's analogy with Pascal is interesting. Pascal procedures
have static scopes, so a compiler can detect a CO TO out of a
procedure and generate the implied procedure-exit code,
whereas COBOL procedures have dynamic scopes formed with
CO TOs. As Dwyer shows, dynamic scoping implies that a GOTO
out of a called procedure formally doesn't exist; but it also implies
that the scope of a procedure cannot be determined while it is still
active. So, a "CO TO leading to a calling procedure" cannot
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necessarily be detected by the compiler, or even during
execution: the calling procedure's scope is still active and hence
incompletely determined at the time of the CO TO. As we can't
detect Dwyer's CO TO, we can't remove the return link (the
implied procedure-exit action), causing another return if the
"exited" procedure is fallen into later. This violates rule VI6.20.4(9) [11-5.17.4(5)], if we treat the procedure as really
"exited", which is obviously Dwyer's intent. Thus the Dwyer GO
TO cannot be properly implemented.
Changingthe"no overlap" rule doesn't itself yield the required
meaning for the Dwyer GO TO, but Dwyer does not show howor whether - the other rules can be revised to provide it. As we
cannot demonstrably attach a meaning to the Dwyer CO TO, its
illegality seems more a matter of logic than of "a tart seeking holy
orders" (not that the latter is unknown or necessarily unsuccess
ful).
Models of implementation
Dwyer explicitly relies on the premiss that both stack and
static models can support coroutining and Dwyer CO TOs: "I
would need to be convinced . . . that models of PERFORM are
possible that would not produce the same side-effects". Now,
firstly, I have already shown that no model can support Dwyer
CO TOs; secondly, neither of Dwyer's forms of stack model
supports the coroutinThg example as described.
Consider the form with a parallel stack of procedure
identifiers. When Dwyer's reader process performs WAKEWRITER through SUSPEND-WRITER it stacks a return on
SUSPEND-WRITER to the reader. Then the writer process
performs SUSPEND-WRITER through WAKE-WRITER, stackinga
return on WAKE-WRITER to the writer. The topmost procedure
identifier now represents WAKE-WRITER, and therefore at the
end of SUSPEND-WRITER no return will occur.
Now, consider the form with an "auxiliary table with an entry
for each procedure that indicates whether a return link has been
set". In the situation above, the topmost return link is for WAKEWRITER, and encountering SUSPEND-WRITER (marked as
owning a return link) pops the stack and returns to WAKEWRITER. Clearly after SUSPEND-WRITER we need to follow not
the top link but the corresponding return link for Dwyer's scheme
to work. That is, for coroutining it is insufficient just "to know
whether a return link exists for a given procedure". The model
must know which return link to follow.
In both forms of stack model, coroutining will only work by
finding and removing an entry from the middle of the stack, rather
than popping the top of the stack: so really the forms stop being
stack-based and become variants of the static model.
Inconsistencies
Although in the detailed discussion Dwyer only specifies the
mechanisms quoted above, later in the papera crucial difference
suddenly emerges between models which "check if a return link
exists for any given procedure" and models which "find the value
of the link". Although Dwyer dismisses the former as "perverse",
implementations of such models do exist; unlike the latter, as
shown above, they utilise true stacks; and, most significantly, they
are counter-instances of DwyePs premiss.
An inconsistency appears also in discussing the first form of
the stack model: "In this form the stack model . . . could not
detect that a procedure contained a return link unless its name
was on top of the stack"; this actually states the coroutine
execution problem, without visibly infuencing Dwyer's thesis.
Coroutines in COBOL
It is not clear that the presence of "special-purpose co
routines" in COBOL or the labyrinthine nature of the COBOL
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standard support a case for exploiting existing facilities merely to
"simulate coroutines", when the coroutining issue could be
better addressed by special self-documenting syntax. COBOL
programs should not require lengthy annotation of the usage of
standard constructs. Dwyer's example takes a column-and-a-half
of the Journal to explain: this really speaks against itself.
Esmond Pitt, MACS
Port Melbourne, VIC
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Oh dear! Esmond Pitt and I seem to be in almost complete
agreement, yet he thinks that we disagree. Obviously my main
argument got lost in the morass of technical detail. Let me try
again.
Here is a very specific way that Cobol's PERFORM could be
implemented. Let each procedure be followed by a jump to an
indirect address (an alterable GO TO), so that at the end of the
procedure control will pass to that address. Initially, let each
address be that of the next procedure in sequence. This ensures
that control will flow sequentially unless it is changed by a
PERFORM statement. Now let the first action of'PERFORM A
THRU B' be that it sets the address of its end into the jump
following procedure B. Then it jumps to the start of procedure A.
When, or rather if, the end of procedure B is reached, and the
jump back to the end of the PERFORM occurs, its last action is to
reset the jump in B to its initial value. This is the mechanism that in
more abstract terms I called the static storage model, and whose
semantics I described in my proposed rule. I claim that this
model not onlysupports any legal Cobol program, italso supports
coroutines and GO TO exits.
Concerning the final claim, let me agree with Pitt that the exit
action of a GO TO cannot be determined while the calling
procedure is active; but it can be determined retrospectively.
Consider the case where procedure X calls procedure Y, which
calls procedure Z. If we allow a GO TO in Z to jump to code that
we would normally consider to be part of Y, we cannot yet claim
that Z has made an exit. Procedure Y might return control to Z,
allowing it to exit normally. But if Y were itself to exit to X, the
return from Z would have been left high and dry, and we would
be prepared to say that Z had made its exit via a GO TO. The
return jump in Z would not have been reset, but in such a context
this would not matter. No special treatment of the CO TO is
necessary using the static storage model. Yes, if procedure Z were
fallen into later, it would make a spurious exit, but my proposed
rule makes this dear.
I agree with Pitt that stack models do not support coroutines
or CO TO exits. What I tried to show was that the'no overlap' rule,
which permits stack models to be used, has no compensating
benefits. Even on stack-oriented hardware, because checks must
constantly be made whether to use the stack, procedure termina
tion is not particularly efficient. Nor is the stack itself really
exploited, because recursion is not allowed. In short, I am
rejecting the 'no overlap' rule because it is unenforceable, and
permits implementations that do not have side-effects that many
consider useful. If my proposed rule were accepted, stack
models would not be possible; but the semantics of programs
would always be well-defined.
I do not advocate using coroutines while they remain non
standard, but if the standard were amended to allow them, I
would also hope to see special syntax to support them. I don't
think that using a column-and-a-half of the Journal speaks against
the idea-just look how much space the COBOL standards need
to explain PERFORM.
B. Dwyer
University of Adelaide
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WINOGARD, T. (1983): Language as a Cognitive Process,
Addison-Wesley, 41 3 + 145 pp., $33.95.
Entering the field of Artificial Intelligence for the first time is a
rather unsettling business. Whereas other computing disciplines
have their subject matter delineated and frequently possess
definitive algorithms, in Al this is not so. No clear definition of the
subject exists, no generally applicable methods exist. Solutions
to problems seem frequently to be of most value in defining the
problem itself. From this, do not expect complete answers from
Winograd's book, for they do not yet exist. What you can expect
are descriptions ranging from exhaustive to passable attempts to
recognise English, each with their domain of application.
The book is aimed midway between those who have done
some linguistics and some computing. A suitable requirement for
those in computing would be to have completed a compiler's
course and 'met' elements of English grammar somewhere.
Whilst a school level text on grammar would remedy deficiencies
in understanding many of the examples, one would need to go
much further to totally comprehend them. This is reasonablehuman languages are far from trivial.
The first couple of chapters are fairly mundane stuff about
parsing context free grammars. However, they contain a rundown
on English word classes and some interesting problems in lexical
classification. The next chapter, on "equivalent" sentences,
contains a great deal of meat concerning English recognition. By a
series of examples Winograd drives the transformational model
to further and further complexities until it begins to collapse.
However-and this should not be overlooked-the model can by
then handle a significant portion of the language.
The next chapter, on augmented transition networks, deals
with a computational technique for what is essentially the
compiler problem. I have never liked ATN's feeling that they only
need the 'goto' construct to make them complete. They have
played an important role in Al research, so I suppose it is justified.
The last two chapters I thoroughly enjoyed. These deal with
alternative (and quite variant) approaches to syntax, and a
rundown of the major implementations. I would have preferred
more, but these are well-referenced and the book is already over
400 pages.
This is the first of two volumes, the second being concerned
with semantics. This is, as the author admits, a rather artificial
separation. Some approaches are left'dangling', while othersthe few non-syntactic approaches - cannot be touched. Hope
fully volume two will fill these gaps.
I would thoroughly recommend this text to anyone seriously
interested in understanding natural language. For those con
cerned with restricted domain natural language interfaces to
their programs this does not quite meet their needs directly.
However, to be fair, it is probably better than a book which would
claim to prescriptively meet these needs, in that it quite
thoroughly covers the complexities into which one may inad
vertently step through lack of care.
I do have minor quibbles. Do not look on this as a source book
for algorithms - the few here are not well done. Material
referenced in the Introduction and Appendices does not appear
in the Reference Section. The index does not always refer to the
correct page. Nevertheless I have my grubby hands out in eager
anticipation of volume two.
J.D. Newmarch
Canberra College of Advanced Education
COOMBS, M.J. (Ed.) (1984): Developments in Expert Systems,
Academic Press, London, 253 pp., SUS15.00.
This book is a collection of papers that first appeared in a special
issue of the International Journal of Man-Machine Studies late in
1983. The papers cover a broad range of work in expert systems
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 17, No. 3, August 7985

from general, non-technical introductions (e.g. Basden) to formal
papers pitched at the research worker (e.g. Reggia et al.). About
two-thirds of the contributors are from the U.S.A.
As a consequence of the publishing history of this volume,
many of the papers show signs of having been written two or
more years ago and thus being less than current. For example, two
of the papers that I enjoyed most - Davis's paper on casual
reasoning and Langlotz and Shortliffe's paper on ONCOCIN cite 1983 references that are "to appear" and "in preparation"
respectively.
It is hard to see exactly what audience this book is addressed
to. Many of the papers are too detailed for the casual reader who
wishes to obtain an overview of recent work in expert systems.
The presence of a number of papers reporting research in
progress (e.g. those by Coombs et al. and Lambird at al.) suggest
that the book is aimed at expert systems professionals, but these
will probably have access to the Journal itself.
J.R. Quinlan
N.S.W. Institute of Technology
BECK,J„ HOPE, B. and ROSENFELD, A. (Eds.) (1983): Human and
Machine Vision, Academic Press, 567 pp., $US42.00.
This book, No. 8 in the series "Notes and Reports in Computer
Science and Applied Mathematics", edited by Werner Rheinboldt, is the proceedings of the Conference on Human and
Machine Vision held in Denver, Colorado in August, 1981. The
editors for this volume are eminent in the field of vision research,
with Jacob Beck a psychologist at the University of Oregon, and
Barbara Hope and Azriel Rosenfield prominent in the research
into machine vision and image processing by digital computer.
The latter are both with the University of Maryland.
The book consists of seventeen papers on various topics of
vision research, some presented by psychologists, and others by
engineers and computer scientists, in an attempt to find out what
each has to offer in the field, thus providing cross fertilisation.
Utlimately the human vision system is the one that all must use as
a model on which to base machine vision systems.
In common with other conference proceedings, the book is
intended for researchers in the field. It has no tutorial introduc
tion and is not a textbook in any sense. The subject mate'rial can
be classified under the following headings:
- Textural segmentation-how do we perceive pattern of texture
and how can models of this process be built?
- Shape representation - three dimensional volume, planar
shapes and surfaces.
- Contrasts between human and machine vision illustrated by
depth perception, contradictory knowledge and heuristic
perception.
- Representational flexibility, parallel computer models and
connectivity.
- Stimulus information and processing mechanisms in visual
space perception-a fairly complete psychological summary of
perception theories as applied to vision. The paper by Ralph
Haber has an excellent reference list.
-3D from 2 D image cues; some thoughts on visual computation;
the psychology of perceptual organisation- a review of organis
ational phenomena of shape constancy, motion perception,
figural goodness, perceptual grouping and reference frame
effects.
- "Why the human perceiver is a bad machine". A provoking
paper by D.N. Perkins, examines both the weaknesses and
strengths of human vision when contrasted with machines. This
paper has some delightful "impossible" figures.
- Spatiotemporal interpolation - the perception of continuous
motion by stroboscopic presentation.
- More on representational systems; Visual kinesthesis- motion
perception; texture and perspective; the interpretation of
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structure from motion; structure in vision generally; dot group
ing and orientation selection.
There is a lot of interesting material for anyone interested in
vision. Some of it is quite mathematical, but much is for the non
specialist as well.
D.H. Mee
University of New South Wales
SUEMATSU, Y. (Ed.) (1984): Japan Annual Reviews In Elec
tronics, Computers & Telecommunications, Vol. 11, Optical
Devices & Fibres, Ohmsha, Ltd. & North Holland Publishing
Co., Amsterdam & New York, 330 pp., $95.
This is the third volume, following two previous popular volumes
in 1982 and 1983, describing the state of the art on the very rapid
developments and applications made in the field of optoelec
tronic devices and fibre communication systems. A total of
twenty-six papers, presented by leading Japanese scientists and
engineers in this field, are grouped into five sections, viz. optical
devices, components, fibres, systems and some special topics of
optical technology. It should be of interest, both practical and
theoretical, to scientists and engineers working in this field and it
will be an importantjeference book for post-graduate students
doing research in optical devices.
In the Device Section, the important topic of dynamic-singlemode (DSM) lasers (including distributed-Bragg-reflector [DFB]
and distributed-feedback [DFB] lasers) in the 1.5 to 1.6 pm
region with low currentthresholds for longwavelength fibre com
munications is first reviewed by the editor Suematsu and his co
workers. The other papers include: the reliability of visible
GaAIAs lasers with the shortest wavelength for use in video disk
system; the control techniques in semiconductor lasers with
frequency stability as high as 10'12; the application of direct
amplification of optical signals by semiconductor laser amplifiers
in optical repeater systems; the design and characteristics of lownoise, long-wavelength InP/InGaAsP/InGaAs avalanche photodoides for 1 jam region; and studies on improvements in
dislocation-free crystal quality of bulk InP grown by the
liquid encapsulation Czochralski (LEC) technique.
In the Components Section, six topics are discussed:
characteristics of visible GaAIAs/GaAs laser diodes for digital
audio disk systems at 780 nm; the development of the Two
Action Optical Head System.(TAOHS) for digital audio disks; the
design of a novel star coupler for a new fibre-optic passive
distribution system of an Optical Cascade Star Network; the
application of a laser diode module for single-mode fibre system
with a coupling efficiency of-4.1 dB using a confocal two-lens
method; a new development in two-dimensional distributedindex stacked planar microlens array for integrated optics; and
the review of non-mechanical optical switches comprisingof two
polarizing prisms and a polarization rotator made of electro-optic
or magneto-optic crystal.
'
In the Fibre Section, five papers are discussedrthe develop1 ment history of optical fibres and contributions made by Japan
are reviewed, followed by future research plans and strategy; the
development of a long-wavelength optical time domain teflectometer for fault location lengths up to40 km; an update of low-loss
single-mode fibres using the VAD method and various automatic
- single-mode fibre splicing techniques; recent research and
development in splice reliability and multifibre splicing for fibre
.cable connection; and the recent status of various types of
composite optical fibres in power cables in Japan. .
In the System Section, three papers are presented'on single• mode fibre systems: a 1.5 pm single-mode system with a trans■ mission rateof400 Mb/sat 100 km repeaterspacingand 1.6 Gb/s
at 40 km spacing, asubmarineoptical fibre cable ttansmission for
both repeatered and non-repeatered systems, and the trends in
" high capacity systems applicable for long-haul trunk lines in
Japan, with a 1.6 GB/s system being considered as the next
generation transmission system.
'
’ ' , i,.; Tn'the Special Topics of Optical Technology Section, six
• current topics of interest's 'are • discussed: the long-term
746

mechanical reliability of silicone-coated silica fibres in various
hostile environments; the characteristics and stability of optical
fibres using dopants alternative to Ge02; A VHF band multi
channel optical TV transmission using multimode graded-index
fibres; an application of the digital relay fibre system for the
protection of DC feeder lines in power stations for electric
railways; a fibre optic network for CAD/CAM system using a 52
fibre cable with standard 50/125 jum core-cladding diameters;
and a hollow optical fibre with an attenuation of 2 dB/m at 10.6
jam region for future transmission systems.
This book covers a number of important topics in opto
electronic and fibre device. Unfortunately two current important
topics are conspicuously left out, viz. coherent detection systems
and applications of'polarization-maintaining fibres as optical
sensors. Based on the strength of most papers, this book (though
a bit pricey) provides an important contribution to developments
in optical communication and should be considered for
acquisition by research laboratories in optical communications,
physical science and engineering libraries.
P.S. Chung
University of New South Wales
STUCK, B.W. & ARTH URS, E. (1 985): A Computer & Communica
tions Network Performance Analysis Primer, Prentice Hall,
593 pp., $69.95.
The authors have adopted a 'teach by example' or case study
style, with an emphasis on doing performance analysis. As a
deliberate policy they have spent'virtually no time at all deriving
the results'. However, a very complete list of references for
further reading is supplied. For those new to this area I recom
mend Denning (1978) for early reading.
As the title suggests, the aim is for breadth rather than depth.
Thus, simple analytical models are presented to illustrate the
techniques of performance analysis. The authors state 'our goal
was to present as many examples as possible, to allow browsing
. ..". The result is a generous, perhaps overwhelming, supply of
examples fitting the following mould:
1. Description of the computer communication system.
2. Listing of the input and output variables.
3. Results of the performance analysis.
4. Discussion of the significance of the results.
Underlying the analysis, again and again, is Little's law which is
used to obtain bounds on performance variables such as through
put and response time. An alternative title for the book might well
be 'Variations on a theme of Little'.
The book subdivides into three major sections: basic material,
Jackson queueing networks (an extension of elementary mean
value analysis) and priority schedulingof asingleserially reusable
resource. The examples in the text are backed up with an
excellent assortment of interesting problems of varying degrees
of difficulty.
Although mathematically inclined readers may wish for a
clearer statement of the assumptions underlying the methods
(no mention is made.of the principle of job flow balance and
references are not directly given for unproven results) and
readers unfamiliarwith computertechnology would benefit from
a glossary of terms, the book is a most valuable introductory work
that should attract a large readership from those interested in
performance modelling of both computer and telecommunica
tions networks..
Reference
DENNING, P.J. & BUZEN, J.P. (1978): the Operational Analysis of
.Queueing Network Models, Computing Surveys, 10 (3), 225-261.

Les Berry
The University of Adelaide
BEAUCHAMP, K.G.' (1984): Applications of Walsh and Related
Functions with an Introduction to Sequency Theory, Academic
Press, London, 308 pp., SUS55.00 (hardcover).
This book is'the revised and updated version of Beauchamp's
earlier book, Application of Walsh Functions,' now part of the
! The Australian Computer journal, Vol.'17, NO: J, August 1985
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series "Microelectronics and Signal Processing". As before, the
first half of the book concerns theory, and the second half
applications. The former introduces the functions, discusses
algorithms for computing Walsh and other orthogonal trans
forms, introduces other related mathematical operations, and
finally surveys hardware methods for generating the functions or
computing the transforms. The second half discusses a variety of
applications, loosely clustered under the four headings: Signal
processing, Image Processing, Communication, and Logic Design.
A number of new developments and research advances have
been covered, especially in the various applications sections.
The book is really an extensive survey of everything you might
like to know about Walsh and related functions, and less of either
a textbook or a research treatise. While some postgraduate
courses on signal processing or communication might well cover
a few of the topics discussed here, courses requiring the whole
book as a text would be very rare indeed. At the same time,
although the book presents many recent research findings, the
coverage is sketchy and does not form an integrated theoretical
framework. Now it is of course true that everything here is related
to Walsh functions, but in fact an application in picture
processing which takes advantage of the fast transform
algorithms, say, really has little else in common with an applica
tion in logic design that employs Walsh functions as a set of
regular bit patterns.
Thus, the greatest use forthe book would be as a kind of small
handbook, for people who want to work with these functions and
transforms. If you ever come across these somewhere in your job
as a scientist or engineer, then you would probably want to start
by looking up Beauchamp in the Library. For this purpose the
book is excellent: The volume is compact, the discussion is kept
tight and simple, and extensive bibliographic information is
given. No doubt there will be authors who would complain that
their recent research has been overlooked, but considering the
small number of pages the coverage is reasonable. Regrettably,
there is only a brief index, which does not cover references.
C.K. Yuen
National University of Singapore

second rules which determine which process to plug in next
should be listed under the despatcher. Traditionally the terms
high-level scheduling and low-level scheduling have been used
to distinguish between the two levels. Harvey Deitel (1984)
interposes intermediate-level scheduling, but those functions
can be included under high-level scheduling in my view.
Although the text has been revised to include references to
more modern equipment the references section has just grown
without being updated. Some items are of questionable merit
and should have been purged.
The book is still a useful introductory text although at the next
revision something more than cosmetic changes will probably be
wise. For example dump-processing and archiving should be
incorporated under the topic of dumping. The chain of lORBs in
figure 6.12 should have the forward pointers at the start of the
block.
An original reviewer in 1976 criticised the book on the basis of
lack of depth. In terms of the text I disagree because the level is
balanced, as the reviewer admitted, and insertion of more detail
throughout would produce a substantially longer book satisfying
different objectives. However, the diagrams could be elaborated
to advantage. The skip chain model (4.3) should be enlarged to
represent the outline first level interrupt handler. The I/O system
sketch (6.3) should be enlarged to show the effects of buffered
transfers. It would be nice if the output spooling diagram (6.5)
were redrawn or split up into several time dependent diagrams as
students find it hard to understand.
References

LISTER, A.M. (1 984): Fundamentals of Operating Systems, third
edition, Macmillan, London, 161 pp., S18.95.

There is a fundamental limitation on any von Neumann computer
- no matter how short, each instruction takes a finite amount of
time, and physical reasons prevent shortening a machine cycle
indefinitely. One answer is to build machines which can carryout
more than one operation at a time.
•
This book aims to give a basic grounding in the theory and
practice of such distributed computing. In form a collection of
tutorial style papers, it describes, in a general fashion, models and
languages suitable for programming distributed machines, (the
Dataflow concept, declarative languages).modellingand verifica
tion techniques for concurrent programs, as well as brief descrip
tions of currently operating machines (the MIT and:Manchester
Dataflow machines, POLYPROC, Unix United, The Newcastle
Connection and so on), and their design philosophy.
In any book of this form, overlaps, gaps and inconsistencies
are, perhaps, inevitable. This being so, the various chaptershold
-together surprisingly -well,; especially in the first two sections:
Throughout the book, the. inconsistencies are minor, relating
mainly to the syntax used for PROLOG programs. The overlaps
are more annoying than serious - the lambdarcalcufus is intro
duced twice, as are Flynn's taxonomy, and several.other ideas.
Gaps? The Cambridge Ring is described in more detail Than I
thought necessary/whilstthere is onlyabriefmention of Ethernet
•and its derivatives. Almost alfthe exam pies are drawnfronf British
experience, whichis understandable as the book"helps to mark
the completion of the Distributed Computing Systems research
programme sponsored rby the UK Science' & frtgmeefing
. Research Council'. However, this does mean that developments
in the USA and elsewhere such as the CosmieCub.e (Seitz, 1985)
.are not mentioned, whereas J?OLYPRQCls described.Jtwice.
Despite these problems, the book, on theiwhole, is worth
reading as an introduction to distributed computing methodol
ogies. The fist of references at the end of each chapter allows a

Andrew Lister's paper model of an operating system must be by
now a very well known model amongst recent graduates of
computing. The little textbook is excellent for a 30 hour unit on
operating systems and I have been using it for some years. Itdoes
credit to Andrew Lister's model and the text that it is still
appropriate almost ten years after it was first written. It isn't any
one operating system but it is a very good general purpose model
which approximates many.
• :■
My major complaint about the book is that the current price of
S19 is too much fora popular 160 page paperback. The-book begins withthree chapters of introductory material
describing what we need from-operating systems, some basic
concepts and tools. The next chapter describes the kernel, composed of the first level interrupt handler,.despatcher and
semaphore handier, together with the assumed hardware inter
face. The subsequent chapters expand the half onion outwards
through- layers -.at memory management, I/O, the Tiling system
and resource allocation and scheduling. The fesok is completed -with chapters :on protection,-reliability and-job’control: : '
To my mind it is a weakness of the book that scheduling
algorithms areaitgroupetitogetberunderthe heading" Resource.allocation and scheduling". In the section on the despatcher is a _
statement to the effect that the despatcher's job is to run the first
process inthe job.queue with the queue Order being organised a
. priori by the scheduler. THissWill not do since it.wouidlnvolvetoo,
frequent invocation -Of thaf scbeduler which introduces jobs to
the system.
•
. ...
....
...
There,aretwo levels-of scheduling. Those rules .which goven
the - introduction of jobs to the system should come under
-"Resource allocation and^chedu/fng". The millisecond to milli-‘
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Previous review by j.L. Peterson, Austin, Texas, Review No. 29,802 inComputing Reviews, April 1976, Vol. 17, No. 4.
DEITEL, H. (1984): An Introduction to Operating Systems, revised first
edition, Addison Wesley.

CJ. Bushell
South Australian Institute of Technology
CHAMBERS, F.B., DUCE, D.A., JONES, C.P. (Eds.) (1984):
Distributed Computing, Academic Press, London, 327 pp.,
SUS22.50.
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reader to probe more deeply into areas of interest, while the
chapters themselves provide sufficient background to under
stand many of the papers referred to, although additional know
ledge of logic would be useful in understanding the chapter by
Bill Clocksin on logic languages.
Reference
SEITZ, C.L (1985): The Cosmic Cube, Coramun. ACM, 28, pp. 22-33.
P.J. Chubb
University of New South Wales
ZEICLER, B.P. (1984): Multifacetted Modelling and Discrete
Event Simulation, Academic Press, 372 pp., $US42.50.
When constructing a model, the designer has to choose what
aspects of the system should be included and which excluded.
This is necessary as the model is required to answer a certain
question, or solve a particular problem. Prudence, and cost or
time constraints prevent all aspects from being included. The one
system could have very many models built to describe it, all
different, corresponding to the purposes of the modeller - e.g.
inventory control, manpower requirements, marketing, plant
layout, or long-term corporate planning. This is what the author
means by "multifacetted modelling".
He advocates an approach to modelling which could eliminate
the need to construct totally different models. It requires a level
of dedication to the modelling discipline that is often lacking in
organizations. The usual practice is to perceive an immediate
need, and to call together a modelling team for the task, the team
being disbanded upon completion of the primary goal. Instead,
the model needs to be built using a hierarchical and modular
structure, making it applicable to different applications because
many of the desired modules will have been built already.
Subsequent models will not have to start from scratch.
The author describes the book as a text suitable for students at
the graduate level. It really requires familiarity with the contents
of his first text (Zeigler, 1976) as an introduction to his method
ology. I would see this work more as a research monograph. The
methods described are not yet supported by software to put
them into practice; they present goals that software designers
should consider when building new simulation languages.
The early sections are fairly difficult, expressiong concepts
using set theory and a formal notation developed by Zeigler
(1976). Later sections, where the ideas are expressed in more
concrete terms, are more readable. The book is a useful addition
to a library, and would be of most interest to people developing
simulation software.
Reference
ZEIGLER, B.P. (1976): Theory of Modelling and Simulation, John
Wiley & Co.
G. Freeman
CSIRONET
VERYARD, R. (1984): Pragmatic Data Analysis, Blackwell Scien
tific Publications, 87 pp., $19.75 (paperback).
"The style of data analysis described in this book is strictly nonhierarchical. Students familiar with other approaches to analysis
sometimes find this a difficulty. When asked to produce a data
model of an airline, they start by drawing a box and labelling it
airline. This is a mistake. The airline is, in a manner of speaking, the
whole thing, not a single entity. Furthermore, unless the airline is
storing data about its competitors, there is only one airline in the
system: entity types usually have many occurrences.
Remember that an entity is an object about which data can be
collected and stored, find the entities first, look for the relationships
afterwards. Do not expect the model of a real-world situation to be
a hierarchy."

From Chapter Three
This little book has my strong recommendation. As you can see
from the above quotation, it is clear, concise and to the point. I
have already read the book twice with considerable benefit, for it
has clarified several issues related to the design and implementa
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tion of data bases that never seemed to come into focus together
before.
The title does not completely describe the contents - this is
not a book about statistics, for instance. Here, data analysis is "a
branch of systems analysis concerned with the structure of data
within a system" i.e. this is a book for data base designers and
onlookers, past, present and future. The chapter headings are:
Introduction
Data Modelling Concepts
How to Produce a Data Model
Reconciling Different User Views
Documenting the Data Model
Data Access
Uses for Data Analysis
Implementation of the Data Model
Management Issues
There are also three appendices including one giving answers for
nine carefully chosen exercises in the text. The book is free from
leanings towards any one manufacturer's products and from
obfuscations (I know of at least one book that says a lot less in a
few hundred pages more). Its commonsense and pragmatic
approach (clearly based on a considerable practical experience)
can earn it a place in any serious DB practitioner's library. (Its
freedom from bombast and jargon also earn it a recommendation
for my local municipal lending library, which is slowly accumulat
ing a small collection of books relating to EDP). The book closes
with the following paragraph:
"In most areas of practical work there are two opposite dangers.
One danger is to ignore common sense. The other is to rely wholly
upon it. This book has attempted to steer a middle course. By
following a few simple guidelines and procedures, as well as using
one's head, it should be possible to obtain a clear understanding of
the information requirements of a given organization. Method
counts. Experience counts. Data analysis requires systematic
common sense; it is at the same time quite straightforward and
extremely difficult, and it is essential."

Even though the price tag can only be described as extremely
steep, you will be able to recover your investment by sharing it
with your supervisor, supervisees and friends (but make sure they
give it back!).
John Lions
University of New South Wales
GARDARIN, G. and GELENBE, E. (1984): New Applications of
Data Bases, Academic Press, London, 273 pp., $US25.00.
This volume contains fourteen papers from the proceedings of
the "New Applications of Data Bases" workshop held at Churchill
College, Cambridge, England, on 2-3 September, 1983. This
workshop sought contributors who were pioneering a data base
approach to the treatment of data which is not formatted in
traditional alphanumeric mode, in particular, data which is
oriented towards human interfacing. The contents of the papers
reproduced reflects the aims of the workshop. Thus this collection
might have been more appropriately titled, "Approaches for New
Applications of Data Bases" - the papers in the volume are not
primarily concerned with "applications" as such. This volume
would not be of great interest to a practitioner concerned with
new applications for existing data base technology. It could be of
interest to designers working in one of thethree application areas
considered. These are: "image and pictorial", "text oriented" and
"engineering (CAD/CAM) oriented" systems. In addition, there
are papers in two areas of broader interest, viz. "expert systems,
logic programming and fifth generation" and "high level inter
faces".
The collection begins with an introductory paper which
outlines the development of data management systems, and lists
twenty-one problems facing the development of fifth generation
DBMS's. These problems are numbered, and the papers which
follow are indexed with the number of the problems which they
address.
There are three papers in the area of "image and pictorial"
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data bases. The first addresses the important issue of image
representation for cartographic data bases. The second considers
information retrieval from a strictly pictorial data base. The third
discusses a technique for representing graphical images as
expressions.
There are three papers in the area of "text oriented systems".
The first addresses the problem of mixing textual and factual data
in the same system; this is achieved by two distinct data bases, a
textual one and a relational one, with a facility to exchange
objects between the two. The second takes an entirely different
approach, by representing a textual data base as a set of relations.
The third presents a model for a word processing system which
consists mainly of three components: texts, a screen and a
dictionary.
There are two papers in the area of "engineering (CAD/CAM)
oriented systems". The first analyses the requirements of CAD
systems in terms of data base management functions. The second
addresses the problem of defining the transaction concept to
support VLSI design; several approaches are suggested for
managing transactions in this design environment.
There are three papers in the area of "expert systems, logic
programming and fifth generation". The. first discusses repre
sentations common to both data bases and expert systems:
various architectures are examined for coupling expert systems
to data base systems. The second describes the design of an
expert system for data base design. The third tackles the problem
of interfacing Prolog and relational data bases; a high level
interface between Prolog and the DBMS is proposed.
There are two papers in the area of" high level interfaces". The
first proposes a form definition system for an office environ
ment; central to this proposal is a language for describing forms.
The second describes a natural language pre-processor for a
relational DBMS.
Taken.all round, many will find one or two papers of interest in
this collection, but I doubt that many readers of the Journal will
want their own copy, even at the reasonable price.
j.K. Debenham
The N.S.W. Institute of Technology
LOVIS, F.B. and TACC, E.D. (Eds.) (1984): Informatics and
Teacher Training, Proceedings of the I FI P WC 3.1 Working
Conference.on Informatics and TeacherTraining, Birmingham,
U.K., 16-20 July, 1984, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North
Holland), 253 pp„ SUS32.75.
This book consists of a collection of papers written mainly by
people directly involved in training teachers to:
- teach computer awareness or computer literacy;
- use computers as aids across the curriculum; .
-teach computing studies or computer science.
.' The book contains.no major new insights but would be .very
usefui to a teacher training institution’or education department
trying to work out the needs of varying groups of teachers, and
ways'of meeting those needs. Individuals working in this area,
would find the book interesting, but would probably not
purchase the book for their own use because they would quickly _
move beyond the ideas in the papers. It would be worth
purchasing by an institution'where the book would be used by a
number of staff members and could be used by people, new to'
the area,
.
Th.e main point imfavour'of this collection is that it contains
papers written from different perspectives, and papers consider
ing the. needs'of many different teacher groups. There have been
very few publications on this topic, and most of them, are now.
out-of-date. Many of the papers contain fairly detailed
descriptions of course content and of the background of.the
teachers, and this detail is useful. Some of the papers describe
national'or regional schemes and others describe local courses .
and Workshops. . '
,
.
..
.
Some of the topics covered are ones that have received very
little serious attention in the more general educational com
puting books and journals. Examples of this are papers on teacher
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training in LOCO, young children and computers, and teaching
method for secondary computer science.
There are a few areas that seem to have been om itted from the
conference and the individual papers. One that received a
couple of throwaway lines is the issue of school computing for
girls and for minority groups. Optional computing courses attract
mainly white anglo-saxon males and compulsory courses seem to
be appreciated more by the same group. Whether this is import
ant or not may depend on the reasons for providing computing in
schools, and one's own philosophy. I feel that teacher training
institutions should be looking at this problem to ensure equal
employment opportunities and to ensure that the computer
industry has access to good quality people regardless of sex,
socio-economic background, country of origin, race, etc.
Another omission concerns the use of word processors and
their role in process writing (teaching students the process used
in writing stories, papers, etc.). This is barely mentioned, but it is
seen by many Australian teachers as possibly one of the better
ways of using computers in schools. Data bases do not receive
much attention either, but must be one of the most important
possibilities for school computing. Even outside of computer
science and computer studies courses, there is far more mention
of programming than there is of applications software (such as
word processors, spreadsheets, data base packages).
The title of the book may lead one to expect that it would
address the wider issues of "informatics in teacher training" (such
as whether computers can be used to improve teacher training
generally). It does not attempt this.
Overall, this book would be important for teacher training
institutions and education departments, but probably not for the
individual. The material in the book provides a starting point for
determining needs and developing courses. The material will
become dated very quickly because of the rapid rate at which
computers are entering schools and teachers are trying out and
developing ideas in their classrooms.
Jeanette Dunkley
AC.T. Schools Authority.
GASCOIGNE, S. (1984): Microchild Learning Through Logo,
MacMillan Publishers Ltd., London, 113 pp., $12.95.,
McDOUCALL, A., ADAMS, T. and ADAMS, P. (1984): Learning
Logo on the Commodore 64, Pitman Publishing, Pty. Ltd.,
Melbourne, 244 pp., $15.95.
SRARROWHAWK, A. (1984): Logo A Language lor Learning, Pan
. Books, London, 172 pp., $16.95.
.,
If you attend a conference for school teachers you may. hear
reference to'turtle graphics'. This means the teachers are talking
about the simplest level of Logo, a dialect of LISP, developed in
1960 by Seymour Papert, an educationalist and computer
scientist working at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The 'turtle' is a small triangular pointer which moves forward or
back, or to the left or right, in response to simple commands. As it
moves it leaves a line on the screen indicating Where it has been.
The three books listed are recent publications devoted to this
language. They are directed at parents and teachers of young
children who.have access to microcomputers. Anne Sparrowhawk and Serafim Gascoigne both claim that Logo provides a
much better introduction to computers .and computing for
children than ubiquitous BASIC, the language supplied with most
microcomputers^. Anne McDougall et al. spend no time on
philosophy and launch immediately into an explanation of the
prompt, the cursor and the keyboard.
.
.
Although they all rate the1 visual impact of Logo as very
important, especially for young children, they also emphasise the
other features of the language. It is a procedural language which is
extensible and recursive. Thus it facilitates the teaching of good
program design and illustrates powerful algorithms in a familiar
geometric context... ...
...
....
Betraying it§ derivation from LISP, Logo has the capacity to
manipulate words and lists. Thiscapacity may be, coupled-with
the 'turtle' feature to produce letter shapes on the screen or
149
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applied independently to develop programs which analyse
sentences. Logo also has the ability to perform arithmetic
enabling computational programs to be written, in particular
arithmetic diagnostic programs.
Gascoigne expects the parent or teacher to work through the
text with the child and explains the features of the language by
means of simple graded examples. There is little effort to place
those features within a conceptual framework so that at times I
found the development unsatisfying. Yet my teenager was
immediately interested because of the presentation. On this
basis, it seems that the book is most appropriate for those wishing
to explore Logo who have little computing experience.
McDougall ef al. 's similar presentation is in the form of tutorial
exercises. Since the text is machine specific the authors are able
to detail exact screen responses to the commands given, an
invaluable aid for beginners.
On the other hand, Sparrowhawk gives a systematic introduc
tion to the facilities provided by the language, illustrated by
useful examples. She also includes more general material in
cluding a listing of error messages and what to do about them,
and techniques for checking the validity of programs. I recom
mend this book for parents or teachers who are interested in
learning the language themselves in order then to introduce it to
children.
C.T. Johnson
Macquarie University
NOEL, E. (Ed.) (1984): Changing Faces-Story and Children in an
Electronic Age, IBBY Australia Publications, 195 pp., $18.95.
This book is a collection of papers presented at the Australian
National Section of the International Board on Books for Young
People (IBBY) conference on childrens' literature in Sydney in
1983. As such it is likely to appeal only to a very limited audience
—probably an audience of the already converted. Some of the
aims of the conference were to consider questions such as:
- What are the effects on children of living in an electronic age?
- Is the nature of childhood changing, and if it is, how then are
childrens' stories changing?
- What impact has computerisation had upon the story?
- Can new technologies be harnessed for the good of our
society?
Speeches from about twelve different people are recorded.
All speakers show a familiarity with their topic, and present a
mixture of interesting, although sometimes superficial observa
tions. There is little which is new to the general reader of articles
on the social implications of computers. It really is a book for the
children' book addict.
In the context of a presented paper, there are always
limitations on the amount of detail which can be given, and one
wonders whether or not it is always beneficial to reprint these
brief speeches in book form.
The opening address by Sir Hermann Black emphasises the
advantages to children of the electronic age - especially with
regard to the extra time available to spend on listening and
learning because of it, possibly leading to a greater depth and
breadth of understanding and to more searchers of future
knowledge.
The keynote address is by author Aidan Chambers, and he
wonders if any authors of recognised literary merit have been
asked to experiment with the potentialities of modern tech
nology in relation to stories, because computers allow for a
complexity of story and game beyond any written on paper. He
stresses the importance of childrens' stories now that children
and adults often see and hear the same stories on television.
Other speakers included Richard Walsh, Ellen Baker and
Maurice Saxby. They mention such things as studies indicating
an increase in aggressive behaviour related to the viewing of
violence on television, and the limitations made on story telling
on television by the need for commercial interruptions and
specific length of episodes. The demise of the home computer is
150

predicted (to be replaced by a machine more configured to the
needs of the user).
Let me conclude with a quotation from Maurice Saxby about
the editor of this book, " Ena Noel's name is a... symbol of faith,
hope and charity; faith in others, hope for the future, and the
giving of oneself from a bountiful heart". The book does her little
credit if this is how the world is to see her-better to be at her next
IBBY conference and see it all actually happen.
Sue Trahair
Frankston College of T.AF.E.
MUNZERT, A.W. (1984): Test Your Computer IQ, Pan Books,
London and Sydney, 127 pp., $8.95.
The only good thing one can say about this book is that the
author's intentions may have been good. By a trivial 20 page
introduction to computers and two superficial 100-item tests
(supposedly related to potential for computer operation and
programming respectively) he presumably hopes to prove that
computers are not so complex nor using them so difficult as to be
beyond grasp of any person of'normal intelligence'. Unfortun
ately, the introduction is fatuous and simplistic, and the tests are
repetitious and wrong.
The introduction contains the word 'literally' about once per
page, as in, 'The history of mankind is literally a record of the
major trends that have altered and directed the course of its
destiny'; and 'The CPU is literally the electronic 'brain' of the
computer'. Other interesting statements include: 'All computers
are binary digital computers'. The single circuit with a cell, switch
and bulb 'is actually a simple computed. The Industrial Revolu
tion was a'a gradual transformation'.'A totally new class structure
[will be] based upon knowledge - rather than money'. 'Freed
from the restrictions of time and labor which hitherto have
consumed 98 percent of his time__ '. Finally, an ASCII-like code
is called a'language' and confused with BASIC, Pascal, etc.
The tests start with a further interesting observation, namely:
'Langaage characters and syntax rules for any computer language
are completely arbitrary, and you should not seek a rational
explanation'. As if to justify this, we have 40 questions which are
ill-explained, and bear more relation to formal productions than
is warranted by the context. After 20 logical problems, the
computer operator test concludes with 40 questions relating to
flowcharts which are often pointless and usually have several
terminal nodes. One about trucks is particularly incomprehen
sible, and on turning to the 'explanatory answers' one finds that
the explanation is 'this is the only logical answerk
The programmer test starts with interpretation of statistical
data (15 questions), and the suggested answers involve un
warranted assumptions. 15 questions in a Logo type language are
followed by 30 on manipulation of algebraic formulae, and 15 on
series completion. Several are wrong and/or badly explained. The
last 25 questions are a return to the flowcharts of test one.
Don't buy it: it's not even funny.
D. Woodhouse
La Trobe University
FLEWITT, P. (1984): Beyond Word Processing, MacMillan,
London, 94 pp., $7.95.
The author makes it abundantly clear as to who he expects to
benefit from the reading of his interesting volume in its intro
duction. The book is aimed at those who are studying a syllabus
with a word processing component or those who require an'easy
introduction to that world which lies beyond word processing'.
Those who are'computer experts' (a term which does not appear
in the book's limited glossary) should 'put this book down, and
look for something in your own language'.
Unfortunately, I am not sure that the author has really satisfied
his objective. The book tends to cover material which addresses
what a word processor is, the types of word processors, the types
of printers and three chapters on communications, all of which
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can be readily found in countless other publications, albeit not as
inexpensive.
The first chapter, 'Before Word Processing', contains some
useful hints on how to prepare material for word processing, but
like most other attempts does not identify how some author
habits can adversely affect, if not totally dissipate, the produc
tivity gains of a word processing installation. Also, this chapter,
like all others in the book, does not have a summary of the salient
points, as a 'check list' or 'revision list' for the 'tyro' reader.
The balance of the book tends to cover material, which is
adequately addressed in many other books on the same subject.
The author contends that he is to delve into the 'electronic
office', but fails to devote any space to the topic of office
automation. Also, his treatment of the types of word processors
tends to be reminiscent of the days when word processing and
data processing systems were separate entities in the office. A far
more detailed treatment of the emergence of minicomputer and
mainframe based word processing software is particularly
relevant, in view of the increasing sophistication of software on
these systems. Alas, less than half a page of superficial discussion
leaves one's appetite unsatisfied.
Whilst the chapter on 'Communications Between Word Pro
cessors' is technically correct, no mention is made about the
internal code specific to each vendor's system which controls
printing, formatting and editing, or the Operator Control
Language. To preserve the formatting and other codes in a
document beingtransferred between systems of different makes
(and sometimes different models of the same make) special
measures have to be taken with respect to the OCL. Hence, this
chapter is technically incomplete. There are also a number of
minor points of irritation and nusiance value such as incorrect
spelling and unexplained terms (e.g. portrait A4 on p57).
Generally, the book fails to meet its stated aim and therefore
has limited utility in the market that the author has aimed at. Its
content would more likely be of benefit to TAPE and Business
College students, although I could find better books to
recommend.
Allan Baird
S.A. Health Commission
RINDER, R.M. (1983): The IBM Personal Computer Made Easy,
Monarch Press, New York, 234 pp., $21.95.
This book is one of a multitude of recent publications supporting
the IBM personal computer. The author suggests a suitable
audience to be both experienced and inexperienced computer
users wanting to use the IBM PC for professional, personal and
recreational activities - in other words, just about everyone.
Unfortunately the book suffers from trying to please such a wide
audience. The majority of Australian users of IBM PC's are most
definitely business users. The relative price differences and
available configurations of the I BM PC in Australia, as compared
to the USA, virtually ensures that personal and recreational users
will be in the minority. A quick look at the table of contents shows
four chapters and about 70 pages devoted to an introduction to
personal computers and suggestions on how to select the right
hardware and software - very useful for business users. The
remaining eleven chapters are devoted to basic operating pro
cedures and tutorial coverage of PC BASIC. Clearly this imbalance
is not in the interests of business users of the IBM PC.
Despite the bias towards the personal and recreational as
pects, the introductory part offers some excellent reference
material for the business user. The introductory chapters offer a
comprehensive coverage of typical applications for personal
computers together with clear explanations of common com
puter “jargon" terms. Two very useful chapters cover available
hardware for the IBM PC and some useful advice on selecting
suitable software. The chapter on selecting the right equipment
describes commonly available peripheral equipment before
offering some typical configurations together with pricing
information (US dollars). The Australian reader would need to be
warned about the non-availability of the lowest cost configura
tions involving the use of a TV set as the monitor.
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The chapter on "How to Select the Right Program" provides
advice and checklists for selecting programs for word processing,
spreadsheets, graphics programs, mailing lists, communications
and data managers. The final three parts cover basic operating
procedures, learning the BASIC programming language and the
use of special features such as graphics and sound. The coverage
is reasonably comprehensive, though the examples are rather
short and disjointed. I think that complete novices at computer
programming would be better served by one of the computer
aided instruction packages available for the IBM PC. These
packages typically provide superior "hand holding" techniques.
I BM already supply an excellent introductory disc on purchasing
a PC. On the other hand, if you have some experience with
programming, then this book could prove a useful "one stop"
reference for the PC.
On the strength of the first part, I would suggest intending
purchasers of an I BM PC at least have a look at the introductory
chapters and they could prove very useful. Though perhaps the
most appropriate audience for this book could be DP managers
or senior analysts wanting to become familiar with PC's. Certainly
programming on an IBM PC is much more enjoyable than the
clumsy juggling of card decks they were used to. This book could
assist such a user explore some of the novel features not available
on the larger mainframe computers.
L.C. Lock Lee
BHP Central Research Laboratories
MECARRY, J. (1984): Computers Mean Business: An introduction
to computers in business, Pan Breakthrough Book, 336 pp,,
$8.95.
Having convened introductory computer concept courses as an
in-house DP trainer, and having just recently completed my first
10 week course as part of a community education program at a
local college, I welcomed the opportunity to review this book. 1
have been looking for a suitable text to work from, especially in
the community education program. My experiences with intro
ductory texts in the past had shown that the authors had assumed
either a high level of formal education orthat the reader/student
really only needed to learn BASIC as a universal tool for under
standing all. This book on the other hand had all the credentials
fora book to introduce computers to those with a desire to learn,
either as part of a formal program or as a self-enquiry exercise:
British National Extension College text, "written with major
syllabuses in mind... Open University short courses", etc. (Back
cover).
Having now read it from cover to cover, I am not so convinced
that this is the case. The book is divided in to four major
sub-sections:
1. What is a computer?
2. How can computers help business?
3. Computers in business practice.
4. Computing and the organisation.
Part One starts out very well with an introduction to the
hardware components of computers in general and how software
is the determining factor in creating a good computer system.
This introduction is written with specific reference to micro
computers which at this early stage of the book I believe is a
reasonable approach as most people would have had some, if
very brief, encounter with this size of computer and the basic
architecture is common across all machines of all sizes. Several
case studies are developed at the end of Part One (Chapter 3)
which are expanded upon in later chapters to illustrate the
various applications, approaches and software used. These cover
in-house development, using packaged software, distributed
processing and the option of using bureau services. They cover
small business applications, where the only in-house hardware is
micro-based. This bias towards micros continues throughout the
whole book, even to the extent that minicomputers and main
frames get only passing comments, many of them negative.
Notwithstanding this bias the case studies are very useful for
small businesses considering the acquisition of some form of
computer assistance. Also useful are the advice and warnings
757
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concerning the best way to go about this step and the pitfalls that
are involved.
In Part Three, there is an exposition of the basic types of
software useful to any business viz. word processing, "data base"
and spreadsheets, which can all be implemented on microcom
puters very successfully and in the main are easy to use. There is
also a brief introduction to PRESTEL (TELECOM'S VIATEL) which
I thought quite useful although unfortunately it did not have
enough depth. In my opinion, videotext is one of the most useful
computing tools becoming available to businesses of any size
and complexity, as it can be run as an in-house system, and great
advantage can be gained from use of the public systems offered
by TELECOM, CEC and various television stations.
I found Part Four useful especially the chapter on the indus
trial relations aspects of introducing computer technology. This
chapter gives some simple but effective approaches to consulta
tion which would be of particular interest to large organisations in
Australia today. This section also details a computer project
"gone wrong" where insufficient planningand needs analysis had
been undertaken.
I am concerned about the negative bias towards mainframes
and centralised DP departments which is prevalent thoughout
this book and in other publications of the microcomputer
fraternity. Ms Megarry characterises DP managers as similar to
Formula One enthusiasts (p.252) but she herself comes across as
a microcomputer enthusiast of the same ilk. This bias prevents
the book from being a general introductory text as I could not
recommend it to executives of medium and large scale business
who have yet to come to grips with computers within their
organisation and are faced with decisions of the same nature. Ms
Megarr/s book is better described as an introduction to com
puters in small business.
j.F.P. Donovan
PRIME Computer
KOCHAN, D. (Ed.) (1983): Integration of CAD/CAM, North
Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 283 pp., SUS42.25.

Information: German-Australian Chamber of Industry and Commerce,
2nd Floor, AWA Building, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000,
Tel. 02/29 3996,29 3998,29 3999, Telex 25 987 gercom.
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The North Holland Publishing Company does a valuable service
for learned bodies by organising the publication of papers
presented at the innumerable symposia and conferences
organised to disseminate work carried out in Universities and
Research Establishments. The eleven papers in this volume
provided a core for discussion at a meeting of two I FI P working
groups. The papers are mostly descriptive of CAD/CAM work
being carried out in European research institutions.
The papers cover various aspects of the work being under
taken to reach the goal of an automated factory. One would have
imagined that the lone Japanese paper would have provided an
instruction manual for the other participants but Professor Kimura
tactfully refrained from mentioning current Japanese practice for
automated factories. In keeping with the low profile presented
by many Japanese Tertiary Educational Centres, he restricted
himself to a description of the ways in which computer graphics
could assist the design process. The sole contribution from
industry (outlining the system it had actually implemented)
received no discussion. There were no papers from either Britain
or America. As Dr Krause pointed out, in Europe, one could hardly
expect development since all the qualified people were working
in committees.
People interested in the current status of University research
in integrated manufacturing systems should write to Professor D.
Kochan of Dresden University for a copy of his paper (Funda
mental aspects on systems of integrated automation processing
for manufacturing) which outlined the range of computer pro
grams developed by his institution.
This book, regrettably, can not be highly recommended. Apart
from the pedestrian nature of the papers, a more careful trans
lation of the English used by the authors would allow a better
comprehension of the material presented.
J. Cartmel
University of New South Wales
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